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INTRODUCTION
There are more than 100 schools in the US that
offer bachelor’s degree programs in construction
management. Master’s degree programs are also
available. However, regardless of formal education
opportunities, most residential builders’ knowledge
of how to build comes from on-the-job experience in
the industry and training from either family members
or mentor/apprentice relationships, whether formal
or informal. The result of this situation has been a
form of traditionalism in methods and the selection
of materials in the construction industry.

eventually causing the building to lean towards the
northwest corner.
By July, the developers were claiming that while
Ocean Tower construction would be delayed, the
skyscraper would reemerge “stronger and safer
than ever”. However, on November 4, 2008, a letter
was delivered to investors:
We are deeply disappointed to report that the
construction of Ocean Tower, which was suspended
in May, has been terminated with no immediate
prospects for completion.

While traditions ensure the preservation and
continuance of tried-and-true ways and means
of building, traditionalism can result in a narrow
conservatism that excludes new and improved
methods and materials not known or available in
the past.

Almost a year later, plans were announced for the
tower’s demolition. On December 13, 2009, the
376-foot unfinished skyscraper was destroyed with
a controlled implosion. At 55,000 tons, it was the
largest implosion of a reinforced concrete structure
in the world.

The purpose of this course is to survey some of the
methods and materials that have proven themselves
over the history of building in the US, as well as to
introduce to some recent advances in the building
sciences.

Millennium Towers
The 645-foot Millennium Tower at 301 Mission
Street in San Francisco was completed in 2008
and is the city’s third-tallest skyscraper. It contains
over 400 multimillion-dollar condo units. 100
million dollars’ worth of units were sold in the first
five weeks of sales. But seven years later in 2015,
residents were shocked to learn that the building
was sinking. By 2018, the building had sunk 17
inches and tilted 14 inches and has continued to
sink at a rate of 2” per year.

FOUNDATIONS
Famous Foundation Failures
South Padre Island Ocean Tower
South Padre Island Ocean Tower is a 134-unit
skyscraper close to the Mexican border, a 31-story
condominium building with views over the ocean.
It was marketed as the “highest structure in the Rio
Grande Valley” with “Italian marble floors, granite
counter tops, stainless steel appliances, custom
cabinets, stainless steel fixtures, over-sized Jacuzzi
tub and stand-up showers.”
During construction, in May of 2008, however,
cracks in the columns supporting the parking
garage appeared. Structural analysis showed that the
tower’s core had sunk 14 to 16 inches. The attached
parking lot had moved less than half that distance.
Pier supports in the shifty clay more than 100 feet
underground began buckling, stressing beams and
columns, causing cracking, spalling, and breaking,
120
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The building rests on piles that are 60’-90’ deep,
but do not reach bedrock which is approximately
250’ below the surface. A tentative settlement has
been reached that will require Millennium Partners
and Transbay Joint Powers Authority to pay for the
$100m plan to fix the building which will involve
installing 52 piles that would set on the bedrock 250’
below the surface and be attached to the existing
piles. Residents will also be compensated for their
financial losses due to the building’s notoriety.
The Leaning Tower of Pisa
Everybody is familiar with this example of a
foundation failure. The tower began to lean during
construction in the 12th century. This was due to
soft soil on which it was built. The situation was
worse by the time of completion in the 14th century.
By 1990 the tilt had reached 5.5 degrees. To preserve
WI CONTRACTORS

this world-famous tourist destination, work began in
1993 to stabilize the tower. The remediation efforts
have successfully reduced the tilt to 3.97 degrees.
In this case, a foundation failure has inadvertently
become a phenomenal success!
Personal Failure
Here is an example from a new contractor who
had just built their first basement. The house was
rather large and not having laser levels available
in those days, he discovered that the top of the
foundation was 1½” out of level from one corner to
the opposite diagonal corner. Being inexperienced,
he thought we could correct the problem during the
framing of the house. The framers were not happy
with him to put it mildly. After much extra work,
the framing was finally completed and was plumb.
The next unhappy crew were the drywall hangers.
The framing was plumb, but nothing was quite
square. Thank heavens for drywall mud! But the
nightmare wasn’t over. The trim carpenters and the
cabinet installers discovered that they didn’t figure
enough shims for the job. Oh well, the painters will
fix it. You know… a little 3/8” caulk.
He shared this personal experience in hopes that
this will not happen to others, and to stress the point
that it’s important to get the foundation right! But
what does it mean to get the foundation right? Well,
that’s a matter of opinion.

Traditional Foundations
Often the stones that were gathered from the
clearing of the land would serve as the stones for the
foundation. The smaller stones were the base or the
footing for the foundation. The larger stones were
used for the vertical walls of the foundation. These
types of foundations have been built for thousands
of years. Even the great cathedrals of Europe were
built in this way.
Concrete Block and Brick Foundations
More familiar to us today are poured concrete
footings with masonry foundation walls, typically
concrete block or brick. This type of foundation is
an excellent choice where a crawlspace is desired.
One of the greatest advantages of a crawl space is
that it is a convenient space for plumbing, electrical,
and mechanical systems. Since it is a free volume,
WI CONTRACTORS

very little extra planning is required for the
plumbing piping, the ductwork for HVAC systems
and the electrical wiring. Post installation servicing
of MPE is also much easier. Another advantage to
crawl spaces is that the floor system can be well
insulated.
Conventional wisdom has been that crawlspaces
needed to be ventilated. The purpose for ventilation
was to keep air circulating to keep the air under
the house dry. As it happens, in most cases, the
foundation vents introduce moist air into the
crawlspace. Warm moist air entering a cool crawl
space will drop its moisture, which will condense
on walls, pipes, ducts, and floor joists making
conditions favorable for mold, corrosion, and rot.
Debates among code writers have continued for
decades over whether to vent crawl spaces or not.
The International Residential Code (IRC) requires:
Section R408.1, Ventilation
The under-floor space between the bottom of
the floor joists and the earth under any building
(except space occupied by a basement) shall have
ventilation openings through foundation walls or
exterior walls. The minimum net area of ventilation
openings shall be not less than 1 square foot for
each 150 square feet of under-floor space area
unless the ground surface is covered by Class 1
vapor retarder material. Where a Class 1 vapor
retarder material is used, the minimum net area of
ventilation openings shall be not less than 1 square
foot for each 1,500 square feet of under-floor space
area. One such ventilating opening shall be within
3 feet of each corner of the building.
So, to be in compliance with code, you must include
vents in the crawlspace foundation walls, even
though it has been proven to be a bad idea.
One way to reduce moisture in a crawlspace is to
employ dehumidification equipment.
Fortunately, the IRC also does allow for non-vented
crawlspaces with certain specifications.
Section 308.3, Unventilated Crawlspaces
•	
Mechanically circulating air is established
between the upper conditioned area of the
home and crawlspace. The air-circulating
From the Ground Up |
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device must move at least 1 cubic foot of air
per 50 square feet of crawlspace area.
•	The crawlspace floor area must be completely
sealed with a vapor-retarding material. This
means lapping the edges of the vapor retarder
up against the inner foundation walls,
overlapping separate sheets by at least six
inches, and sealing up those seams.
•	
All crawlspace walls must be insulated to
appropriate R-values for the regional climate.
Another term for this type of crawl space is
“encapsulated”.
While foundations built with individual bricks
or concrete masonry units (CMU) are prevalent,
the conditions under which they are practical are
limited. When foundation walls are to be backfilled,
such as in the case of a fully excavated basement,
alternative types of foundations must be utilized.
Among the most common are poured cast-in-place
reinforced concrete, ivany block, precast, and
treated wood.
Reinforced Cast-in-Place
Concrete Foundations
A reinforced concrete foundation wall is constructed
by pouring concrete into forms wherein reinforcing
steel has been placed. Concrete has superior
strength under compression, but has little strength
under tension, making it vulnerable to failure
when exposed to the weight of soil pressure when
backfilled or the hydrostatic pressures of ground
waters. Steel, on the other hand, has superior tensile
strength and makes for a beneficial marriage when
paired with the compressive strength of concrete.
Concrete and steel also possess similar coefficients
of expansion making them compatible structural
mates. That means that the steel reinforcing
bars and concrete show similar elongation and
shrinkage behaviors under thermal fluctuations.
Wood and steel on the other hand do not share this
compatibility, which is why when wood is bolted to
steel such as in a flitch plate beam, the couple will
“argue” with creaks and groans for the life of the
structure.

within the concrete. Chloride ions are the primary
cause of corrosion of steel reinforcement . Chlorides
can permeate sound concrete through water
migration or through cracks and fissures in the
concrete by capillary action. Chloride-containing
admixtures can also cause corrosion. Coating the
rebar with corrosion resistant substances such as
epoxies and zinc (galvanization) have been utilized
with some success, but the abuse reinforcing steel
suffers during the construction process makes it
nearly impossible for the coatings to remain intact.
Any breach in the coating can cause concentrated
corrosion which can prove to be more damaging
than the generalized corrosion of uncoated steel.
Stainless steel is also an option albeit usually too
expensive to be practical.
Another material often used for reinforcing concrete
is fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP). FRP composite
materials are made up of high strength fibers of
glass, carbon, or steel, embedded in a polymer
matrix.
Ivany Block Foundations
A hybrid of concrete masonry units and reinforced
concrete is the Ivany block foundation. Ivany blocks
are concrete blocks formed with notches to receive
horizontal reinforcing bars and cells to receive
vertical reinforcing bars and poured concrete. The
resulting wall is similar in performance to a poured
reinforced concrete wall but without the need for
the placing and removal of forms.

Despite the complementary qualities of concrete
and steel, there are also antagonisms. The most
prevalent incompatibility is corrosion of the rebar
122
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FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
1.	Warm moist air entering a
cool crawl space will drop
its_______________.
a. Moisture
b. Temperature
c. Density
d. R-value
2.	One way to reduce moisture
in a crawlspace is to employ
_______________.
a. Sump pumps
b. Insulation
c. Thermostats
d. Dehumidification equipment
3.	Another term for an unventilated
crawl space is “____________”.
a. Innovative
b. Encapsulated
c. Closed cell
d. Illegal
4.	When foundation walls are to be
backfilled, such as in the case of a
fully excavated basement, alternative
types of foundations must be
utilized. Among the most common
are poured cast-in-place reinforced
concrete, ivany block, precast, and
___________.
a. Concrete Masonry Units
b. Insulated Concrete Forms
c. Treated Wood
d. Monolithic

5.	___________blocks are concrete
blocks formed with notches to receive
horizontal reinforcing bars and cells
to receive vertical reinforcing bars
and poured concrete.
a. Lego
b. Ivany
c. Squash
d. Mental

Non-Traditional Foundations
Precast Concrete Foundations
Precast foundation walls are made of high-strength
concrete panels that are manufactured off site.
In addition to the continuous vertical concrete
component, each panel has regularly spaced solid
concrete studs for load-bearing support and a
built-in concrete footing. Because the footing is
incorporated into the panel, there is no need for a
traditional formed or excavated concrete footing.
Panels often include rigid insulation where the
basement will be used as heated space. The studs
can also be wood or steel to receive finished
wall materials such as drywall. These studs can
also accommodate plumbing and wiring as in
conventionally framed walls.
Although the constructing of a foundation using
precast foundation walls is relatively simple
in concept, the process requires meticulous
preparation and skilled installation of the panels.
Preparing the gravel base, which is usually 4 to 12
inches thick, should be done in coordination with
a soils engineer. The gravel base or “subfooting”
should be compacted and graded level. The panels
are placed with a crane and are bolted together,
and all joints are caulked with a urethane sealant.
Some companies coat the exterior side of the panel
eliminating the need for further waterproofing,
although some state codes require additional
waterproofing, nonetheless. The NC Building code
does not require additional waterproofing.
After the panels are in place and secured, the
basement slab is poured to anchor the bottom of the
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panels. Back filling should not occur until the floor
joists are installed above the foundation to brace the
tops of the panels.
The advantages of precast foundation walls
include more accurate and better-quality controlled
manufacture of the foundation walls. Since the
concrete is usually 5,000psi, the panels can be thinner
and lighter than a poured concrete foundation. The
walls are erected in a fraction of the time of block,
Ivany, or cast-in-place concrete and can be erected
even in inclement weather. The design of the panels
accommodates the installation of piping and wiring,
as is the installation of finished walls.
Insulated Concrete Forms (ICF)
Insulated concrete forms (ICFs) are similar in some
respects to Ivany blocks in that they are individual
units stacked in such a way to be filled with
concrete resulting in a sort of cast-in-place concrete
wall. The difference is that in ICF construction the
blocks are not concrete, but polystyrene insulation
material. Like cast-in-place concrete, the forms
must be held in place by tensile connectors. In
ICFs the connectors are usually plastic and can
also serve as fastening points for drywall or other
wall finishing materials. Unlike cast-in-place forms
which are removed after the concrete has set, ICFs
remain in place and serve as insulation for the wall,
both on the exterior and the interior.
The use of ICFs dates back to the 1940s and 1950s
in Switzerland where a similar system was used
employing treated wood fibers rather than foam. In
the 1960s, after chemical companies had developed
plastic foams, Werner Gregori, a Canadian
contractor and inventor, developed a foam block
that resembles today’s typical ICFs. In the 1980s
and 1990s, American companies got involved in
the technology, manufacturing blocks and panels
or planks. In 1994, the Insulating Concrete Form
Association (ICFA) was founded to do research and
promotion of ICFs. Although no longer in operation,
the organization was important to bring public
awareness of the product and to obtain building
code acceptance.
Owners choose ICF construction for several
reasons such as the resulting strength of the walls,
which is important for safety and resistance to
storm and seismic events. ICF walls are resistant to
124
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moisture conditions such as mold and rot. They also
afford minimal opportunity for insects and vermin
infestation. Because of the foam, the thermal
insulation results in better life cycle energy usage.
The foam also adds the benefit of sound isolation.
Additionally, contractors appreciate the ease and
speed of construction. The light weight and the
ability to be cut with common carpentry tools
allows erection by lower skilled workers.
Installation of insulated concrete form systems
is similar to masonry construction or more like
building with Legos. Construction usually starts at
the corners and blocks are placed a layer at a time to
build up the wall. Depending on the manufacturer,
some units, must be glued together or taped at the
joints. Most systems, however, are designed so as
to eliminate the need for adhesives during stacking.
Once the forms are in place and the required
reinforcement installed, it is extremely important
that walls are plumb and adequately braced before
concrete is pumped into the forms. Some contractors
lean walls slightly in toward the bracing which
allows for minor adjustments to ensure the walls
are plumb. This is good practice since you can push
the wall to plumb, but it is nearly impossible to pull
it to plumb. Extreme care must be taken to fill the
forms with concrete at the proper rate based on the
formwork manufacturer specifications, otherwise
misalignment and blowouts may occur. Openings
for doors and windows require bucks to surround
the opening and contain the fresh concrete during
placement. The bucks also provide suitable material
for fastening window or doorframes.
Forms can be delivered as preassembled blocks with
connectors already installed or flat-packed panels
that must be assembled with the connectors on site.
Some preassembled blocks use hinged connectors
to allow for more convenient packing and shipping.
The foam most often used for ICFs is expanded
polystyrene (EPS). The connectors that separate
the two layers of forming material can be plastic
or metal. The joints between individual forms can
feature interlocking teeth or a tongue and groove
configuration molded into the forming material, or
simple butt jointed seams. Block sizes are usually
16 inches high by 48 inches long. The cavities
are commonly six or eight inches wide but can be
customized according to engineered requirements.
WI CONTRACTORS

Autoclaved Aerated Concrete (AAC)
Autoclaved Aerated Concrete has been around
for approximately 100 years and has been used
extensively in Europe, Asia, and the Middle East,
but has had limited use in the United States.
First perfected by the Swedish architect and
inventor Dr. Johan Axel Eriksson working with
Professor Henrik Kreüger at the Royal Institute
of Technology, their AAC materials were branded
Ytong. Ytong autoclaved aerated concrete in
Sweden was originally produced with alum shale.
Unfortunately, the slate deposits used for Ytong
contain a very low level of natural uranium, which
makes the material give off radioactive radon gas
in the building. By creating new formulations that
did not contain alum shale, Ytong produced a new
type of aerated concrete which solved the problem
of radon emissions.
Unlike most other concrete materials, AAC is
produced using no aggregate larger than sand.
When AAC is mixed and cast in forms, several
chemical reactions take place that gives AAC its
light weight, since 80% of the volume of an AAC
block is air. The finished product is solid but still
soft. It is placed in an autoclave chamber which is a
steam pressure hardening process. This gives AAC
its high strength and other unique properties.
Some of the advantages of AAC are:
•	They offer an improved thermal efficiency.
•	They offer superior fire resistance.
•	Their lighter weight saves cost and energy in
transportation and labor expense.
•	They are environmentally friendly. There is a
decrease of 50% of greenhouse gas emissions.
•	They are non-toxic. There are no toxic gases
or other toxic substances in autoclaved aerated
concrete.
The biggest disadvantage is that AAC is brittle in
nature and needs to be handled more carefully than
clay bricks to avoid breakage.

Treated Wood Foundations
Permanent Wood Foundations are built with
pressure-treated 2X lumber and sheathed with
pressure-treated plywood. The size of the studs as
well as their spacing and thickness of the sheathing
are dependent on the height of the wall, the vertical
loads of the upper stories, and the horizontal
pressure of the backfill. Wood foundations that sit
on gravel or sand must have a footing plate that
is wider than the wall stud/plate size and may be
pre-attached to the framed wall or staked to the
footing gravel or sand. When a poured concrete
footing is employed, no footing plate is required.
The bottom plate of the framed wall is bolted to
the concrete footing. Plywood recommended for
the PWF system is all-veneer APA-Rated plywood
sheathing, Exposure 1 marked APA Series V-600 or
Exterior marked APA Series V-611, and produced
according to U.S. Product Standards PS1, PS2 or
APA Standard PRP-108. All fasteners need to be
hot dipped galvanized if above grade and stainless
steel if below grade. The specifications must be
determined by a qualified engineer. Permanent
wood foundations may be built on site or built off
site and transported to site for installation.
Like precast concrete foundation, before a wood
foundation is backfilled, the top of the wall must be
supported laterally by the floor system. The bottom
of the wall must be supported by a cast in place
concrete slab or by a pressure treated wood framed
floor system. Wood foundations are generally placed
on footings of crushed stone (1/2” maximum), gravel
(3/4” maximum), coarse sand (1/16” minimum)
or poured concrete. In crawl space construction,
the interior base of the foundation wall should be
backfilled before installing the floor system. Once
the floor system is in place, the exterior side of the
foundation may be backfilled.
Wiring and plumbing may be routed in the vertical
spaces between the studs, but studs, plates and
any required blocking may not be cut or drilled,
however top plates may be drilled for electrical
wiring. When installing insulation in below grade
walls, a 2” space must be provided between the
bottom end of the insulation and the bottom plate.
Permanent wood foundations can also be designed
to support brick veneer exteriors.

WI CONTRACTORS
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FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
6.	Back filling precast foundations
should not occur until the
___________ are installed above the
foundation to brace the tops of the
panels.
a. Straps
b. Purlins
c. Floor joists
d. Girts
7.	Unlike cast-in-place forms which are
removed after the concrete has set,
Insulated Concrete Forms remain in
place and serve as ____________ for
the wall, both on the exterior and the
interior.
a. Waterproofing
b. Strengthening
c. Decoration
d. Insulation
8.	When Autoclaved Aerated Concrete
is mixed and cast in forms, several
chemical reactions take place that
gives AAC its light weight, since 80%
of the volume of an AAC block is
________________.
a. Air
b. Water
c. Portland cement
d. Carbon Dioxide

Monolithic Slab
Monolithic slabs are foundation systems poured as
one unit and consists of a concrete slab (floor) with
thickened portions of the slab around the perimeter
and under interior load bearing walls which serve
as footings. The footing sections are reinforced
with reinforcing steel.
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This type of foundation is popular in southern
regions where the ground does not freeze. National
builders often use this type of foundation/floor
system because of its simplicity, cost savings, and
reduced likelihood of call backs. Even if the natural
terrain of a site does not easily accommodate a
monolithic slab, extensive grading is often done to
flatten the site.
Since much of the waste plumbing is under the slab,
special care must be taken to ensure that stub ups
are accurately placed. Sometimes HVAC ducting
is also placed under the slab. HVAC air ducts
located under concrete slab floors are especially
problematic. Collapsed ductwork that can occur
during construction can result in inadequate airflow.
Even if the ductwork survives, many environmental
problems can occur in under slab ducts such as
condensation, flooding, odors, mold, insects, and
radon emissions.

Open Foundations
All the foundations discussed so far have been
closed foundations. However, some conditions
require open foundations such as coastal regions
and where the soil will not support the vertical
force of the structure. Open foundations generally
employ the use of pilings or piers and beams. Piers
transfer loads by bearing only. Pilings transfer
loads by bearing and friction (and suction). Pilings
can be steel or wood and piers can be steel, wood,
or concrete. In the case of pilings, the pilings are
driven into unstable soil until they reach stable soil
or rock. Piers are usually inserted or poured into
drilled or bored holes. A foundation is considered
to be ‹piled› when its depth is more than three times
its breadth.
The most famous example of building on piles is
the city of Venice, Italy. The city was built in a
coastal lagoon by Romans who were trying to flee
the Germanic and Hun invasions. They learned to
build on the swamps by driving closely spaced alder
wood piles into the unstable soils and capping them
with limestone shelves.
Some houses are built on pilings not because of
the soil quality, but because of inevitable flooding.
While this type of construction protects the house
from water, it makes it more vulnerable to fire. The
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lower level is often screened with wood or lattice
screening which is flammable. A better option
would be a metal or a cementitious material. FEMA
also recommends that the underside of the floor
system be covered with fire rated gypsum board.

Waterproofing

Pier and beam foundations are not always “houses
on stilts”. Where poor soil, not flooding, is the
issue, houses can be built much closer to the grade.

Water, like all compounds, exists in three states,
solid, liquid, and gas. In northern zones, water in
its solid form, ice, is a critical issue, especially ice
in the ground. Frozen soils swell and cause frost
heaving. Frost heaving is the upwards swelling of
soil during freezing conditions due to the presence
of ice. Local codes where frost heaving is a problem
require foundations to be built deep enough to bear
on soils below the frost line.

FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
9.	___________ slabs are foundation
systems poured as one unit.
a.	Precast
b.	Cast-in-place
c.	Post-tensioned
d.	Monolithic
10.	Open foundations generally employ
the use of pilings or piers and ______.
a.	Struts
b.	Slabs
c.	Beams
d.	Girders
11.	Piers transfer loads by bearing only.
Pilings transfer loads by bearing and
_________.
a.	Rock
b.	Friction
c.	Trabeation
d.	Shape shifting

With the exception of slab on grade and pier
and beam foundations, all other foundations are
threatened by Public Enemy #1 – WATER!

Ice is also a threat to any material that has a crack
or fissure. Ice wedging or frost wedging is a form of
mechanical weathering in which cracks in rock or
other surfaces fill with water, freeze, and expand,
causing the cracks to enlarge and eventually break.
Water penetrates the material, often through
capillary action and freezes. This is especially
destructive when the material is rigid such as stone
or concrete.
Water in its gaseous state, vapor, is also destructive
to foundations. As we have seen in ventilated
crawlspaces, the foundation vents introduce moist
air (vapor) into the crawlspace. Warm moist air
entering a cool crawl space will drop its moisture,
which will condense on walls, pipes, ducts, and
floor joists making conditions favorable for mold,
corrosion, and rot.
Vapor does not always originate in the air. Concrete
emits vapor for the entire life of the curing process,
which can last thousands of years. Even though
concrete dries substantially in 24-48 hours, is 70%
dry after 7 days, and is virtually fully cured after 28
days, it never fully dries. Also, due to its porosity,
concrete can absorb water by direct contact with
liquid water or water vapor.
Though ice and water vapor are seriously
problematic, liquid water by far is the most serious
threat to the integrity of foundations. There are two
types of water that endanger foundations – surface
water and ground water. The first line of defense
is to prevent surface water from becoming ground
water. Roof overhangs, gutters and sloping the grade
(1/2”/ft for at least 6 ft) away from the foundation
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are effective means to keeping the surface water
away from the foundation. Once surface water
penetrates the ground, it becomes ground water and
must be managed to keep it from compromising the
foundation.
The primary task in managing ground water
is to keep the water away from the foundation,
by allowing it to drain down without creating
hydrostatic pressure against the foundation wall.
Once hydrostatic pressure is allowed to develop,
there will be a leak. Three things are required for
a foundation leak – water, a hold or crack, and
pressure. You can’t not have water – it will always
rain (and snow). You may try to have a foundation
without holes, but you probably will not succeed,
no matter how hard you try. The only thing left that
can be controlled is the elimination of hydrostatic
pressure. Traditionally, drainage materials such as
gravel or sand have been used to enable the water
to drain down and then collect the water into a
perimeter drain that allows the water to flow out and
way from the foundation. If you think hydrostatic
pressure isn’t that big of a deal, remember that 1”
of water is equivalent to a 70 mile per hour wind,
which means that hurricane forces can be attacking
your foundation, while everything seems calm
above ground.
Three things are required to protect any foundation
from the effects of hydrostatic pressure. A
waterproof layer on the foundation, a capillary
break, and a layer of free draining material, such as
gravel, which allows the water to drain by gravity
to a subsurface perimeter drain. With some systems
using drainage board or dimple mats, the capillary
break and the drainage field are incorporated.
Capillarity is of major concern in building since
any material with pores will wick or suck water.
Wood and concrete are common materials used
in residential construction that contain pores and
are therefore subject to capillarity. The smaller
the pore, the greater the force of capillarity. This
is what allows trees hundreds of feet tall to draw
water up to the top branches. Concrete and brick
are extremely porous, which makes it extremely
important to prevent water from contacting the
surface and being drawn into the foundation wall
or floor slab by capillary action.
The waterproof barrier is usually attached to the
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exterior side of the foundation wall, usually a sheet
membrane or a liquid membrane applied by spray,
roller, or trowel. Sheet membranes are typically
rubberized asphalt of at least 60 mil or bentonite.
Bentonite is a type of clay that as it takes in water,
swells to up to 15 times its original volume forcing
itself into cracks and holes permanently sealing the
foundation wall. Unfortunately, the seal doesn’t
form until the foundation is backfilled and water
reaches the panel which leaves some doubt as to
whether it was properly installed. On the plus side,
it is a non-polluting material that is relatively easy
to work with.
There is some confusion between the terms
“waterproofing” and “dampproofing”. The
International Residential Code (IRC), in Section
R406, specifies the conditions that require either
dampproofing or waterproofing. Any concrete or
masonry foundation walls “that retain earth and
enclose interior spaces and floors below grade
shall be dampproofed from the top of the footing
to the finished grade.” The IRC then provides a
list of the permissible materials, which include
bituminous coating and acrylic-modified cement.
Waterproofing is only required by the IRC “in areas
where a high-water table or other severe soil-water
conditions are known to exist.”
Perimeter Drains

https://wiki.sustainabletechnologies.ca/wiki/
Underdrains by Unknown Author is licensed under CC
BY
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Perimeter drains, often referred to as French drains,
named after Henry Flagg French, the man who
invented it in 1859, have traditionally been round
pipes that allow water to enter and then flow away
from the structure. Years ago, the drains were
made from terracotta pipes. However, there were
problems of cracking and root intrusion.
Currently, perimeter drains are usually perforated
corrugated plastic pipes, which are easy to install.
It is important to cover any perforated pipe with
a filter of some sort to prevent the drains from
becoming clogged with silt. Many products come
with filter fabric installed on the pipe.
Recently, rectangular strip drains are being used
more and more. They come with incorporated filter
fabric and in some cases an adhesive side which
helps to place it against the foundation.
The placement of the drain is preferably next to the
footing. Unfortunately, because of the way footings
are excavated, this is rarely done. It usually finds
itself sitting on top of the footing. The important
thing to remember is that the top of the pipe must
be below the top of any slab that may be inside the
foundation.

Radon Abatement
Before we leave the subject of foundations and
basements, a word needs to be said about harmful
gas abatement, most often radon.
Radon is a naturally occurring radioactive gas
that can cause lung cancer. It is inert, colorless,
and odorless. Outdoors, radon is usually not an
issue since it disperses rapidly due to natural air
movement. Radon exposure is a problem when it
occurs inside homes and other buildings. Breathing
radon increases your risk of lung cancer. Radon
is the second leading cause of lung cancer in the
United States. Nationally, the EPA estimates that
about 21,000 people die each year from radonrelated lung cancer, second only to smoking, which
means it is the leading cause of lung cancer in nonsmokers.
Entry points of radon into buildings are typically
cracks in foundations and walls, construction joints,
under concrete slabs and around pipes, vents, and
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wires.
According to the EPA, the five basic features that
builders should include to prevent radon from
entering a home are:
1. Gravel: Use a 4-inch layer of clean, coarse
gravel below the “slab,” also called the
foundation. This layer of gravel allows the soil
gases, which includes radon, that occur naturally
in the soil to move freely underneath the house.
Builders call this the “air flow layer” or “gas
permeable layer” because the loose gravel allows
the gases to circulate. NOTE: In some regions
of the country, gravel may be too expensive or
unnecessary. Alternatives are allowed, such as a
perforated pipe or a collection mat.
2. Plastic Sheeting or Vapor Retarder: Place
heavy duty plastic sheeting (6 mil. polyethylene)
or a vapor retarder on top of the gravel to prevent
the soil gases from entering the house. The
sheeting also keeps the concrete from clogging
the gravel layer when the slab is poured.
3. A Vent Pipe: Run a 3-inch or 4-inch solid
PVC Schedule 40 pipe, like the ones commonly
used for plumbing, vertically from the gravel
layer (stubbed up when the slab is poured)
through the house’s conditioned space and roof
to safely vent radon and other soil gases outside
above the house. (Although serving a different
purpose, this vent pipe is similar to the drain
waste vent, DWV, installed by the plumber.) This
pipe should be labeled “Radon System.” Your
plumber or a certified radon professional can do
this.
4. Sealing and Caulking: Seal all openings,
cracks, and crevices in the concrete foundation
floor (including the slab perimeter crack) and
walls with polyurethane caulk to prevent radon
and other soil gases from entering the home.
5. Junction Box: Install an electrical junction
box (outlet) in the attic for use with a vent fan,
should, after testing for radon, a more robust
system be needed.
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FRAMING
Main Types of Wood Framing
Framing can be wood or steel, but since the
preponderance of residential construction is wood
framing, we will concentrate our considerations on
wood framing.
The three main types of wood framing used
for residential building are Western or platform
framing, balloon framing, and braced framing.
Western or platform framing is a system of framing
in which the floor system of one story sits on the
wall assembly of the story beneath it.

https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2014-08/
documents/buildradonout.pdf from epa.gov

Though the considerations here are not exhaustive by
any means, we will leave the subject of foundations
and move “upward” and turn our attention to the
subject of framing.

FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
12.	Three things are required for a
foundation leak – water, a hold or
crack, and ________________.
a. Clay
b. Silt
c. Bull Tallow
d. Pressure
13.	The placement of a perimeter drain is
preferably_______ the footing.
a. On top of
b. Under
c. On the side
d. Inside
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Balloon framing, sometimes called Chicago
framing, is a system of framing in which the vertical
elements of the exterior walls, i.e. studs, extend the
full height of the structure from the soleplate to
the roof plate. Floor joists are fastened to the studs
either by being nailed or screwed to the sides of
the studs or by sitting on a ledger that has been let
into the studs. The name comes from the French
maison en boulin, boulin being a French term for a
horizontal scaffolding support.
Braced framing, or post and beam framing, is a
system of framing in which girts are mortised into
solid corner posts which are full frame height.
Intermediate studs are single story height and, once
installed, are diagonally braced.
Braced framing is considered to be heavy framing,
whereas balloon and platform framing are
considered to be light framing, due to the use of
smaller and more numerous components.
Braced framing was replaced by balloon framing,
and balloon framing has been replaced by platform
framing except in certain cases such as stairwells
on exterior walls and multi-story height walls.

Advanced Framing
In the 1960s, a version of platform framing was
proposed called Advance Framing or Optimum
Value Engineering (OVE). Its intent was to reduce
the amount of lumber used in framing. The purpose
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was to reduce costs and also improve the energy
efficiency of wall assemblies by reducing thermal
bridges and allowing better insulation. Some of the
methods of this technique were:
•	Framing on wider centers such as 24”. This
saves studs and increases the amount of
insulation in the wall.
•	Inline framing where studs line up over joists
and joists and rafters line up over studs.
Where wall studs are 2X6 on 24” O.C. and in
line with joists and rafters, this is sometimes
referred to as Arkansas framing.
•	The use of two stud corners which reduces the
amount of studs and allows insulation to be
installed in corners.

with an appropriate caulk or with several types of
foam gaskets that come in rolls. If foam rolls are
used, butt joints of the treated sill plates should be
caulked.

Floor Systems
Floor systems have traditionally been framed with
2X joists, typically made from Southern Yellow
Pine (SYP), due to its abundance and inherent
structural strength. Joists were usually lapped over
a drop girder or flushed to the top of a flush girder
using a ledger or joist hangers to attach the joists to
the girder.

•	Single stud jambs which prevent the bulking
up of jack studs and cripple studs at window
openings, which again reduces the number of
studs and consequent thermal bridging.
•	
Right-sized insulated headers including no
headers in non-bearing walls.
•	Eliminating studs at intersections with interior
partitions.
Although Advanced Framing has been around
for over fifty years, it has not gained widespread
acceptance. The International Residential Code
recognizes some, but not all aspects of Advanced
Framing, and areas with high wind loads or seismic
zones will not allow some of the details. Even if you
are building in an area amenable to using Advanced
Framing, don’t expect your local building inspector
to sign off on the framing without an engineer’s
letter.

Mud Sill
Before the floor system can be installed, a sill
plate, sometimes referred to as a mud sill, must be
bolted to the top of the foundation. If it is in contact
with concrete, it must be pressure treated lumber,
and since it is pressure treated lumber the bolts,
washers, and nuts must be hot dipped galvanized.
It is also good practice to seal the space between
the foundation and the sill plate. This is essential
in the case of encapsulated crawlspaces and
inhabitable basements. This can be accomplished
WI CONTRACTORS

http://diy.stackexchange.com/que stions/20424/
what-is-the-codeapproved-way-to-cut-and-patchfirerated-drywall-hung-on-the-ce) by Unknown Author is
licensed under CC BY-SA

I-joists
In 1969, an engineered wood joist, commonly
known as an I-joist was invented. The I-joist differs
from dimensional lumber in that the I-joist carries
heavy loads with less lumber than a dimensional
solid wood joist. The product was widely accepted
and as of 2005, approximately half of all wood
light framed floors are framed with I-joists. Unlike
dimensional solid wood joists, I-joists are less
likely to bow, crown, twist, cup, check or split. The
greatest disadvantage is that the I-joist rapidly loses
structural strength in the case of a fire.
Like a steel I-beam, an I-joist has two main parts,
the web and flanges. The flanges can be constructed
from laminated veneer lumber or finger-jointed solid
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wood. The web is typically made from plywood,
laminated veneer lumber, or oriented strand board.
Sizes vary according to the I-joist’s intended load
and span. Depths can range from 9.25 to 24 inches
and can reach up to 80 feet in length. The I-joist
can be used for floor joists, ceiling joists, and roof
rafters.
Due to the structural dynamics of I-joists,
penetrations are possible that can greatly enhance
the ability to install MPE systems. Often the
allowed opening locations are marked on the web,
and, in some cases, they perforated so they can be
knocked out with a hammer.

FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
14.	The three main types of wood
framing used for residential building
are Western or ________ framing,
balloon framing, and braced framing.
a. Southern
b. Arkansas
c. Platform
d. Stud and Plate
15.	A sill plate, sometimes referred to as
a _______ sill, must be bolted to the
top of the foundation.
a. Flat
b. Mud
c. Shoe
d. Top
16.	The greatest disadvantage in using
I-joists is that they rapidly lose
structural strength in the case of a(n)
__________.
a. Fire
b. Flood
c. Earthquake
d. Hurricane
17.	Like a steel I-beam, an I-joist has two
main parts, the web and the _______.
a. Chords
b. Flanges
c. Struts
d. Stations
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Floor Trusses
Another alternative to dimensional lumber and
I-joists are floor trusses. The technical definition
of a truss is a structure that “consists of two-force
members only, where the members are organized so
that the assemblage as a whole behaves as a single
object.” Truss derives from the 13th century French
word trousse, which means “collection of things
bound together.” A planar truss is a truss where all
members and nodes lie within a two-dimensional
plane. A space truss has members and nodes that
extend into three dimensions. The top beams in
a truss are called top chords and are typically in
compression, the bottom beams are called bottom
chords, and are typically in tension. The interior
beams are called webs, and the areas inside the
webs are called panels.

Not all wood trusses use wood for the webs; some
use metal. In the early 1980s it was common to
use floor tresses that were metal webbed trusses.
The good thing about this type of truss is that they
are easier to fabricate, lighter and easier to handle,
however they “sang” when vibrated and the pressedin cleat on the web ends were prone to fail.
Caveat on Trusses
Even though trusses are an assemblage that as
a whole behaves as a single object, they are not
truly static, and they do move. The top chord can
change in length due to temperature and moisture
fluctuations causing the other members to shift to
accommodate the top chord dimensional change.
This is referred to as “truss heave” or “truss uplift”.
In residential construction this is often observed in
the tops of interior partitions that meet the bottom
chord of the truss.
This condition can be dealt with by using a crown
mold which is connected to the moving ceiling and
not to the wall allowing the trim piece to travel with
the truss as it moves up and down.
Subfloors
Until World War II subfloors were built with
diagonal 1X solid boards, usually 1X6. During
the building boom after the war, the introduction
of plywood made it the standard for residential
construction until the invention of oriented strand
board in 1965. Since then, OSB accounts for 66% of
all structural panels used in the United States.

This Photo (http://diy.stackexchange.com/
questions/107712/wiring-forrecessed-lightingthrough-ceiling-with-floor-trusses) by Unknown
Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

Trusses are usually a network of triangles since a
triangle is the simplest geometric figure that will
not change shape when the lengths of the sides are
fixed. Therefore, before the common use of panels,
such as plywood and OSB, let in bracing and 1X
sheathing boards were installed on diagonals.
Floor trusses have the ability to span even greater
distances than even I-Joists. The open web design
also allows for great freedom in the installation of
plumbing, electrical, and HVAC systems.
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Plywood was first used by the Egyptians and
the Greeks over 5,000 years ago. In 1797 Samuel
Bentham, a British naval engineer, applied for
patents on machines to produce veneers that could be
laminated into what would be later called plywood.
His interest was in the use of plywood to construct
boats. Plywood was introduced in the United States
in 1865, the first year of the Civil War. The first
4X8 sheet of plywood was produced in 1928 and
became an accepted general building material.
Oriented strand board is manufactured in wide
mats from cross-oriented layers of thin, rectangular
wooden strips compressed and bonded together
with wax and synthetic resin adhesives. The mats
are compressed under heat to form the sheets
from which the finished panels are cut. Prior
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to compression, a 1/2” (7/16” actual) nominal
OSB panel is about 6” thick. OSB has structural
properties similar to plywood and in some cases
superior. It is available in thicknesses from 1/4” to
1-1/8”. Standard panel size is 4’X8’, but it is also
available in 9’ and 10” lengths. Longer lengths are
useful for wall sheathing on walls that are greater
than 8’ tall. Health concerns have been raised over
the years since some of the adhesives used in the
production of OSB emit volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) such as formaldehyde.
Subfloor panels can be nailed or screwed to the floor
joists and should be glued. Typical adhesives come
in cartridges dispensed through hand activated or
pneumatic guns. DAP® has developed a dynamic
polyurethane adhesive foaming gel that is faster and
easier to use than traditional cartridge adhesives
and bonds wet, frozen, and treated wood.

FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
18.	The top beams in a truss are called
top chords and are typically in
compression, the bottom beams
are called bottom chords, and are
typically in _________.
a. Repose
b. Tension
c. Torsion
d. Crown
19.	In 1797 Samuel Bentham, a British
naval engineer, applied for patents
on machines to produce veneers that
could be laminated into what would
be later called ____________.
a. Parquetry
b. Polystyrene
c. Norwegion Wood
d. Plywood
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20.	_____________has structural
properties similar to plywood and in
some cases superior.
a. Finger-joint
b. Oriented Strand Board
c. Parallam
d. Truss panel

Walls
“Something there is that doesn’t love a wall.” So
wrote Robert Frost in his famous poem, Mending
Wall. Of course, he was referring to the stone
walls that separated neighbor from neighbor in his
New England hometown. But when it comes to
the walls in our residences, there is something to
love. The wall serves as a vertical structure which
supports the roof, which keeps the sun and rain off
our heads. It serves as a barrier from the outside
world, keeping us safe. It serves a planar structure
to accommodate doors that allow us to come in
and go out, and windows to admit light and let us
view the outside. It is also one of the chief aesthetic
components of our homes. It’s the place where we
attach our sidings or brick or stone. It’s where we
hang the shutters and the wreaths at
Christmas time. Yes, there is something that does
love a wall. But when a wall is not built right, then
we agree with Frost. There is something that doesn’t
love a wall.
As simple a thing as a wall has proven to be quite
complex. Of all the advances in building science,
knowledge of how a wall works has proven to be the
most enigmatic. Astonishingly, it has taken literally
thousands of years to understand and learn from
the mistakes humans have made in the building of
walls. Early walls were made by stacking stones on
each other to some desired height, determined by
what you wanted to keep out – a lion, or a bear,
or an army. Where there were no available stones,
humans (and some animals), made their own stones
out of dried clay. Parts of tree trunks, branches,
leaves, and grasses also proved to be convenient
building materials. Each generation of builders
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learned what previous builders had done before
them and contributed his or her own ideas on how
to improve on the methods and materials.
One of the most fundamental advances in wall
building was the trabeated system or what is more
commonly call post-and-lintel, trabs being the
Latin term for beam.
•	Stonehenge, UK
•	Airavatesvara Temple, India
•	Parthenon, Greece
•	Dornstetten, Germany
As can be seen from these examples from various
locations, the system was “discovered” by people
from various lands and times, more than likely by
observing naturally occurring instances. Modern
day framing is only a variation of this type of
construction. It is safe to say that the primary
function of the post-and-lintel wall is to support
the roof and to provide openings for windows and
doors. As is also evident from these examples, the
system evolved from a completely open system to a
system of enclosure.
Functional Requirements
The functional requirements of walls as support
components are strength and stability. A wall
should be strong enough to support its own weight
as well as any other loads that are placed upon it,
such as floors and roofs and lateral pressure such as
backfilled earth and wind loads. It should be stable
enough to resist any overturning and buckling
forces.
Enclosure
The functional requirements for walls as an
enclosure component are weather resistance, fire
resistance, heat insulation, acoustical insulation,
privacy, and security. The need for strength and the
need for insulation against the elements are often
competing issues and a balanced compromise must
be achieved.
Focusing on weather resistance and heat insulation,
the wall must be designed and built to handle four
major types of infiltration – water, air, vapor, and
thermal.
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In the typical wall section the exterior cladding
served as the sole control layer. Also the roofing
should felt over the sheathing and under the siding.
Roofing felt (asphalt impregnated felt) has been
used for centuries as a moisture barrier on walls,
layers for mopped on built up roofs (BUR) and as
an underlayment layer for cedar shakes and asphalt/
fiberglass shingles. In some ways, it is adequate in
its traditional applications, but it does have some
downsides. Compositionally, it is primarily crude
oil and therefore not a sustainable product. It is also
combustible and therefore accelerates structure
fires. Exposure to heat UV light greatly diminishes
its integrity. Fumes from hot applications and in
the manufacture of the product can cause skin
irritations and respiratory problems. Asbestos was
used in early versions of roofing felt and persons
can be exposed to the asbestos in the demolition
and remodeling of existing buildings.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/87241965@
N00/2350803847 by Unknown Author is licensed
under CC BY

Alternative weather resistant barriers (WRB)
to roofing felt have become popular since the
introduction of Tyvek® in 1967. Tyvek is a
nonwoven product consisting of spun bond olefin
fiber. It resists liquid, but it allows the passage of
water vapor. It is thin, but not easily ripped, making
it useful for other applications such as mailing
envelopes and personal protective equipment (PPE)
suits. Similar housewraps are also available which
are less expensive, but also less effective. Typar®,
another leading housewrap, has lower vapor
permeability than Tyvek®, but has better water
holdout. It is also 5X more tear resistant. Typar’s
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superior water holdout makes it a better WRB when
used in a rainscreen system.
Notice also that in the traditional wall section,
a vapor barrier is indicated under the drywall
or plaster layer. In the late 1970s codes required
this vapor barrier. It could be achieved by facing
the craft paper side of batt insulation toward the
conditioned space or preferable (so was thought)
by applying a continuous envelope of polyethylene
plastic sheeting (visqueen) over the insulation, just
under the drywall. This practice has continued for
years if not decades. Sometime contractors may
still see specifications for it from time to time. The
original idea was that it would prevent water vapor
created inside the house from bathing, cooking
perspiring, etc. from entering the structure, i.e.
the framing of the wall, after it had permeated the
drywall, plaster, or wall paneling. The problem is, it
doesn’t. There are too many electrical receptacles,
switches, lighting fixtures, mechanical penetrations
that allow moisture into the wall structure. In fact,
the interior vapor barrier prevents moisture that
does get into the wall structure from being able to
migrate into the house where it can be processed
by the mechanical system. This became painfully
evident in the mid 1990s, with the popular use of
exterior insulating and finish system (EIFS). Any
leaks of liquid water and/or vapor into the wall
from the exterior or interior was trapped between
the exterior insulation system and the interior vapor
barrier causing the structure to mold and rot. The
problem was so prevalent, a class action suit was
opened against one of the leading EIFS companies
in the US. Even though most of the problems were
not the fault of the EIFS system, but due to improper
installation by the subcontractors, a settlement was
approved January 14, 2003. Attorneys still advertise
for help with homeowners who have issues with
their homes that have EIFS exteriors.
The 2018 International Building Code Section
1402.2 Weather protection requires that “Exterior
walls shall provide the building with a weatherresistant exterior wall envelope….The exterior
wall envelope shall be designed and constructed
in such a manner as to prevent the accumulations
of water within the wall assembly by providing a
water-resistive barrier behind the exterior veneer,
as described in Section 1403.2, and a means for
draining water that enters the assembly to the
exterior.” Section 1403.2 reads, “Not fewer than one
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layer of No. 15 asphalt felt, complying with ASTM
D226 for Type 1 felt or other approved materials,
shall be attached to the studs or sheathing with
flashings as described in Section 1404.4, in such a
manner as to provide a continuous water-resistive
barrier behind the exterior wall veneer.” All that
is to say, that some sort of approved housewrap is
required. Also required is a means of draining any
water that does enter the assembly. Water in the
assembly may be present by water actively entering
the assembly or by the condensation of water
vapor that has entered the assembly. Water may
exit the assembly by liquid drainage or by vapor
evaporation.
Moisture Resistive Sheathing
Within the last ten years or so, a new approach has
been developed using moisture resistive sheathing.
The MRS becomes a combination of structural
sheathing, air barrier, and water barrier and
eliminates the need for a housewrap. The most well
know is Zip System® by Huber Engineered Woods.
The system includes structural OSB wall and roof
panels with resin-impregnated overlays that are
bonded to the outside face of the panel. The roofing
panels have the added featured of a high friction,
gritty texture to improve traction. Important to the
success of the system are the tapes that are used
to seal the seams between panels and window and
door openings and any other penetrations. The
tapes have a patented adhesive that when properly
applied and rolled, form a molecular bond to the
substratum surface. The resulting perm rating is that
of an OSB panel covered with Typar® housewrap.
Debate continues as to the cost effectiveness visà-vis conventional OSB and housewrap, but it is
certainly gaining in popularity.
In addition to resisting water and vapor from
entering the wall assembly, means must be
provided to process and eliminate water or vapor
that does. Brick and stone veneers have for some
time typically been installed so as to provide a
1” air space between the masonry and the WRB
protected structure. More recently, weep holes have
been required above the flashing at the foundation
or over door and window openings. Unfortunately,
the careless application of mortar often builds up in
the air space and renders it useless for its intended
purpose. Care must taken by masons to ensure
that the air gap remains free for water to drain
WI CONTRACTORS

downwards and vapor to evaporate upwards.
Returning to the subject of vapor barriers on
the inside of the wall structure, there is a Swiss
company, Siga, that has developed a uni-directional
vapor barrier to be used on the conditioned side of
the assembly. The barrier, a sheet product named
Majrex (pronounced my-reks) comes in rolls and is
attached to the studs by adhesive strips. It allows
any moisture in the assembly to migrate across the
barrier into the house, but blocks any vapor from
the interior of the house from entering the wall
assembly.
Insulation
Another important function of the wall is its service
as a thermal barrier. In northern regions that means
keeping the warm air in and in southern regions
that means keeping the warm air out. (Air flows
from warm to cold). The traditional way to insulate
has been to fill the cavities between the studs in
a wall with insulation. That insulation is typically
fiberglass, cellulose, rockwool, or open or closed
cell foam.
Fiberglass insulation works by limiting conductive
heat transfer in the space that it occupies. Warmer
air naturally moves towards a cooler space. The air
trapped between the fibrous strands in fiberglass
doesn’t move and creates still air, effectively
eliminating convection and conduction and
insulating the space. Fiberglass is made from 5080% recycled materials, is also a good acoustical
insulator and has a life span of about 100 years.
Cellulose insulation is composed of recycled wood
and paper, primarily used newspapers. (Remember
what a newspaper is?) Like fiberglass, cellulose
is an excellent thermal and acoustical insulator.
Some tests have shown that cellulose is actually
a better thermal insulator than fiberglass of the
same R value. Cellulose is also less expensive than
fiberglass. Unlike fiberglass, cellulose is always
installed in loose form. The advantage of loose form
insulation is that it can settle in nooks and crannies
where fiberglass batts cannot. (To force fiberglass
into tight spaces actually reduces its efficacy.) The
disadvantage of loose form insulation is that it can
settle over time, creating voids that are spaces that
are no longer insulated. Cellulose is treated with
boric acid to discourage pests and vermin and with
WI CONTRACTORS

fire retardants to reduce flammability. If cellulose
is exposed to moisture, it is prone to absorb the
moisture, and, while it may not encourage mold
growth in itself, it can cause rot and mold on
materials that it is in contact with. The life span of
cellulose is 20-30 years.
Rockwool insulation is a rock-based mineral fiber
insulation comprised of basalt, a volcanic rock, and
recycled slag, a by-product of the steel and copper
industries. The minerals are melted and spun into
fibers. Prior to 1960, rockwool also often contained
asbestos. Rockwool repels water, so R-value is not
affected in the presence of moisture. In addition to
being fire resistant, it is also completely resistant
to rot, mildew, mold, and bacterial growth. There
is some concern that the dust and loose fibers
from rockwool can be irritants to eyes, skin, and
respiratory systems. The life span of rockwool
is equivalent to the materials it is comprised of –
rocks!
Sprayed foam insulations are highly effective ways
to insulate although they come with initially higher
costs. Sprayed foam insulation is referred to open
cell or closed cell. Open cell foam is full of cells
that aren’t completely enclosed. This makes the
foam softer and more flexible. Closed cell foam is
made up of cells that are completely closed. Closed
cell foam is more rigid, stable, and resistance to air
and moisture than open cell foam. Open cell foam
has a density of about .5 pounds per cubic foot,
while closed cell foam can have a density of 1.75
pounds per cubic foot or more. Open cell foams
have an R-value of around 3.5 per inch. Closed cell
foams have R values of almost twice that of open
cell ranging from 5.0 to 7.0 per inch. Closed cell
foam is designed to expand to about 1″ of thickness
when sprayed. Open cell foam is designed to expand
to 3″ of thickness. Open cell foam can expand into
spaces that closed cell foam cannot. Closed cell is
waterproof and can serve as a vapor barrier against
moisture and active water. This feature can be useful
in interior damp-proofing of existing basements.
If you’ll notice that all of the aforementioned have
one thing in common. They are all placed between
the studs of the wall assembly, which means that
the only part of the wall that is being insulated, is
the spaces between the studs, but the studs are the
primary thermal bridges in any wall. A thermal
bridge, or thermal bypass, is an area or component
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of an object which has higher thermal conductivity
than the surrounding materials, creating a path of
least resistance for heat transfer. So, the heat will
avoid the insulated space between the studs and
travel directly through the stud. In the case of wood
framing the studs do have some U-value. In metal
framing, the studs are extremely conductive. If
the studs are cold, they will cause condensation of
any moisture in the wall assembly and the results
can be quite damaging. One of the arguments for
Advanced, Inline, or Arkansas Framing was the
reduction of the number of studs and therefore a
reduction of thermal bridging.
With all of this consideration of misplaced vapor
barriers and troublesome thermal bridges that have
been an integral part of the way we have built walls
for generations; it makes one wonder what in the
world can be done about it?

FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
21.	The functional requirements of walls
as support components are strength
and _____________.
a. Uprightness
b. Thickness
c. Height
d. Stability

23.	Fiberglass insulation works by
limiting conductive heat transfer in
the space that it occupies. Warmer
air naturally moves towards a
_________ space.
a. Larger
b. Closed
c. Cooler
d. Open
24.	A thermal bridge, or thermal
bypass, is an area or component of
an object which has higher thermal
________________than the
surrounding materials, creating
a path of least resistance for heat
transfer.
a. Resistance
b. Mass
c. Conductivity
d. Uniformity

22.	Some sort of approved housewrap is
required. Also required is a means
of _______________any water that
does enter the assembly.
a. Draining
b. Absorbing
c. Evaporating
d. Eviscerating
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The “Perfect Wall”
Rather than the traditional (and intuitive) way of
building an effective wall consider the “perfect
wall”.
The Perfect Wall – Dr. Joseph Lstiburek

the outside air through the wall and into the room.
It is stopped at the vapor barrier which is the vinyl
wallcovering. The wallcovering is also cool, due to
the air conditioning, causing mold to grow on the
backside of the vinyl. (Vinyl doesn’t breathe). Does
this look familiar?

https://cdn.wallpapersafari.com/3/79/vrxkyo.jpg

This is a wall section proposed by Dr. Joseph
Lstiburek (the “L” is silent). Dr. Lstiburek is
a Canadian of Czech descent and principal at
Building Science Corporation. He noticed that
many ancient buildings have endured for millennia
while too many modern structures were rife with
problems. His research led Dr. Lstiburek to identify
four key control layers within the building envelope
(rain, air, vapor, and thermal) critical to a building›s
behavior, long-term performance, and viability. He
noticed that in too many instances the designers and
builders were ignoring the principals behind the
control layers and where they were being placed.
An example that is familiar to almost everyone is
the modern hotel room. Almost every hotel room in
America is air conditioned, has vinyl wall coverings
and has a bathroom that is exhausted from rooftop
fans. This is a recipe for disaster. The exhaust
creates a negative pressure in the room which draws
WI CONTRACTORS

In 2007, at MIT’s Stata Center, Lstiburek had
observed problems during construction, noting that
the building envelope’s key control layers (rain, air,
vapor and thermal) were in the wrong order, causing
the building to soak in its own condensation causing
erosion of building materials and mold, as well as
causing the building to “smell like dirty socks.”
That same year, the architect, Frank Gehry, and the
contractor, Skanska USA Building Inc., were sued
by MIT reaching a settlement in 2010.
The most important principle in the Perfect Wall
is that the best place for the control layers is on the
outside of the structure to protect the structure.
We generally think of the cladding, the outermost
layer that we see, as a control layer, but it really
isn’t. The cladding has three functions. It serves
as the aesthetic layer, and it protects the control
layers from physical damage and UV exposure. If
the cladding “leaks”, that’s a good thing. It’s all the
better as vapor and water release.
Behind the cladding, there needs to be an air space,
sometimes referred to as the drainage plane. This
needs to be at least 3/8” and free of debris to allow
rapid dissipation of bulk water.
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Behind the drainage plane are the control layers –
water (rain), air, vapor, and thermal. These layers
protect the structure. The layers can be separate
but are often achieved with fewer than four
components. For instance, a vapor barrier might
also be a water barrier and even an air barrier.
Certain foam insulations can serve as all four
control layers. Whatever the combination might be,
the outermost control layer should be the thermal
control. This protects the other control layers from
the expansions and contractions due to temperature
fluctuations.
The follow details describe parts of what a section
of wall based on what might occur in the real world.
It contains a cladding that could be a brick veneer,
stucco, stone, wood, cementitious sidings such as
Hardie® or Nichiha, or metal, or vinyl. The rigid
insulation can be extruded or expanded polystyrene,
isocyanurate, rock wool or fiberglass. The drainage
plane could be applied sheets or sprayed on. The
exterior sheathing could be gypsum, plywood,
or oriented strand board. Commonly inside a
wall is gypsum board with some sort of semipermeable wall finish such as latex paint. Vinyl
wall coverings and oil or alkyd paints may produce
a non-permeable barrier. Vapor needs to be able to
travel in both directions from the air/vapor barrier.
This must also be kept in mind when fixtures, such
as cabinets and mirrors, are installed inside the
residence. Wood may be safely attached directly to
the wall, but any impermeable material such as a
glass mirror or cabinets constructed with mediumdensity fibreboard or particle board will need to be
installed in such a manner as to allow an air space
between the fixture and the wall.
The principles of the Perfect Wall have been adopted
in an exterior wall detail known as a “rainscreen”,
a detail where the siding (wall cladding) stands off
from the moisture-resistant surface of an air barrier
applied to the sheathing to create a capillary break
and to allow drainage and evaporation. The term
rainscreen actually refers to the cladding itself, but
it has come to describe the system as a whole.

structural board is usually OSB, however, the
board can be plywood, cement, sheet metal, or
magnesia. The insulating core can be expanded
or extruded polystyrene, polyisocyanurate, or
polyurethane foam. In theory, SIPs share the same
structural properties as an I-beam or I-column,
with the structural board acting as the flanges
and the rigid insulation core acting as a web. As
a composite assembly, SIPs incorporate several
standard components used in building such as
studs, insulation, vapor barrier and air barrier. SIPs
can be used as exterior walls, roofs, floors and
foundations.
The advantages of building with SIPs are numerous.
The whole-wall R values are much greater than a
conventionally framed and insulated wall of the
same R-value insulation, due to the reduction of
thermal breaks. For instance, a 2x6 wall framed 24
inches on-center with plywood sheathing, drywall,
and 5½-inch batts has a whole-wall R-value of
13.7. The same wall built with 6-inch OSB SIPs
has a whole-wall R-value of 21.6, a 58% increase.
The panels are built in environmentally controlled
facilities which ensures superior quality control.
Manufacturers of SIPs claim that field erection
of SIP structures is simpler and requires less
skilled labor, but that is a dubious claim, since
manipulation and connection of large, thick panels
presents a new set of challenges, and if panels are
not properly connected, air infiltration problems
can occur, resulting in future failures of the panels.
Connection to foundations and to interior partitions
can also be quite complicated. While drywall and
carpentry trades enjoy the benefits SIPs provide for
their trades, installation of the MEP trades present
challenges that conventional construction does not.

Structural Insulated Panels (SIP)
A Structural Insulated Panel (SIP) is a sandwich
structured composite building component,
consisting of a core of rigid insulation sandwiched
between two layers of structural board. The
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FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
25.	In the Perfect Wall, Dr. Lstiburek
identified four key ________ layers
within the building envelope (rain,
air, vapor, and thermal) critical to
a building’s behavior, long-term
performance, and viability.
a. Control
b. Insulating
c. Building
d. Outside
26.	The most important principle in the
Perfect Wall is that the best place for
the control layers is on the outside of
the structure in order to protect the
________.
a. Wiring
b. Insulation
c. Structure
d. Drywall
27.	In theory, Structural Insulated Panels
(SIPs) share the same structural
properties as a(n) ________.
a. Wall
b. Roof
c. I-beam
d. TJI

and roofs above our ceilings, we create a space
called the attic.
Some attics are created using ceiling joists and
rafters, but the same applies for attic created using
trusses. It is a space that is not usually conditioned.
Attics get cold in the winter, and hot in the summer
– really hot. On a hot summer day, an attic can reach
a temperature of 150 – 160º F. Don’t store anything
that is sensitive to heat in the attic!
Insulation is placed in the ceiling joists to insulate
the living space below from the attic space above.
In the summer the hot air will want to move down
to the living space, because warm always moves to
the cold to try to reach equilibrium. This is true for
air, water, or any material. In the winter, the warmer
air in the living space will move toward the colder
attic space. So, we try to control this phenomenon
with insulation.
Temperature control is not the only battle here.
There is also the important issue of moisture. Just
as moisture was extremely important in foundation
and wall design, so it is in roof/attic design as well.
Moisture enters roof assemblies and attics several
ways. We’re all familiar with roof leaks. It’s the
bane of any builder’s existence. But moisture also
enters the roof and attic as vapor from outside air
and from moisture in the living space migrating
through openings in the ceiling, especially in the
winter when the warm air in the house is moving
toward the colder attic space.
The very best way to solve the temperature as well
as the moisture problems is by the use of ventilation.
An example regarding heat in the attic:

Roofs and Attics
Roofs, in many ways, are just tilted walls. So, what
we learned with the Perfect Wall can easily translate
into the Perfect Roof.
Installing the insulation on the outside of the roof
assembly, just as in the Perfect Wall, keeps the
structure inside the insulated space. The problem
is that except in the case of cathedral ceilings, most
of us don’t build roofs this way. And that’s OK,
because when we have ceilings above our rooms
WI CONTRACTORS

One hot summer afternoon the fire department
received a call from an elderly woman who smelled
smoke in her home. They surveyed her home and
didn’t find anything until they went into her attic. Her
home had a hip roof with absolutely no ventilation
whatsoever. Her rafters were not burning, but they
were smoldering. If you heat wood continually, over
a period of time it will become pyrolyzed and its
flash point will be lowered. Pyrolyzed wood slowly
dries out, breaks down chemically, and can combust
at a minimum temperature of 200°F compared to
regular wood that burns at around 400-570°F. The
temperature of her attic, without ventilation, was in
From the Ground Up |
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excess of 200º. Our advice to her was to retrofit a
ventilation system in her attic. That taught me an
important lesson about the need for ventilation.
Most of us know that we should ventilate our attics,
and as a matter of general practice we do. For
decades, the standard way to do this was to install
gable vents. In the 1980s, we were told that these
didn’t work and that what we really needed was a
newfangled invention called the ridge vent. They
looked awful and they leaked. But the idea seemed
like a good idea. So, improvements were made.
They looked better and they leaked less. The idea
was to install soffit vents that would allow the air to
flow in from the outside and rise by convection to
the highest and therefore the hottest part of the roof
which was the ridge and flow out through the ridge
vent providing continuous ventilation of the attic
space. The added benefit to this ventilation system
is that is also works for cathedral ceiling conditions
as long as an adequate airspace (2”) is provided
above the insulation.

Answer:
The system is neatly installed, well organized, and
very accessible. So, what’s wrong? Answer: It’s
in the attic. I’ve done it, you’ve done it. It’s being
done each and every day. As counterintuitive as it
may seem, it would be more efficient if all of this
was outside. Remember how hot it gets in the attic?
And that’s in the summertime when we are running
the air conditioning! Did you know that according
to the EPA, residential HVAC ducts leak about
20-30%? This is one of those cases that the way
we have been doing things for years is just plain
wrong. This would all be better off in the crawl
space, but even that is not ideal. The best place for
all of this equipment and all of the ducts would be
inside the space that it is heating and cooling. The
system would not have to work nearly so hard and
any leakage of the ducts would contribute to the
conditioning of the living space rather than cooling
or heating the attic.

The use of some sort of roof vent with soffit vent
is important, but a sufficient soffit vent is more
important that the roof vent. If the roof vent is too
robust, such as a roof vent with a powered fan, it
will draw air (and moisture) from the living space
into the attic. This would not happen if the ceiling
of the living space was completely separated from
the attic space by an air barrier, but this almost
never happens because the ceiling is always full of
holes caused by the penetrations of lighting fixture
boxes and cans and HVAC vents.
Look at the following picture, can you identify what
is wrong with it?
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FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
28.	On a hot summer day, an attic
can reach a temperature of
____________º F.
a. 90-100
b. 110-130
c. 150-160
d. 175-200
29.	The very best way to solve the
temperature as well as the moisture
problems in attics is by the use of
____________.
a. Insulation
b. Ventilation
c. Foil sheeting
d. Drains
30.	The use of some sort of roof vent
with soffit vent is important, but a
sufficient ___________ vent is more
important that the roof vent.
a. Radon
b. Power
c. Gable
d. Soffit

WI CONTRACTORS

SUMMARY
The course started with a quick look at “famous
foundation failures” to remind students of the
importance of a solid foundation and the dire
consequences of a poorly planned and executed
foundation. Next, the course reviewed traditional
foundations, including poured concrete footings,
masonry foundation walls, reinforced cast-inplace concrete, ivany block, and non-traditional
foundations. The section on foundations also
discussed open foundations and concluded by
reviewing radon abatement. The next section of the
course focused on framing, offering an overview of
the main types of framing, a discussion on I-joists
and their importance, and information regarding
floor tresses. After floor systems, the course
covered information on walls, including challenges
presented by wall, the essential purpose of wall,
and the “Perfect Wall”. The course concluded with
a review of roofing and attic spaces, focusing on
regulating temperature and ventilation.
This course started with foundations and ended with
the roof ridge so it truly has covered homes from
the ground up, we end with a reflection question:
“Is what I have been doing and the way I have been
doing it the best way I should be doing it in the
future?”
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INTRODUCTION
This course explores masonry construction;
included in the course is an overview of the
history of masonry, a review of masonry terms,
an introduction to the types of masonry materials,
their manufacturing methods, and applications in
residential as well as the several types of masonry
construction. The course allows contractors to
explore the most widely used masonry materials in
today’s residential construction, and it includes the
methods of installation of those materials.

THE HISTORY OF MASONRY
What is Masonry?
This section starts with a brief overview of masonry
history, starting with some of the earliest uses of
masonry throughout the years. Then offers some
of the earliest examples of masonry construction
and gradually moves through the development of
masonry materials, concluding with a look at how
masonry materials are used in the modern world.
Masonry is the art and craft of building or fabricating
with stone, clay, brick, or concrete block, is one of
the oldest of the skilled trades. It dates back to the
use of sunbaked clay brick more than 6,000 years
ago. Masonry construction helped build some of
the world’s most notable structures, including the
Egyptian Pyramids, the Roman Colosseum, the Taj
Mahal, and the Great Wall of China.
Located just east of the Roman Forum, the massive
stone amphitheater known as the Colosseum was
commissioned around A.D. 70-72. The Coliseum
was officially opened in 80 A.D. The Coliseum,
which is an amphitheater, had proximally 100 days
of games in the opening year, including gladiatorial
combat and wild animal fights after four centuries
of active use the arena felon to neglect and up until
the 18th century when it fell into neglect up until
the 18th century it was used as a source of building
materials, and approximately two-thirds of the
original Coliseum had been destroyed over time.
Today the amphitheater remains a popular tourist
destination as well as an iconic symbol of Rome
and its long, tumultuous history. The Coliseum,
which measures some 620 x 513’, was the largest
WI CONTRACTORS

amphitheater in the Roman world. The Coliseum
was a freestanding structure that was built of
travertine limestone, volcanic rock, and brick-faced
concrete. The exterior had three stories of arched
entrances and a total of around 80 supported or
semicircular columns.
The Great Wall of China is another example of
early masonry construction. The Great Wall is a
series of fortifications that were built across the
historical northern borders of the ancient Chinese
states and Imperial China as protection against
various nomadic groups. Several walls were built
from as early as the seventh century B.C., with
other stretches being constructed as late as the
Ming Dynasty, which ran between 1366 and 1644.
Not only was the Great Wall built for the defense
against nomadic troops, but it also provided border
control which allowed for the imposition of duties
on goods arriving at the area. The Great Wall was
one of the first efforts to regulate trade and to
control immigration and emigration. Before the
use of bricks, the Great Wall was mainly built from
rammed earth stones; however, during the Ming
Dynasty, bricks were used as well as earth and
stone. While portions of the wall toward the north of
Beijing and near tourist centers have been preserved
and extensively renovated, many other areas of the
wall are in disrepair. The wall sometimes provided
a source of stones to build houses and roads. Some
sections of the wall were prone to graffiti and
vandalism, and a number of the brick were pilfered
and sold on the open market.
The Taj Mahal represents the finest and most
sophisticated example of Indo Islamic architecture.
The Taj Mahal was built as a memorial to one of
the deceased wives of an Emperor. Today the Taj
Mahal is one of the most famous and recognizable
buildings in the world, and its domed marble
mausoleum is the most familiar part of the Taj
Mahal. The Taj Ma included tombs, a waterworks
infrastructure and encompasses the small town of
Taj Ganji to the south and a moonlight garden to
the north. Construction of the Taj Mahal began in
1632 A. D. The building is constructed with walls
of brick and rubble on the inner core and faced with
either marble or sandstone locked together with
iron dowels and clamps. Over 1000 elephants were
used to transport the building materials during
construction. The bricks were fired locally, and the
sandstone was quarried 28 miles away. The white
Masonry Construction |
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marble was brought 250 miles from quarries in the
region. There were also a number of minerals used
in the construction, including turquoise, Jasper,
and Sapphire. In all, 28 types of precious and semiprecious stones were inlaid into the white marble.
It is reported that the scaffolding and the centering
for the arches were constructed entirely of brick.
Legend says that the emperor offered the scaffolding
brick to anyone who would remove them, and at the
end of construction, they were all removed within a
week. Wikipedia reports that many scholars dispute
this last fact and consider that a great deal of the
scaffold was constructed using bamboo and timber
ramps. The construction project employed some
20,000 artisans.
The Egyptian Pyramids are thought to have been
constructed in approximately 400 B.C. The Pyramid
of Khufu is the largest Egyptian pyramid. It is the
only one of the Seven Wonders of the World still in
existence. The Colossus of Rhodes, the Lighthouse
of Alexandria, the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus,
the Temple of Artemis, and the Statue of Zeus
were all destroyed. The location and ultimate fate
of the Hanging Gardens are unknown, and there is
speculation that they may not have existed at all.
The limestone was likely transported on canal boats
on the Nile River and then transferred to sleds that
were dragged across the sand, which was moistened
in order to help reduce friction as the sleds were
being moved.

The Early Days of
Masonry Construction
Through civilization, architects and builders have
chosen masonry for its beauty, versatility, and
durability. Masonry is resistant to fire, earthquakes,
and sound. Masonry is artistic and durable, and
masonry structures can withstand the normal wear
and tear of centuries.
The level of complexity involved in masonry
work varies from laying a simple masonry wall to
installing an ornate exterior or high-rise building.
Whether contractors are working with brick, block,
tile, terra-cotta, or stone, and regardless of the level
of craftsmanship involved, the skill and precision of
the mason can never be replaced by machines. This
concept will be discussed later in the course.
4
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The art of masonry began spontaneously in the
creation of walls from stone or pieces of caked mud.
The first mortar was just mud smeared in between
pieces of stone to add stability. Over time, brick
and later limestone were introduced in masonry
construction.
The most frequently used products are clay brick
and concrete blocks by masons. Brick is man’s
oldest manufactured product. Sun-baked clay bricks
were used in the construction of buildings more
than 6,000 years ago. In order to prevent distortion
and cracking of the clay shapes, chopped straw and
grass were added to the clay mixture. The next
big step in enhancing brick production occurred
about 4,000 B.C. At that time, manufacturers began
producing brick in uniform shapes. Along with the
shaping of brick, the move from sunbaking to firing
was another important change. This improved the
durability of the brick.
Through the centuries, the methods for producing
brick have continued to evolve. Today, the United
States standard brick size is 2½ x 3¾ x 8 inches.
Brick is composed of shale and clay and is fired
in kilns of approximately 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit.
The firing process causes the clay particles to bond
chemically.
As brick construction became more elaborate,
the use of brick became more sophisticated. The
evolution of brick construction design led, in part,
to the development of the concrete block.
The first hollow concrete block was designed in
1890 by Harmon S. Palmer in the United States.
After ten years of experimenting, Palmer patented
the design in 1900. Palmer’s blocks were 8 in (20.3
cm) by 10 in (25.4 cm) by 30 in (76.2 cm), and they
were so heavy they had to be lifted into place with a
small crane. By 1905, an estimated 1,500 companies
were manufacturing concrete blocks in the United
States.
These early blocks were usually cast by hand, and
the average output was about ten blocks per person
per hour. Today, concrete block manufacturing is
a highly automated process that can produce up to
2,000 blocks per hour.
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The manufacturing and uses of concrete block
evolved over a long period of time. This evolution
was prompted by the development of cavity walls.
When originally developed, cavity walls consisted
of two separate brick or stone walls with about a
2-inch air space between them.
Cavity walls were developed to reduce the problems
associated with water penetration. Water that would
seep inside the outer wall would then run down
that wall, while the inside wall would remain dry.
Cavity walls soon became recognized as the best
way to build, not only because they helped reduce
problems with water penetration but because they
could support a heavy load such as a roof or floor.
In 1850 a special block with air cells was developed.
Over the years, modifications to this product
were introduced until the industry arrived at the
standardized product that is used today.
Below is an approximate timeline regarding the
development of masonry materials and techniques.
10,000 – 6,000 BC

The first sun-dried clay
bricks were made.

3500 BC

The first kiln fired clay
brick units were made.

2500 BC

Masons began using
mortar made with sand
and gypsum.

500 BC

Some mortar was made
with sand and lime.

50 A.D.

Concrete brick units were
made by Romans.

1824

Portland cement is
invented-used in concrete
and later in mortar.

1830

Imitation stone is made
using Portland cementbased materials.

1890

Harmon S. Palmer
invents concrete block in
the U.S.

1940

Paddlewheel type mortar
mixer is invented.

WI CONTRACTORS

After more than 6,000 years, masonry is still
used today. Today when looking around at office
buildings, schools, houses, patios, and fireplaces, it
is possible to notice that there are many aspects of
society where some form of masonry can be seen.
There has been some recent advancement with
technology regarding the role of masons. In the
past, there was little doubt that the role of masons
would be in jeopardy. For example, there is a
company called FBR (Fast Brick Robotics) from
Western Australia, which has developed a machine
called the Hadrian X, which is the world’s first
mobile robotic block laying machine and system
in the world. This is touted as being able to build
block structures from a 3D CAD model, which
produces far less waste than traditional construction
methods and dramatically improves site safety
and efficiency. The manufacturer claims that their
machine is capable of building the walls of the
house in as little as a day. The company has also
developed a machine known as the Hadrian 105,
which is an automated bricklaying machine. Even
with advances in technology, it is believed that
the skill and precision of the mason can’t be fully
replaced with machines.
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FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
1.	All of the following statements about the
art of masonry are true, EXCEPT for:
a.	Masonry is the art and craft of
building or fabricating with stone,
clay, brick or concrete block.
b.	Masonry has only been a craft that
has been practiced since 18th century.
c.	The art of masonry is one of the
oldest of the skilled trades dating
back more than 6,000 years.
d.	Some of the world’s most notable
structures including the Roman
Coliseum, Egyptian Pyramids, the
Taj Mahal, and the Great Wall of
China are early examples of masonry.
2.	Masonry was developed through the
years because:
a.	It is less expensive than other forms
of construction.
b.	Easy to find materials.
c.	Was chosen for its beauty, versatility
and durability; it is also resistant to
fire earthquakes and sound.
d.	Artisans skilled in masonry work
were plentiful and therefore easy to
build.
3.	All of the following statements about
masonry construction are true except
for:
a.	Sunbaked clay products were used
in the construction of building more
than 6,000 years ago.
b.	Brick is man’s oldest manufactured
product.
c.	The brick we use today is basically
the same as the brick we used six
thousand years ago.
d.	The most significant development in
manufacturing brick was producing
brick and uniform shapes and
firing the brick in order to improve
durability.
6
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4.	The first hollow concrete block
was designed in 1890 by Harmon
S Palmer, the design was patented
in 1900. Which of the following
statement(s) about that invention are
true.
a.	The block was so heavy they had to
be lifted in place by crane.
b.	The block that Harmon invented is
virtually the same size and weight as
the block we have today.
c.	Both a and b
d.	Neither a or b
5.	A major problem with masonry
construction was:
a.	The material eroded very easily.
b.	The walls would leak allowing water
and moisture to seep into the interior
of the building, thus cavity walls
were developed.
c.	The material did not prove to be as
fireproof as originally thought.
d.	Artisans skilled in masonry
construction were plentiful and it
was difficult to determine which
craftsmen to use.
6.	A masonry unit is a generic default
term to reference which of the
following?
a.	Brick
b.	Concrete block
c.	Stone
d.	All of the above

WI CONTRACTORS

MASONRY TERMS
AND MATERIALS
It is important for contractors to be familiar with
masonry terms. This section will define key
masonry terms.
One of the most important masonry terms is a
masonry unit. A masonry unit is a generic default
term to reference any individual piece of masonry,
whether it be glass, brick, block, stone, or any other
material used in masonry construction. Masonry
units can vary in the type of material that makes
up the unit, as well as the shape, size, and color of
the unit.

Brick Name

Exposed Faces of
Brick

Stretcher

Length and Height

Header

Width and Height

Soldier

Height and Length

Sailor

Width and Length

Rowlock
(Bull Header)

Height and Width

Rowlock Stretcher
(Shiner)

Length and Width

The most common types of masonry units include
clay units, concrete units, and natural stone.
Masonry units can be made up of both natural and
manufactured materials. For example, natural stone
is a masonry unit, although it is not a manufactured
masonry unit.

Common Brick Terms
A brick is a cube with three dimensions. It has a
length, a width, and a height. In the U.S. today, the
standard brick size is 2½ x 3¾ x 8 inches. Bricks
have six sides, with each side having a distinct
name. The long side of the brick is called the face.
The backside of the brick is called the side. The two
edges are called the cull and the end. The top and
bottom sides are called the bed.
It is often rather confusing to properly understand
and to identify what brick may be called based
on their orientation and installation. Below is
a list of names that are often referred to in the
masonry industry when referring to brick and
their installation. The table contains the name and
provides contractors with the exposed face of the
brick, which is visible.

This illustration gives some idea of how the brick is
placed in reference to the preceding slide, and the
terms are used. These names can often be referenced
by remembering that a soldier stands at attention, a
sailor more so at ease or at parade rest; a stretcher
lying flat, a header and row lot showing just the end
of the brick, and a row lock stretcher showing a face
of the brick laid lengthwise.

The photo shows a representation of a row lock or
what is sometimes called a bull header used beneath
a window as an exterior windowsill. It also shows
WI CONTRACTORS
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a stretcher beneath the sill as the brick is laid in
courses up the wall.

This photo shows a number of orientations of brick
as they have been used in residential construction.
At the sides of the windows and in the architectural
detail at the second-floor level, the photo shows that
headers have been used. Above the windows, the
photo has a rowlock has been used as the brick have
been installed in an arch above the fixed sash
portion of the windows. In the architectural detail
between floor levels, the photo shows brick standing
on their ends with the vertical face exposed. This is
a soldier. The courses of brick that make up the
remainder of the wall are stretchers because the
brick is laid lengthwise with one face visible.
Some additional brick terms to be familiar with
include course, wythe, as well as terms that describe
dimensions. A course of brick is a continuous
horizontal bond. Courses are measured or counted
vertically. Wythe is a term given to one thickness
of masonry in a wall. A specific dimension is the
anticipated dimension of the unit after manufacture.
The actual dimension is the precise measurement
after manufacture. The nominal dimension is the
sum of the specified dimension plus the anticipated
width of the mortar joint (usually 3/8”). In most
instances, three courses of brick plus the mortar
joints equals 8.”

•	The height of three courses of brick equals the
height of one concrete block.
Another term important term to become familiar
with is concrete masonry unit or what is often
referred to as CMU’s. A concrete masonry unit
is any masonry unit that is made of concrete, that
could be a standard concrete block, a split face
concrete block, or cultured stone, which is also
manufactured using concrete. Concrete masonry
units will be covered in more detail later on in the
course.

FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
7.	A brick is a masonry unit which
is composed of six sides; each side
having a unique name depending on
the face of the brick that is exposed.
All of the following are common brick
names with the exception of:
a. Sailor
b. Soldier
c. Trooper
d. Rowlock
8.	When considering common brick
terms, the word “course” means:
a.	A continuous horizontal bond which
is measured or counted vertically
b.	The texture of the brick on the
exposed face.
c.	The size of the brick prior to firing.
d.	The thickness of a masonry wall.

Here are some additional interesting facts
about brick. The size of bricks has not changed
significantly through the years. Brick is designed
to fit comfortably in the hand of a mason and be
laid in mortar. Brick has a dimensional relationship
between length width and height for instance:
•	Two brick plus one mortar joint equals one
brick length.
•	Three brick heights plus two mortar joints
equal to brick length.
8
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9.	The specified dimension of a brick is:
a.	The precise measurement after
manufacture.
b.	The sum of the specified dimension
plus the anticipated width of the
mortar joint which is usually three
eights of an inch.
c.	Not a significant number because all
brick varies in size.
d.	The anticipated dimension of the
unit after manufacture.
10.	The following statements about brick
are all true except:
a.	The height of three courses of brick
equals the height of six one concrete
block.
b.	There is no relationship between the
height of a concrete block and the
number of courses of brick because
all brick are different sizes.
c.	Two brick plus one mortar joint
equals one brick length.
d.	Three brick Heights plus two mortar
joints equals one brick length.

MANUFACTURING METHODS
AND APPLICATIONS
This section dives a little deeper and discusses the
manufacturing method for brick and other products
as well as their application in the construction
industry. The section also discusses the two most
common brick products that are encountered as
well as many others.

Clay Brick – Manufacturing
and Applications
The fundamentals of brick manufacturing have
not changed over time. However, technological
advancements have made contemporary brick plants
substantially more efficient and have improved the
WI CONTRACTORS

overall quality of the products. Complete knowledge
of raw materials and their properties, better control
of firing, improved kiln designs, and more advanced
mechanization have all contributed to advancing the
brick industry.
The most significant part of brick is the raw material
that being clay. Clay is one of the most abundant
materials on earth; however, Fort to be usable, it
must possess plasticity strength both wet and dry in
order to maintain its shape, and it must be able to fuse
together when it is subject to the appropriate firing
temperature. Clay can be found in nearly every state
in the United States. For your interest, below is a list
of the top 10 brick producers in the country. This list
includes the name of the company, its location, the
number of employees, and its gross revenues.
COMPANY

Acme
Brick

LOCATION

Fort Worth,
TX

NUMBER
OF
REVENUE
EMPLOYEES

2633

$750.8 M

General
Johnson City, 1500
Shale, Inc. TN

$300 M

Brampton Farmersburg, 319
Brick, Inc. IN

$124.5 M

GlenGery
Corp.

Wyomissing, 900
PA

$124.3 M

Carolina
Ceramics
Brick
Company

Columbia,
SC

569

$113.8 M

Hebron
Brick
Supply
Company

Fargo, ND

514

$102.8 M

Endicott
Clay
Products
Co.

Fairbury, NE 447

$89.4 M

Triangle
Brick
Company

Durham, NC 388

$57.5 M
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Morin
Brick
Company

Auburn, ME

300

$40 M

Palmetto
Brick Co.

Wallace, SC

200

$33.2 M

Although the fact that the raw material used in
manufacturing brick is clay, and it appears that
there would not be multiple types of clay, there
are, in fact, some different types that are used
in manufacturing various types of brick. In
manufacturing, common brick frequently surfaces
clay and shale are used. Clay consists of upthrusts
of older or recent sedimentary formations found
near the surface of the earth. Shales are deeper and
are clays that have been subject to extremely high
pressure and have nearly hardened into slate. Fire
clays our mind at the deepest levels, and they have
refractory characteristics, which makes them very
suitable for our typical firebrick that is used inside
of masonry fireplaces.
There are several phases required in the process of
manufacturing brick. They are listed below.
The phases of manufacturing brick include:
•	Mining and storage of raw materials
•	Preparing the raw materials
•	Forming the brick
•	Drying and hacking
•	Firing and cooling
•	De-hacking and storage
Mining and Storage
Surface clays, shales, and some fire clays are mined
in open pits with power equipment. Then the clay
or shale mixtures are transported to plant storage
areas. Continuous brick production regardless of
weather conditions is ensured by storing enough
raw materials required for many days of plant
operation. Normally, several storage areas (one
for each source) are used to facilitate the blending
of the clays. Blending produces more uniform
raw materials, helps control color, and allows raw
material control for manufacturing a certain brick.
10
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Preparation
The first step in preparation is to break up clay
lumps and stones. To do this, the materials are
processed through size-reduction machines before
mixing the raw material. Usually, the materials
are processed through inclined vibrating screens
to control particle size. During the process of
preparing the raw materials often sand is added as
well as additional water if it is needed to assist with
the bonding of the clay particles.
Forming the Brick
Tempering, the first step in the forming process,
produces a homogeneous, plastic clay mass. Usually,
this is achieved by adding water to the clay in a pug
mill, a mixing chamber with one or more revolving
shafts with blade extensions. After pugging, the
plastic clay mass is ready to form. There are three
principal processes for forming brick: stiff-mud,
soft-mud, and dry-press.
Stiff-Mud Process – In the stiff-mud or extrusion
process, water in the range of 10 to 15 percent is
mixed into the clay to produce plasticity. After
pugging, the tempered clay goes through a deairing
chamber that maintains a vacuum of 15 to 29 in.
(375 to 725 mm) of mercury. De-airing removes
air holes and bubbles, giving the clay increased
workability and plasticity, resulting in greater
strength. Next, the clay is extruded through a die to
produce a column of clay. As the clay column leaves
the die, textures or surface coatings may be applied
(Textures, Coatings, and Glazes). An automatic
cutter then slices through the clay column to create
the individual brick. Cutter spacings and die sizes
must be calculated to compensate for normal
shrinkage that occurs during drying and firing.
About 90 percent of bricks in the United States are
produced by the extrusion process.
Soft-Mud Process – The soft-mud or molded
process is particularly suitable for clays containing
too much water to be extruded by the stiff-mud
process. Clays are mixed to contain 20 to 30
percent water and then formed into a brick in
molds. To prevent the clay from sticking, the molds
are lubricated with either sand or water to produce
“sand-struck” or “water-struck” brick. Brick may
be produced in this manner by machine or by hand.
Dry-Press Process – This process is particularly
WI CONTRACTORS

suited to clays of very low plasticity. Clay is mixed
with a minimal amount of water (up to 10 percent),
then pressed into steel molds under pressures from
500 to 1500 psi by hydraulic or compressed air
rams.
Drying and Hacking
Wet brick from molding or cutting machines
contains 7 to 30 percent moisture, depending upon
the forming method. Before the firing process
begins, most of this water is evaporated in dryer
chambers at temperatures ranging from about
100 ºF to 400 ºF (38 ºC to 204 ºC). The extent of
drying time, which varies with different clays,
usually is between 24 to 48 hours. Although heat
may be generated specifically for dryer chambers,
it usually is supplied from the exhaust heat of kilns
to maximize thermal efficiency. In all cases, heat
and humidity must be carefully regulated to avoid
cracking in the brick.
Hacking is the process of loading a kiln car or kiln
with brick. The number of the brick on the kiln car
is determined by kiln size. The bricks are typically
placed by robots or mechanical means. The setting
pattern has some influence on appearance. Bricks
placed face-to-face will have a more uniform color
than the brick that is cross-set or placed face-toback.
Firing and Cooling
Bricks are fired between 10 and 40 hours, depending
upon kiln type and other variables. There are several
types of kilns used by manufacturers. The most
common type is a tunnel kiln, followed by periodic
kilns. Fuel may be natural gas, coal, sawdust,
methane gas from landfills, or a combination of
these fuels. In a tunnel kiln, bricks are loaded onto
kiln cars, which pass through various temperature
zones as they travel through the tunnel. The heat
conditions in each zone are carefully controlled,
and the kiln is continuously operated. A periodic
kiln is one that is loaded, fired, allowed to cool, and
unloaded, after which the same steps are repeated.
Dried brick are set in periodic kilns according to
a prescribed pattern that permits the circulation of
hot kiln gases.
Firing may be divided into five general stages:
1. final drying (evaporating free water);
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2. dehydration;
3. oxidation;
4. vitrification; and
5. flashing or reduction firing.
All except flashing are associated with rising
temperatures in the kiln. Although the actual
temperatures will differ with clay or shale, final
drying takes place at temperatures up to about
400 ºF (204 ºC), dehydration from about 300 ºF to
1800 ºF (149 ºC to 982 ºC), oxidation from 1000
ºF to 1800 ºF (538 ºC to 982 ºC) and vitrification
from 1600 ºF to 2400 ºF (871 ºC to 1316 ºC). Clay,
unlike metal, softens slowly and melts or vitrifies
gradually when subjected to rising temperatures.
Vitrification allows the clay to become a hard, solid
mass with relatively low absorption.
Melting takes place in three stages:
1.	incipient fusion, when the clay particles
become sufficiently soft to stick together
in a mass when cooled;
2.	
vitrification, when extensive fluxing
occurs and the mass becomes tight, solid,
and nonabsorbent; and
3.	viscous fusion, when the clay mass breaks
down and becomes molten, leading to a
deformed shape.
The key to the firing process is to control the
temperature in the kiln so that incipient fusion and
partial vitrification occur, but viscous fusion is
avoided. The rate of temperature change must be
carefully controlled and is dependent on the raw
materials, as well as the size and coring of the brick
being produced. Kilns are normally equipped with
temperature sensors to control firing temperatures
in the various stages. Near the end, the brick may be
“flashed” to produce color variations
Cooling
After the temperature has peaked and is maintained
for a prescribed time, the cooling process begins.
Cooling time rarely exceeds 10 hours for tunnel kilns
and from 5 to 24 hours in periodic kilns. Cooling is
an important stage in brick manufacturing because
the rate of cooling has a direct effect on color.
Masonry Construction |
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The next and final step in the manufacturing
process is referred to as de-hacking.
De-hacking and Storage
De-hacking is the process of unloading a kiln or kiln
car after the brick has cooled, a job often performed
by robots. Brick are sorted, graded, and packaged.
Then they are placed in a storage yard or loaded
onto rail cars or trucks for delivery. Most of the
brick today is packaged in self-contained, strapped
cubes, which can be broken down into individual
strapped packages for ease of handling on the job
site. The packages and cubes are configured to
provide openings for handling by forklifts.

Brick Applications

In residential and commercial construction, bricks
are used primarily in:

Herringbone Design
The following photo shows brick being used
and laid in a herringbone design which creates
additional architectural detail and variety to normal
brick courses.
In some residential communities’ brick veneer
may only be used on the front exterior surface of
the home, while other services will be covered in
other less expensive materials. Contractors may
also encounter homes that may be a combination
of lap siding, brick veneer, and cultured stone. It is
important to remember that when various materials
are used on the exterior surfaces of the home, it
is important to thoroughly evaluate the transition
between materials because they require special
attention in order to prevent water penetration
which can cause damage to building components.

•	Foundations
•	Veneers
•	Structural Walls
•	Fireplaces
•	Architectural Design Enhancements
Below are some examples showing common uses of
construction bricks.
Quoin Corners
The photo below illustrates brick being used as
a veneer on a frame residential home. The brick,
however, is laid at the corners in a manner that
makes them stand out from the veneer itself. This
type of architectural detail is referred to as a quoin
corner. According to one 19th century encyclopedia,
these imply strength, permanence, and expense, all
reinforcing the onlooker’s sense of a structure’s
presence.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/39062553@
N06/3657259666 by Unknown Author is licensed
under CC BY

FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
11.	Clay which is the main ingredient in
brick manufacturing is:
a.	Difficult to find in the United States
b.	A minor ingredient in the
manufacturing of brick.
c.	Is one of the most abundant minerals
on earth.
d.	Must not fuse together when
exposed to appropriate temperatures.

https://www.geograph.org.uk/photo/2132065
by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA
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12.	Which of the following is NOT a
phase or step in brick manufacturing?
a.	Mining and storage of raw materials
b.	Forming the brick.
c.	Firing and cooling
d.	Using the clay particles without
controlling particle size.
13.	In the brick manufacturing process
de-hacking refers to the process of:
a.	Taking the brick out of the mold.
b.	Removing the straps around the
brick at the job site.
c.	Unloading and unpacking the kiln
after drying.
d.	Taking the brick out of the factory
and placing them on the truck for
delivery.
14.	In residential construction brick are:
a.	Not used because they are expensive.
b.	Are not used because they lack
durability.
c.	Are used primarily for foundations,
veneers, structural walls, and
fireplaces.
d.	Subject to damage and deterioration.

Concrete Block – Manufacturing
and Applications
Definition
Concrete masonry units are an important concept,
which was introduced in the definition section.
Recall that concrete masonry units or (CMU) are
any masonry unit that is made of concrete, that could
be a standard concrete block, a split face concrete
block, or cultured stone, which is also manufactured
using concrete. This section focuses specifically on
the concrete block. A concrete block is primarily
used as a building material in the construction of
walls. It is sometimes called a concrete masonry
WI CONTRACTORS

unit. A concrete block is one of several precast
concrete products used in construction. The term
precast refers to the fact that the blocks are formed
and hardened before they are brought to the job
site. Most concrete blocks have one or more hollow
cavities, and their sides may be cast smooth or with
a design. In use, concrete blocks are stacked one at
a time and held together with fresh concrete mortar
to form the desired length and height of the wall.

How Concrete Blocks Are Made

This section highlights the process for making
concrete blocks. The concrete commonly used to
make concrete blocks is a mixture of powdered
Portland cement, water, sand, and gravel. This
produces a light gray block with a fine surface
texture and a high compressive strength. A typical
concrete block weighs 38-43 lb. In general, the
concrete mixture used for blocks has a higher
percentage of sand and a lower percentage of
gravel and water than the concrete mixtures used
for general construction purposes. This produces a
very dry, stiff mixture that holds its shape when it
is removed from the block mold.
The production of concrete blocks consists of
four basic processes: mixing, molding, curing and
cubing. Some manufacturing plants produce only
concrete blocks, while others may produce a wide
variety of precast concrete products, including
blocks, flat paver stones, and decorative landscaping
pieces such as lawn edging. Some plants are capable
of producing 2,000 or more blocks per hour.
Mixing
The sand and gravel are stored outside in piles and
are transferred into storage bins in the plant by a
conveyor belt as they are needed. The Portland
cement is stored outside in large vertical silos to
protect it from moisture. As a production run starts,
the required amounts of sand, gravel, and cement are
transferred by gravity or by mechanical means to a
weigh batcher which measures the proper amounts
of each material. The dry materials then flow into
a stationary mixer, where they are blended together
for several minutes.
There are two types of mixers commonly used. One
type, called a planetary or pan mixer, resembles a
shallow pan with a lid. Mixing blades are attached
to a vertical rotating shaft inside the mixer. The
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other type is called a horizontal drum mixer. After
the dry materials are blended, a small amount of
water is added to the mixer. If the plant is located
in a climate subject to temperature extremes, the
water may first pass through a heater or chiller to
regulate its temperature. Admixture chemicals and
coloring pigments may also be added at this time.
The concrete is then mixed for six to eight minutes.
Molding
From the hopper, the concrete is conveyed to another
hopper on top of the block machine at a measured
flow rate. In the block machine, the concrete is
forced downward into molds. The molds consist of
an outer mold box containing several mold liners.
The liners determine the outer shape of the block
and the inner shape of the block cavities. As many
as 15 blocks may be molded at one time. When
the molds are full, the concrete is compacted by
the weight of the upper mold head coming down
on the mold cavities. This compaction may be
supplemented by air or hydraulic pressure cylinders
acting on the mold head. Most block machines also
use a short burst of mechanical vibration to further
aid compaction. The compacted blocks are pushed
down and out of the molds onto a flat steel pallet.
The pallet and blocks are pushed out of the machine
and onto a chain conveyor. In some operations,
the blocks then pass under a rotating brush which
removes loose material from the top of the blocks.
Curing
The pallets of blocks are conveyed to an automated
stacker or loader, which places them in a curing
rack. Each rack holds several hundred blocks. When
a rack is full, it is rolled onto a set of rails and moved
into a curing kiln. The kiln is an enclosed room
with the capacity to hold several racks of blocks at a
time. There are two basic types of curing kilns. The
most common type is a low-pressure steam kiln. In
this type, the blocks are held in the kiln for one to
three hours at room temperature to allow them to
harden slightly. Steam is then gradually introduced
to raise the temperature at a controlled rate of not
more than 60°F per hour. Standard weight blocks
are usually cured at a temperature of 150-165°F,
while lightweight blocks are cured at 170-185°F.
When the curing temperature has been reached, the
steam is shut off, and the blocks are allowed to soak
in the hot, moist air for 12-18 hours. After soaking,
the blocks are dried by exhausting the moist air
14
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and further raising the temperature in the kiln. The
whole curing cycle takes about 24 hours.
Another type of kiln is the high-pressure steam
kiln, sometimes called an autoclave. In this type, the
temperature is raised to 300-375°F, and the pressure
is raised to 80-185 psi. The blocks are allowed
to soak for five to 10 hours. The pressure is then
rapidly vented, which causes the blocks to quickly
release their trapped moisture. The autoclave curing
process requires more energy and a more expensive
kiln, but it can produce blocks in less time.
Cubing
The racks of cured blocks are rolled out of the kiln,
and the pallets of blocks are unstacked and placed
on a chain conveyor. The blocks are pushed off the
steel pallets, and the empty pallets are fed back into
the block machine to receive a new set of molded
blocks. If the blocks are to be made into split-face
blocks, they are first molded as two blocks joined
together. Once these double blocks are cured, they
pass through a splitter, which strikes them with
a heavy blade along the section between the two
halves. This causes the double block to fracture and
form a rough, stone-like texture on one face of each
piece. The blocks pass through a cuber which aligns
each block and then stacks them into a cube three
blocks across by six blocks deep by three or four
blocks high. These cubes are carried outside with
a forklift and placed in storage. Normally there is a
72–8” block on in a pallet or cube.
Lightweight Concrete vs. Cinder Block
Although contractors often refer to concrete block
rather generically, it is important to differentiate
between a standard concrete block, lightweight
concrete block, and cinderblock.
Lightweight Concrete Block
Lightweight concrete blocks are made by replacing
the sand and gravel with expanded clay, shale, or
slate. Expanded clay, shale, and slate are produced
by crushing the raw materials and heating them to
about 2000°F (1093°C). At this temperature, the
material bloats or puffs up because of the rapid
generation of gases caused by the combustion of
small quantities of organic material trapped inside.
A typical lightweight block weighs 22-28 lb. and is
used to build non-load-bearing walls and partitions.
Expanded blast furnace slag, as well as natural
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volcanic materials such as pumice and scoria, are
also used to make lightweight blocks.
Cinder Block
If granulated coal or volcanic cinders are used
instead of sand and gravel, the resulting block is
commonly called a cinder block. This produces a
dark gray block with a medium-to-coarse surface
texture, good strength, good sound-deadening
properties, and a higher thermal insulating value
than a concrete block. A typical cinder block weighs
26-33 lb.

Applications
Some of the most common applications for the use
of concrete block and the ones which contractors
are most likely to encounter are where the concrete
blocks are used for:
•	Foundations with or without a brick
•	Block Piers
•	Dry stacked of modular or
manufactured homes
•	Load Bearing Walls
•	Partition Walls
•	Structural Walls reinforced with
steel and concrete
When discussing concrete blocks, it is important
to realize that blocks come in a number of shapes
or designs, all of which have a different purpose in
mind. It is important for contractors to highlight the
stretcher unit, which is the common block that is
used on the majority of a foundation wall; however
single corner units are often used when making
90° turns so that the irregular end of the stretcher
unit is not exposed. Another shape is double corner
units that are often used for masonry piers. A third
example of a different shape is Lintel units which
are often filled with concrete and rebar, as well as
bond beam units that are used when incorporating
rebar into the wall, filling the voids with concrete
in order to provide structural and loadbearing
strength.
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FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
15.	Which statement about concrete block
is most correct.
a.	A concrete block is the only pre-cast
product used in the construction
industry.
b.	The term pre-cast means that the
block are always the same design
and shape.
c.	Concrete block is not considered a
CMU.
d.	The term pre-cast refers to the
fact that the blocks are formed and
hardened before they are brought to
the job site.
16.	Which of the following statements
about kilns is NOT true?
a.	There are two basic types of kilns
b.	Kilns are used during the cubing
process
c.	The most common type of kiln is a
low-pressure steam kiln
d.	Kilns are used during the curing
process
17.	Concrete blocks are manufactured
using what step(s)?
a.	Firing in a kiln at the same
temperatures as brick.
b.	Mixing, molding, curing, and
cubing.
c.	Placing them in cubes containing
exactly 100 block per cube.
d.	Adding at least 50% water.
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18.	Which statement about concrete block
is NOT true.
a.	Concrete block and cinder block
refer to the same product with the
same ingredients.
b.	Concrete block can be standard
block weighing between 38-43 lbs.
each, or lightweight block weighing
between 22-28 lbs. each.
c.	Concrete blocks are made from
Portland cement, water, sand, and
gravel.
d.	Cinder block are made using coal or
volcanic cinders instead of sand and
gravel; they also have higher thermal
insulating values than concrete
block.

Concrete – Manufacturing
and Applications
This section covers the manufacturing of concrete
and the many applications that contractors will
encounter in residential construction. Often times
contractors will hear concrete known as ready-mix,
wherein the concrete is manufactured in a batch
plant and trucked to the job site for use. When
ordering concrete, it is ordered in a set engineered
mix design that is based on the strength of the
concrete and its psi rating. Concrete is normally
delivered in one of two ways it either arrives on site
ready to use in a transit mixer, often referred to as
a barrel truck, or in a volumetric concrete mixer.
The major difference between the two is that the
in-transit mixer comes stocked with a specified
number of cubic yards of concrete, while the
volumetric concrete mixer will mix the amount of
concrete needed for the job while on site.
The major components of concrete simply put their
water, sand, some sort of aggregate, and Portland
cement. The exact proportion of these ingredients
used will, in fact, determine the strength of the
concrete mix.
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This photo is of a barrel truck. With barrel trucks
or in-transit mixers, there are several components
involved in the successful operation and delivery of
concrete on the job site. The barrel itself is driven by a
hydraulic transmission system that constantly turns
the barrel in order to successfully mix the concrete
components while in transit and to prevent the mix
from setting up in the barrel prematurely. There is
a water supply located on each of the barrel trucks
in order to keep the concrete moist and workable
and also to clean the shoot or discharge system after
the concrete is delivered. In most instances, the
control of the discharge of the concrete is handled
by a control system at the exterior of the truck or
from inside the cab. Contractors may occasionally
encounter a barrel truck where the discharge is
actually located toward the front of the vehicle
instead of at the rear. Functionally, however, the
front and rear discharge types of in-transit mixers
operate in the same fashion.

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/
7/77/Blend_ E050.JPG by Blend is licensed under
CC BY-SA 3.0

This photo is of a volumetric concrete mixing
truck. In volumetric concrete mixing trucks, there
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are hoppers on the truck which hold the aggregate
or rock, the sand, the cement, and water. They’re
also additional reservoirs for additives and bitumen
emulsion. Bitumen emulsion, however, is primarily
used for pavement preservation techniques. Once
on-site, the ingredients are mixed in the proper
proportions to provide the desired concrete strength,
and they are delivered through the concrete mixing
shoot and deposited where needed.
As mentioned previously, the strength of the
concrete is inversely proportional to the water/
cement ratio. In other words, the more water you
use to mix the concrete, the weaker the concrete
mix. The less water you use to mix the concrete, the
stronger the concrete mix. To make the concrete
stronger, add more cement or less sand.
Some customary concrete design requirements or
required strength in psi are listed below:
•	Minimum 2,500 – 3,000 psi
•	Footings and Slabs 3,500 – 4,000 psi
•	Suspended Slabs, Beams, and
Girders 3,500 – 5,000 psi
Remember:
•	Compressive strength is usually tested
at 7 and 28 days.
•	28 Day psi test is the American Concrete
Institute (ACI) standard.
Now to briefly address the tensile strength of
concrete. It is important for contractors to realize
the difference between compressive strength
and tensile strength. Compressive strength is the
amount of pressure per square inch which can be
placed directly on the concrete without the concrete
itself deteriorating. Tensile strength, however, is
regarded as the ability of concrete to resist breaking
or cracking under tension. Concrete has very low
tensile strength. Cracks in concrete occur when
the tensile force exceeds the tensile strength of the
concrete. Concrete structures undergoing tensile
stress must be reinforced with materials that have
high tensile strength, such as steel. Concrete is often
reinforced with 6-10 gauge wire mesh which comes
in roles consisting of 6x6 inch squares. Often times
concrete will be reinforced with rebar or reinforced
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steel bars which are connected together and placed
in the concrete.
Later the course will discuss some of the inherent
problems which can occur when steel or wire is
introduced into concrete.
Applications
Some of the most common applications for the use
of concrete:
•	Footings
•	Poured and Formed Concrete Foundations
•	Slabs
•	Driveways
•	Walkways
•	Patios
•	Pools
When addressing footings and foundations, it is
important to highlight how concrete is normally
used in residential foundations. The most common
uses today would be for a poured reinforced concrete
basement foundation with a concrete basement
floor, a slab on grade, or a raised foundation that
simply has a home built over a crawlspace. It is
important to note in all of these instances, and a
poured concrete footing is normally required.

Masonry Mortar – Manufacturing
and Applications
This section covers masonry mortar, how it is
manufactured and how it is used in the construction
industry. Mortar can be made in one of two ways.
The older method is to take Portland cement, add
hydrated lime and mix with fine sand. Masonry
cement is simply a material made by most cement
companies where they inter-grind the Portland with
lime or other ingredients designed to produce high
air content in a kiln.
All traditional mortars are essentially a blend of
sand, Portland cement, and hydrated lime. These
three ingredients are mixed at different proportions
depending on the intended use. The four main types
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of mortar most commonly used are; Type N, M, S,
and O. Now to take a look at each one of these
types of mortar and what they are mainly used for.
Type N mortar is the most common type and is
usually recommended on the exterior, abovegrade walls. This general-purpose mortar has good
bonding capabilities. And since the cement is not
overburdened by Portland, it cures more slowly
and allows for better workability. Type N mortar
has a compressive strength of about 750 PSI, which
is ideal for use with semi-soft stone or masonry
applications. It is more elastic than a high-strength
mortar, which helps to prevent cracking and spalling
of adjacent masonry units. Although commonly
used in setting bricks, Type N can also be used for
repointing newer brickwork.
Type M mortar is the strongest of the four and has
a compressive strength of 2500 PSI. Type M mortar
should be used when the structure has to withstand
high gravity and/or lateral loads. Type M mortar is
also a good choice for hard stone projects where the
compressive strength of the stone is greater than
2500 PSI. The characteristics of Type M mortar
make it ideal for below-grade applications, such as
at foundations and retaining walls.
Type S mortar is a medium-strength mortar
achieving a compressive strength of approximately
1800 PSI. Type S mortar can be used on at/or belowgrade exterior walls and hard coat traditional stucco
systems. The strength and bonding properties of
Type S mortar are greater than that of Type N,
and the increased amount of lime in Type S allows
the mortar to withstand excessive moisture and
increases its bonding and elastic capabilities.
Type O mortar has the weakest compressive
strength, approximately 350 PSI. Type O is easy to
work with, and the consistency of the blend makes
it a good choice for repointing performed at a
structurally stable wall. Its low compressive strength
makes it a good option for soft stone applications
such as setting sandstone or brownstone. Type O
mortar also allows for more flexing, which can help
prevent cracks and spalls in masonry units.
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The standard mortar mixing ratio normally includes
one part mortar mix, whether it is premade or a
combination of cement and lime, three to four parts
sand, and water in an amount that makes the mortar
workable.
It is often asked what the perfect consistency of
mortar is. The answer is quite simple: “the perfect
mortar is whatever the mason says it is!”
Applications
Common uses for masonry mortar include
•	Brick Laying
•	CMU – Block Laying
•	Cultured Stone
•	Real Stone
•	Stucco

Cement – Manufacturing
and Application
It is important to understand the difference between
cement and concrete. Although the terms cement
and concrete often are used interchangeably, cement
is actually an ingredient of concrete. Concrete is a
mixture of aggregates and paste. Cement comprises
from 10 to 15 percent of the concrete mix by volume.
Cement is not stronger than concrete. On its own, in
fact, cement is prone to cracking. When combined
with aggregate materials and water and allowed
to harden, however, cement—now concrete—is
extraordinarily strong.
Cement is a product that should never be used alone.
Occasionally contractors encounter it being used in
an attempt to repair spalling concrete driveways are
walks; however, in most cases, it quickly cracks and
therefore is unacceptable as a standalone product.
Concrete is, however, an important component in
concrete, mortar, stucco, tile grout, and in many
thin-set adhesives.
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FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
19.	Which statement about concrete is
true?
a.	Concrete is always delivered to the
job site in the same type of truck.
b.	Concrete can be delivered in an intransit mixer (barrel truck) or in a
volumetric concrete mixer.
c.	Concrete is always mixed in the
same way using the exact same
proportion of ingredients.
d.	Concrete has tremendous tensile
strength.
20.	The ingredients of concrete are:
a.	Water, sand, aggregate, and cement.
b.	Clay, sand, water, and gravel.
c.	Always cement, aggregate, fiber,
and acrylic additives.
d.	None of the above
21. Which statement is NOT correct:
a.	Concrete is measured in compressive
strength based on psi.
b.	Concrete achieves its full
compressive strength in 28 days.
c.	Concrete and cement are correctly
used as interchangeable words for
the same product.
d.	Reinforcement is often added to
concrete to compensate for its lack
of tensile strength.
22. Mortar can be mixed using:
a.	Portland cement, lime, sand, and
water.
b.	Only pre-made mortar mix.
c.	Using mortar mix, sand and lime.
d.	Using the mix, but omitting the
sand.
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Gabion – Manufacturing
and Applications

https://alleideen.com/garten-und-landschaftsbau/02/
diepersonalisierte- gartengestaltung-gabione.html
by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-ND

A gabion (from Italian gabbione meaning “big
cage”; from Italian gabbia and Latin cavea meaning
“cage”) is a cage, cylinder, or box filled with rocks,
concrete, or sometimes sand and soil for use in civil
engineering, road building, military applications,
and landscaping. “GAY bion”
You may see gabion used for flood control, the
containment of rock slides, in the building of
retaining walls, and used as architectural and
landscaping accents.

Granite – Manufacturing
and Applications
Granite is the most widespread of igneous rocks,
underlying much of the continental crust. Granite
is intrusive igneous rock. Intrusive rocks form
from molten material (magma) that flows and
solidifies underground, where magma cools slowly.
Eventually, the overlying rocks are removed,
exposing the granite. Granites usually have a coarse
texture (individual minerals are visible without
magnification) because the magma cools slowly
underground, allowing larger crystal growth.
Granites are most easily characterized as lightcolored and coarse-grained as a result of cooling
slowly below the surface. Color variation is a
response to the percent of each mineral found in the
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sample. The crystals in granite provide a variety of
mixed colors — feldspar (pink or red), mica (dark
brown or black), quartz (clear pink, white, or black),
and amphibole (black).
Granite is high in quartz (about 25%), feldspar, and
mica. It is widely used for architectural facades,
construction materials, ornamental stone, and
monuments. Over 40% of the dimension stone
quarried is granite. Crushed granite is used as a
durable construction material in asphalt and concrete
used in highway and infrastructure projects.
Mount Airy granite is more widely recognized
for its dimensional uses — including such highprofile projects as the World War II Memorial in
Washington, D.C.; the Arlington Memorial Bridge;
and, in North Carolina, the Wright Brothers
Memorial — but it is also popular for curbing,
especially in Northern states.
Some of the most common applications for granite in
addition to buildings, bridges, paving, monuments,
curbing, countertops, floors, and stair treads would
include the use of crushed granite or stone used
for drainage, as a substrate beneath driveways or
roadways, and as the bed for laying railroad tracks.
Now when considering granite in most instances, it
is the aggregate that is used in most concrete mixes.

Adobe – Manufacturing
and Applications
Adobe is Spanish for ‘mudbrick,’ but in some Englishspeaking regions of Spanish heritage, the term is
used to refer to any kind of earthen construction.
Most adobe buildings are similar in appearance
to cob (made of subsoil, water, and straw), and
sometimes lime) and rammed (compacts damp soil
with clay, sand, and gravel) earth buildings. Adobe
is among the earliest building materials and is used
throughout the world. In many parts of the United
States, you may be unlikely to encounter an Adobe
structure unless, of course, you are in the south or
southwest.
Adobe was one of the first materials ancient humans
used to create buildings, dating as far back as the
8th century B.C. The word “adobe” is Spanish,
but etymologists trace its origins to an old Arabic
word, al-tob or al-tub, meaning “brick.”
20
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The adobe, or sun-dried brick, is one of the oldest
and most common building materials known to
man. Traditionally, adobe bricks were never kiln
fired. Unbaked adobe bricks consisted of sand,
sometimes gravel, clay, water, and often straw or
grass mixed together by hand, formed in wooden
molds, and dried by the sun.
Due to the fact that adobe is a product that is made
from using dried mud, it makes sense that it is
subject to erosion and surface deterioration because
these surface coatings were almost always applied
to the exterior of adobe structures.
Next, the course will take a look at some of the
products that were used in order to preserve the
adobe buildings.
Mud Plaster
Mud plaster has long been used as a surface
coating. Like adobe, mud plaster is composed
of clay, sand, water, straw, or grass and therefore
exhibits sympathetic properties to those of the
original adobe. The mud plaster bonds to the adobe
because the two are made of the same materials.
Although applying mud plaster requires little skill,
it is a time-consuming and laborious process. Once
in place, the mud plaster must be smoothed. This
is done by hand; sometimes deerskins, sheepskins,
and small, slightly rounded stones are used to
smooth the plaster to create a “polished” surface. In
some areas, pink or ochre pigments are mixed into
the final layer and “polished.”
Whitewash
Whitewash has been used on earthen buildings
since before recorded history. Consisting of ground
gypsum rock, water, and clay, whitewash acts as a
sealer, which can be either brushed on the adobe
wall or applied with large pieces of coarse fabric
such as burlap.
Initially, whitewash was considered inexpensive
and easy to apply. But its impermanence and the
cost of annually renewing it has made it less popular
as a surface coating in recent years.
Lime Plaster
Lime plaster, widely used in the 19th century
as both an exterior and interior coating, is much
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harder than mud plaster. It is, however, less flexible
and cracks easily. It consists of lime, sand, and
water and is applied in heavy coats with trowels or
brushes. To make the lime plaster adhere to adobe,
walls are often scored diagonally with hatchets,
making grooves about 1½ inches deep. The grooves
are filled with a mixture of lime mortar and small
chips of stone or broken roof tiles. The wall is then
covered heavily with lime plaster.
Cement Stucco
In the United States, cement stucco came into
use as an adobe surface coating in the early 20th
century for the revival styles of Southwest adobe
architecture. Cement stucco consists of cement,
sand, and water, and it is applied with a trowel in
from 1 to 3 coats over a wire mesh nailed to the
adobe surface. This material has been very popular
because it requires little maintenance when applied
over-fired or stabilized adobe brick and because it
can be easily painted.
It should be noted, however, that the cement stucco
does not create a bond with unfired or un-stabilized
adobe; it relies on the wire mesh and nails to hold
it in place. Since nails cannot bond with the adobe,
a firm surface cannot be guaranteed. Even when
very long nails are used, moisture within the adobe
may cause the nails and the wire to rust, thus, losing
contact with the adobe.

FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
23.	All of the following are true about
Gabion, EXCEPT:
a.	It is a term derived from Italian
meaning “big cage”
b.	It is constructed by placing stone,
rock, concrete etc., in a wire cage.
c.	It is used primarily for erosion
control, flood control, retaining
walls, sea walls, or architectural and
landscaping accents.
d.	It is a very good and suitable product
for constructing foundations.
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24.	Granite is:
a.	Only used for countertops.
b.	Never used for drainage, substrates,
driveways, roadways, or railroads.
c.	Is only used for carving monuments
and for exterior of large office
buildings.
d.	Is the most widespread indigenous
rock which underlies most of the
continental crust in the US.
25.	Adobe structures are often coated in
all of the following EXCEPT:
a.	Mud plaster
b.	Whitewash
c.	Bituminous Waterproofing
d.	Stucco

Cast Stone, Natural Stone,
and Cultured Stone
This section shifts to discuss stone that is used
in masonry construction. In order to grasp a full
understanding of this subject, it is important for
contractors to delineate between the types of stone
that contractors will encounter. These include
natural stone, cast stone, and cultured stone.
Natural stone is millions of years old. It is quarried
from the earth and has gone through many natural
changes over time. Granite, marble, and limestone
Cast stone is a type of precast concrete designed to
simulate diverse types of natural cut stone.
Cultured stone (faux Stone, manufactured stone,
manufactured stone) is concrete poured into a mold
then colored to look like real stone.
Among the types of natural stone, contractors
frequently encounter marble. Marble is simply
metamorphosed limestone. It is commonly
known that limestone is used for exterior veneers,
fireplaces, columns, stairs, countertops, and floors.
Masonry Construction |
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An example of natural stone includes the statue
of Abraham Lincoln at the Lincoln Memorial in
Washington DC, which was carved out of Georgia
white marble in 1920
There are several benefits of using natural stone;
natural stone is:
•	A product of the earth – the original green
building material
•	Stone is extremely durable and ages
gracefully over time
•	Offers ease of care and maintenance
•	Stone is recyclable, and therefore
environmentally friendly
•	Quarried and manufactured sustainablyminimizing waste and conserving other
resources.
Cast stone is the reconstructed stone that is made
to look natural through a highly refined process.
Depending on what the project is, the budget, and
the design style, the cast stone may be the perfect
material to use. The most significant difference
between architectural precast concrete and cast
stone is that cast stone isn’t permitted to contain
bug holes or air voids and must have a fine-grained
texture. The texture is normally achieved by acid
etching.
Cast Stone Pros
In terms of cast stone, there are a few positives.

Cast Stone Drawbacks
There are a few drawbacks when considering cast
stone.
•	For example, cast stone struggles to achieve
the same level of detail as carved natural stone.
There is only so much one can capture with
the precast molds that produce the product,
whereas the possibilities are endless when
you have a sculptor carving natural stone.
•	The hardness and density of the natural stone
and the artistic expression of the artisan
doing the work add immeasurable value that
simply cannot be achieved with the cast stone
counterpart. It can also be quite challenging
for a cast stone producer to achieve a genuine
visual interpretation of veining and overall
stone “movement.”
Cultured stone is a product that is also referred
to as adhered concrete masonry veneer and the
installation guide put forth by the Masonry Veneer
Manufacturer’s Association refers to it as such.
But the material is relatively lightweight and is
primarily an architectural or design element. The
material has no loadbearing capability and should
not be used as such.
The product itself is made of the cast, if you will,
by blending Cementous material, aggregates, iron
oxide, and pigments in a manner that simulates
natural stone. In some applications, it is often
difficult to differentiate between the two.

•	Quite often, it is considerably lighter and can
be easier and quicker to manufacture and
install than its natural stone counterpart. In
many cases, it is less expensive than natural
stone, but by no means is that always the case.

Because this is a widely used product in residential
construction, today, contractors will spend a
significant amount of time discussing the product
and the appropriate installation and applications of
the product.

•	Cast stone is often made by mixing natural
elements like quartz, granite, limestone, or
marble. Cast stone mix is then pushed through
molds to give it a look that resembles the
density and texture of natural stone. Unlike
natural stone, cast stone can be manipulated
to be a certain size, shape, and color, so it
can be designed to have all the pieces with a
similar appearance.

Cultured Stone
Another quite common material that is used today
in modern construction is a product known as a
cultured stone. Cultured stone requires very precise
installation procedures, and these procedures are
recommended by an organization known as the
Masonry Veneer Manufacturer’s Association. It
is recommended that contractors become familiar
with the recommendations that the Masonry
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Veneer Manufacturer’s Association puts forth when
working with cultured stone.

prevent the mortar scratch coat from filling
the drainage space.

The following terms and definitions are important
when working with cultured stone.

•	
Mortar Setting Bed — Mortar is used to
adhere the ACMV to the substrate or scratch
coat.

•	
Adhered Concrete Masonry Veneer
(ACMV) — a lightweight, architectural, nonload-bearing product that is manufactured
by wet cast blending cementitious material,
aggregate, iron oxide pigments, and
admixtures to simulate the appearance of
natural stone.
•	Note: The MVMA recognizes there are
many names used to describe Adhered
Concrete Masonry Veneer products.
Manufactured Stone Veneer is used
commonly throughout the industry and by
some manufacturers. In the International
Building Code, Adhered Concrete
Masonry Veneer products are referred to
as Adhered Masonry Veneer. In the ICCES Acceptance Criteria, AC51, the product
is called Pre-cast Stone Veneer. This
guide will use ACMV (Adhered Concrete
Masonry Veneer) when referencing the
product.
•	
Concrete masonry unit Fasteners —
Corrosion resistant hardware used to secure
lath and flashing material to the wall system.
•	
Flashing — Material used to restrict the
seepage of moisture around any intersection
or projection of materials in an assembly.
•	
Lath — Corrosion-resistant mesh building
material fastened to the substrate to function
as a base for adhering plaster or mortar.
•	
Mortar — A workable paste mixture of
cementitious material, water, and aggregate
used to bond masonry construction materials
together and filled spaces between.
•	
Mortar Grout — Mortar mixture used to fill
joints and cavities in masonry construction.
•	
Mortar Scratch Coat — Base coat of mortar
used in the installation. Cross raked to improve
the bond of subsequent mortar layers.
•	
Mortar Screen — Sheet material designed to
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•	
Sealer — Liquid material used over ACMV
to protect against staining and moisture
penetration.
•	
Wall System — The constructed exterior or
interior vertical framework and substrate of
the building.
•	
Water Resistive Barrier — Material used
to restrict the transmission of moisture to the
surface behind.
In order to properly install cultured stone, there
are certain structural requirements that should be
adhered to in order to ensure a proper installation
of the material.
The wall system itself should consist of wood or
steel studs that are placed no more than 16 inches
in the center.
The sheathing should be a semi-rigid to rigid
sheathing consisting of gypsum wallboard,
plywood, OSB, fiberboard, or non-rigid insulation
that is a minimum of 1/2 inch thick. The failure
to adhere to these requirements can result in the
failure of the attachment of the cultured stone.
Over the structural components, the Masonry Veneer
Manufacturer’s Association also recommends that a
water-resistant barrier be installed over the exterior
sheathing. That barrier should be composed of:
•	Minimum 2 Layers of #15 Felt
•	2 Layers of Grade D Paper
(water permeable/weather resistant paper)
•	1 Layer of House Wrap
The Masonry Veneer Manufacturer’s Association
also requires that a minimum of 2.5-pound
corrosion-resistant metal lath be applied to the
exterior wall. This 2.5-pound 18-gauge woven wire
must be installed using corrosion-resistant fasteners.
If an installer uses a method other than this, it
can only be done so by providing documentation
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and a product evaluation report from the product
manufacturer.
On top of the metal lath, a mortar scratch coat must
be applied. This scratch coat should be a minimum
of 1/2 inch thick and be comprised of type and or
type as masonry mortar. Once the scratch coat is
applied, it should be scratched using either a trial
or a scratch tool on the surface once the surface
material is thumbprint hard. In many instances, an
insufficient scratch coat is applied, and metal lath
can be seen between the cultured stone.
When flashings are required at or near the cultured
stone, including at rooflines or above windows and
doors, all flashing must be corrosion resistant and
must be installed at all through the wall penetrations.
Most manufacturers of cultured stone and most
local building codes require the installation of a
drainage plane behind the stone to allow for the
escape of incidental water, improve the drying time
of any moisture that gets behind the cultured stone.
And it creates a capillary break or airspace between
the cladding and the primary water-resistant barrier.
Weep screed is placed at the bottom of a frame
wall at the foundation level. Weep screeds must be
of corrosion-resistant material, normally plastic.
And they were there required to be a specific size.
Plastic weep screeds must have a vertical flange for
attachment and to ensure the secure installation of
the weep screed.

is not a new product, its use in the United States is
relatively uncommon. Some experts have referred
to autoclaved aerated concrete as a near-perfect
building material. The product was originally
patented by a Swedish architect in 1924, and its
common ingredients were Portland cement, lime,
very fine nagger it is such as silica, sand, or fly ash.
Often times a small amount of aluminum powder
is also added. The secret ingredient, however, is
the expansion agent that makes the mixture rise
like bread so that the material contains 80% air.
The blocks, once cured or joined together with a
thin bed of mortar or thin-set in the components of
autoclaved aerated concrete, can be used for walls,
floors, and roofs.
The lightweight material offers excellent sound
and thermal insulation, and like all cement-based
materials, is strong and fire-resistant. In order to be
durable, autoclaved aerated concrete requires some
type of applied finish, such as a polymer-modified
stucco, natural or manufactured stone, or siding.
•	
Autoclaved aerated concrete combines
insulation and structural capability in one
material for walls, floors, and roofs. It is
lightweight/cellular properties make it easy to
cut, shave, and shape accepts nails and screws
readily and allow it to be routed to create
chases for electrical conduits and smallerdiameter plumbing runs. This gives it design
and construction flexibility and the ability to
make easy adjustments in the field.

Often times there is a need to install cultured
stone over concrete or masonry foundation or
basement walls. In order for this to be successfully
accomplished, the masonry or concrete wall must
be free of dirt, not have any waterproofing material
installed, be free of paint or oil, and have a rough
texture in order to achieve an adequate bond. In
some instances, the installation of a metal lath and
a scratch coat may be required in order to ensure
proper adhesion.

•	
Durability and dimensional stability. A
cement-based material, autoclaved aerated
concrete resists water, rot, mold, mildew,
and insects. Units are precisely shaped and
conform to tight tolerances.

Autoclaved Aerated Concrete –
Manufacturing and Applications

•	
The lightweight means that R-values for
autoclaved aerated concrete are comparable
to conventional frame walls, but they have
higher thermal mass, provide airtightness,
and, as just noted, are not combustible. That
lightweight also gives a high sound reduction

Another masonry product that may be relatively
unfamiliar to contractors is a product known as
autoclaved aerated concrete. Although the product
24
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•	Fire resistance is excellent, with eight-inch
thick autoclaved aerated concrete achieving a
four-hour rating (actual performance exceeds
that and meets test requirements for up to
eight hours). Because it is non-combustible, it
will not burn or give off toxic fumes.

WI CONTRACTORS

for privacy, both from outside noises and from
other rooms when used as interior partition
walls.
But the material does have some limitations. It is
not as widely available as most concrete products,
though it can be shipped anywhere. If it has to be
shipped, its lightweight is advantageous. Because
it is of lower strength than most concrete products
or systems, in load-bearing applications, it must
typically be reinforced. It also requires a protective
finish since the material is porous and would
deteriorate if left exposed.
Both blocks and panels are available. Blocks are
stacked similarly to conventional masonry but with
a thin-bed mortar, and panels are stood vertically,
spanning full-story heights. For structural needs,
grouted, reinforced cells and beams are placed
within the wall section. (Concave depressions along
vertical edges can create a cylindrical core between
2 adjacent panels.) For usual applications, a vertical
cell is placed at corners, on either side of openings,
and at 6- to 8-foot spacings along a wall. Autoclaved
aerated concrete averages about 37 pounds per
cubic foot (pcf), so blocks can be placed by hand,
but panels, because of their size, usually require a
small crane or other pieces of equipment.

27.	When installing cultured stone, the
following statements apply EXCEPT
for:
a.	A water-resistant barrier must be
installed behind the lath and scratch
coat.
b.	The cultured stone can be installed
in direct contact with the ground and
paved surfaces.
c.	Visible lath between the stones
should be identified as a deficiency.
d.	Caulking should be applied between
the stone and dissimilar materials.
28.	Select the incorrect fact about
autoclaved aerated concrete:
a.	It is heavier than concrete and
therefore not widely used.
b.	It is a lightweight product that
offers excellent sound and thermal
qualities.
c.	It is fire resistant.
d.	It is easy to work with and very
contractor friendly.

FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
26.	The installation of cultured stone
should be performed in accordance
with standards put forth by.
a.	Your local masonry contractor.
b.	The general contractor.
c.	The Masonry Veneer Manufacturer’s
Association
d.	The American Society of Home
Inspectors.

Stucco – Manufacturing
and Applications
Stucco is a construction material that is made of
aggregates, a binder, and water. It is applied to
the surface wet and hardens to a very dense solid.
Stucco can be used as a decorative coating for walls
and ceilings, exterior walls, and as a sculptural or
artistic material. It can be applied on metal, metal
lath, concrete, concrete/cinder block, or clay brick
and adobe. Stucco can be used as both an interior
and exterior finish.
In English, “stucco” sometimes refers to the coating
on the exterior of a building, where “plaster” is used
when describing the coating of the interior. These
materials are often different. Other languages
don’t have different words. For example, in French,

WI CONTRACTORS
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stucco means plaster and is used for both internal
and external descriptions.
Modern stucco is made of Portland cement, sand,
and water, whereas traditional stucco is made
of lime, sand, and water. Lime can be added to
modern stucco to increase the permeability and
workability of the stucco. Acrylics and glass fibers
are additives that can be added to improve the
structural properties of stucco.
There are two different processes for applying
stucco, a one-coat system, and a three-coat system.
In a one-coat stucco system, the base coat consists
of Portland cement, chopped fiberglass, acrylic
additives, sand, and water. The stucco is modified
like this because it is much thinner, so the fiberglass
particles and acrylic additives give it a little bit of
strength and make it a little bit more water-resistant.
The one coat method speeds up the three-coat stucco
process by combining the scratch and brown coat
into a single application that is 3/8″ to 1/2″ thick.
In a traditional three-coat stucco system, the
scratch coat is the first layer of the system, which
is installed on top of the metal lath and the waterresistant barrier. Originally the lath material was
horizontal strips of wood installed on the wall.
There were spaces between the horizontal strips
that would support the wet plaster until it cured.
When used on exterior walls the lath is installed
over a weather-resistant asphalt-impregnated felt
or paper sheet that protects the framing from the
moisture that can pass through the porous stucco
for exterior wall applications. The scratch coat is
field mixed with Portland cement, sand, lime, and
water, which is applied to the wall and then has a
series of horizontal or vertical lines scratched into
the surface. This scratch coat provides adhesion for
the next layer in the stucco system, that next layer
is the brown coat.

26
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/87241965@
N00/2350803847 by Unknown Author is licensed
under CC BY

This photo is of a house that was initially wrapped
in “Tyvek” house wrap. “Barricade” plus drainage
was added over that to ensure waterproofing and
positive drainage. Metal lath was secured to the
structure. Areas prone to movement and cracking
have control joint material added.

In this photo, this contractor is beginning to apply
the brown coat. This layer is applied with a Darby
or a long trowel to make sure that the cement is
applied evenly. On this particular home, two brown
coats were applied in an effort to help increase
the strength of the wall unit and to minimize the
possibility of cracking and movement.
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dissimilar materials, and lack of proper flashings.
Water can also enter the system through cracks in
the face of the EIFS, regardless of how small the
crack is. Essentially, any joint or penetration in the
EIFS material may be suspect.

TYPES OF MASONRY
CONSTRUCTION
This photo shows the final application or finish coat
which is put on with a hawk and a trowl and applied
either smooth or in a variety of textures. These
finish coats can also come in a range of colors so
that no additional painting is needed.
It is important for contractors to differentiate
between a traditional stucco installation and what
is referred to as EIFS or an Exterior Insulation
Finishing System (EIFS). An Exterior Insulation
Finishing System (EIFS), also known as EWI
(Exterior Wall Insulation Systems) or External
Thermal Insulation Composite Systems (ETICS),
is a type of cladding system that provides exterior
walls with an insulated finished surface and
waterproofing in an integrated composite material
system.
What are the problems with EIFS? The problems
with barrier EIFS cladding all stem from water
intrusion. These problems include moisture
accumulation in the wall cavity, subsequent wood
damage, and, in more advanced cases, mold growth
and the infestation of pests such as carpenter ants
or termites.
Contrary to some reports, water intrusion problems
with EIFS are not unique to any part of the
country. While the problems with EIFS were first
discovered in Wilmington, North Carolina, this
in no way means that you could not have similar
moisture intrusion problems in other locations.
Field investigations of barrier EIFS in other areas
of the country have identified excessive moisture
accumulation problems in New Jersey, New York,
and Pennsylvania. Simply put, the more it rains, the
greater the likelihood of water intrusion problems.

It is important for contractors to understand the
difference between solid masonry and brick
veneer. Solid masonry is just that a wall made up
of bricks. Solid masonry walls are load bearing
and are used to form the exterior of the home. With
solid masonry the wall is more than one brick thick.
Because the walls are made up of multiple layers of
bricks, often the bricks can be seen on the interior
walls as well as the exterior. Solid masonry supports
building components including foundations and
piers. Today most walls are now constructed as
cavity walls.
A brick veneer is a single layer of full-sized bricks
that are attached adjacent to the home’s exterior.
The structural wall is what bears the weight of the
structure, not the bricks. The brick veneer is attached
to the structural wall’s exterior in using a variety of
attachment methods. The primary purpose of brick
veneer is to improve aesthetic appeal of a wall.
Though veneers also provide some resistance to the
elements. Because brick veneer isn’t load bearing
and is added to the exterior of a structural wall;
brick veneer can be added to a home at any time
during the home’s construction as well as added on
during a home improvement project. This is not the
case with solid masonry.

There are many sources of water intrusion in
barrier EIFS, including improper joints around
penetrations, improper joints where EIFS meets
WI CONTRACTORS
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FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
29.	Which statement about stucco is the
most accurate?
a.	Stucco systems always consist of 3
coats.
b.	Stucco is applied to the exterior of
a home after a waterproof barrier,
drainage plane and wire lathe are
installed.
c.	Control/expansion joints are never
installed to control cracking.
d.	The scratch coat is the final/finish
coat on an exterior stucco finish.
30.	Which of the following are true
statements about solid masonry and
veneer?
a.	Solid masonry can be structural as
can veneer.
b.	Veneer masonry can be structural
but solid masonry is not.
c.	Solid masonry can hold up the
house; but the house holds up the
veneer.
d.	None of the above

28
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SUMMARY
This course discussed the history of masonry
as well as some of the earliest uses of masonry
throughout the years. It offered early examples
of masonry construction and moved through the
development of masonry tools, including how they
are used in modern construction. Then detailed
the manufacturing process and application of clay
brick, concrete block, concrete, masonry mortar,
cement, gabion, granite, adobe, cast Stone, natural
stone, cultured stone, autoclaved aerated concrete,
and stucco. The course concluded by differentiating
solid masonry from veneer applications of brick.
Upon completion of this course, contractors should
be able to summarize the history of masonry
construction, be able to describe diverse types of
masonry materials and the method of manufacture
and recognize masonry materials and their use in
residential construction.
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose
In September of 2010, the U.S. Department of
Justice published a comprehensive set of standards
on designing buildings to facilitate their use by
the handicapped. The regulations were titled
“2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design.”
The anacronym referred to the “Americans with
Disabilities Act,” previously passed in 1990. The
publication clarified what was being requested
from designers by the earlier legislation. It included
275 pages of suggestions, including some graphic
illustrations showing how to meet requested design
goals.
We will look at those ADA standards and
illustrations, and summarize as best as possible
how to meet their intent.

APPLICABILITY OF GUIDELINES
The 2010 ADA Standards for state and local
governments was created to explain minimum
requirements for access to buildings by occupants
with handicaps. One section was written as laws,
applicable to newly designed, constructed or altered,
state and local government facilities. The second
portion contained similar provisions, intended as
guidelines for designing public accommodations
and commercial facilities, making them readily
accessible to, and usable by, individuals with
disabilities.
The first portion consisted of Title II regulations
28 CFR 35.151 and the 2004 ADAAG at 36 CFR
part 1191, appendices B and D. These specific
guidelines established laws governing facilities
built with public funds, enforceable with all such
facilities built after March 15, 2012.
The 2010 Standards for public accommodations and
commercial facilities, the second portion of same
publication, set guidelines for buildings for public
use, built by private entities. They consisted of Title
III regulations at 28 CFR part 36, subpart D, and
the 2004 ADAAG at 36 CFR part 1191, appendices
B and D. These were suggested guidelines only.
30
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The two sets of guidelines and their subject content
are almost identical. The primary difference lies
in enforceability. Guidelines are much different
than building codes: one offers suggestions while
the other creates law. That distinction being made,
almost all jurisdictions, when adopting model codes,
incorporated some or all of the 2010 Standards for
public accommodations and commercial facilities
into their regulations. At that point, such guidelines
became law.
Other regulations governing accessible design have
also been published. Some are more stringent than
the 2010 Standards. Jurisdictions can and have
adopted other model guidelines. But suffice it to say,
almost no jurisdiction with building regulations has
failed to include laws governing accessible design.
Those laws seem to have become more stringent
with each new edition of regulations, and in some
cases, now exceed original guidelines proposed in
the ADA.
Accessibility requirements apply to both temporary
and permanent facilities. Temporary facilities can
include: reviewing stands, temporary classrooms,
bleacher areas, stages, platforms, fixed furniture
systems, wall systems, exhibit areas, temporary
banking facilities and temporary health screening
facilities.
Some exceptions to these rules exist, which will be
touched upon later. One broad group of exceptions
applies to renovation and addition projects, when it
is desirable to make previously built facilities more
accessible, but budget considerations preclude full
compliance. Another group of exceptions involves
renovation of historic structures. If compliance
would destroy the historic value of an existing
structure, some variation from guidelines is
permitted.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Terms used in these guidelines are defined as
follows.
Accessible: A site, building or facility that
complies with the ADA rules / guidelines.
Accessible Means of Egress: A continuous,
unobstructed accessible way of egress from any
WI CONTRACTORS

point i a building to an area of refuge, a horizontal
exit or a public way.

Boarding Pier: A portion of a pier used to embark
or disembark from a boat.

Addition: A project resulting in expanding or
increasing the floor area or height of a building.

Boat Launch Ramp: A sloped surface to launch
and retrieve trailered boats from water.

Administrative Authority: A government
agency adopting and enforcing regulations
and guidelines for design and construction of
buildings or additions.

Boat Slip: A portion of a pier where a boat is
moored for berthing, embarking or disembarking.

Alteration: A physical change affecting the
usability of a building or a portion thereof.
Alterations may include: remodeling, renovation,
rehabilitation, reconstruction, historic restoration,
resurfacing circulation paths or vehicular ways,
changes or rearrangement of structural elements
and changes in the plan configuration of walls
and full-height partitions. Normal maintenance,
reroofing, painting, wallpapering or changes
to mechanical and electrical systems are not
alterations, unless they affect the usability of the
building.

Building: Any structure supporting or sheltering
any use or occupancy.
Catch Pool: A section of a pool used as a terminus
for water slide flumes.
Characters: Letters, numbers, punctuation marks
and typographic symbols.
Children’s Use: A use designation for elements
intended for people 12 years old and younger.
Circulation Path: An exterior or interior passage
used for pedestrian travel, including but not
limited to walks, hallways, courtyards, elevators,
platform lifts, ramps, stairways and landings.

Amusement Attraction: Any facility located
within an amusement or theme park, providing
amusement without the use of an amusement
device. Amusement attractions include, but are
not limited to, fun houses, barrels and other
attractions without seats.

Closed-Circuit Telephone: A telephone with a
dedicated line, used to gain entry to a facility.

Amusement Ride: A system moving people
through a fixed course to provide amusement.

Cross Slope: A slope perpendicular to the
direction of travel.

Amusement Ride Seat: A seat fastened to an
amusement ride, to be occupied by passengers.

Curb Ramp: A short ramp cutting through a
curb, or built up to it.

Area of Sport Activity: A space where play or
practice of a sport occurs.

Detectable Warning: A surface feature built in, or
applied to walking surfaces, to provide a tactile
warning of potential hazards on a circulation
path.

Assembly Area: A space, used for the purpose
of entertainment, educational or civic gatherings
or similar purposes. These include, but are not
limited to, classrooms, lecture halls, courtrooms,
public meeting rooms, public hearing rooms,
legislative chambers, motion picture houses,
auditoria, theaters, playhouses, dinner theaters,
concert halls, centers for the performing arts,
amphitheaters, arenas, stadiums, grandstands or
convention centers.
Assistive Listening System (ALS): An
amplification system between a sound source
and a listener, using an induction loop, radio
frequency, infrared or direct-wired equipment.
WI CONTRACTORS

Common Use: Interior or exterior circulation
elements, not for public use, but made available
for shared use by two or more occupants.

Element: An architectural or mechanical
component of a building, facility, space or site.
Elevated Play Component: A raised or lowered
component that is part of a composite play
structure, having two or more play components
linked together.
Employee Work Area: Space used only by
employees for work. Corridors, toilet rooms,
kitchenettes and break rooms are not employee
work areas.
Entrance: Any access point to a building used to
enter it. An entrance includes the approach walk,
Simplifying the ADA |
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vertical access leading to the entry platform, the
entry platform, vestibule if provided, entry door
or gate and the hardware of the door or gate.
Facility: Any or all portions of buildings and
improvements located on a site.
Gangway: A variable-sloped pedestrian walk
linking a fixed point with a floating structure.
Golf Car Passage: A passage on which a golf cart
operates.
Ground Level Play Component: A play
component approached and exited at ground
level.
Key Station: Rapid, light and commuter rail
stations, as defined by the Dept. of Transportation.
Mail Boxes: Receptacles for documents,
packages or other deliverable materials.
Marked Crossing: A crosswalk or other path for
pedestrian use, crossing a vehicular way.
Mezzanine: An intermediate level between the
floor and ceiling of any story, having a floor
area less than one-third of the space in which
the mezzanine is located, with enough height
above it that space for human occupancy can be
provided on the floor below.

Public Entrance: An entrance that is neither a
service entrance, nor a restricted entrance.
Public Use: Interior or exterior rooms or spaces
made available to the public.
Public Way: Any street, alley or other parcel
of land, open to the outside air and leading to a
dedicated public street, having a clear width and
height of not less than 10 feet.
Qualified Historic Building or Facility: A
building listed in, or eligible for listing in, the
National Register of Historic Places, or legally
designated as being historic.
Ramp: A walking surface with a slope steeper
than 1:20.
Residential Dwelling Unit: A unit designed
for use as a long-term residence. Residential
dwelling units do not include those for transient
lodging, inpatient medical care, licensed longterm care and detention or correctional facilities.
Restricted Entrance: A non-public entrance used
on a controlled basis or for service.
Running Slope: The slope that is parallel to the
direction of travel.

Occupant Load: The possible number of facility
occupants for egress points to accommodate.

Self-Service Storage: Buildings used for the
purpose of renting or leasing individual storage
spaces to customers, to be accessed on a selfservice basis.

Operable Part: Items used to insert or withdraw
objects, activate, deactivate or adjust elements.

Service Entrance: An entrance intended
primarily for delivery of goods or services.

Pictogram: A pictorial symbol representing
activities, facilities or concepts.

Site: A parcel of land bounded by a property line,
including those of rights-of-way.

Play Area: A site location containing play
components

Soft Contained Play Structure: An enclosed play
structure made of pliable materials like plastic.

Play Component: An element generating
opportunities for play, socialization or learning.

Space: A defined area, like a room, toilet room,
hall, assembly area, entrance, etc.

Private Building or Facility: A place of public
accommodation or a commercial building or
facility subject to title III of the ADA and 28 CFR
part 36, or a transportation building or facility
subject to title III of the ADA and 49 CFR 37.45.

Story: A portion of a building between the upper
surface of a floor and the upper surface of a floor
or roof above. A story containing mezzanines
has more than one floor level.

Public Building or Facility: A building designed
for use by a public entity, subject to title II of
the ADA and 28 CFR part 35, or to title II of the
ADA and 49 CFR 37.41 or 37.43.
32
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Structural Frame: The columns, girders, beams
and trusses stabilizing the building as a whole.
Tactile: An object that can be perceived using the
sense of touch.
WI CONTRACTORS

Technically Infeasible: With respect to altering
a building, something with little likelihood of
being accomplished because it would require
removing or altering a load-bearing member,
or because other existing physical constraints
prohibit modifying or adding elements, spaces
or features in full and strict compliance with
minimum requirements.
Teeing Ground: In golf, the starting place from
which a hole is played.
Transfer Devices: Equipment to facilitate transfer
between a mobility aid and another location.
Transient Lodging: A building with guest room
accommodations that are short-term in nature.
Transient lodging does not include actual
residences, inpatient medical care facilities,
licensed long-term care facilities, detention or
correctional facilities or private buildings with
not more than five rooms for rent that are also
occupied as a residence by the proprietor.
Transition Plate: A sloping pedestrian walking
surface at the end of a gangway.
TTY: An abbreviation for teletypewriter. TTYs
are also called text telephones.
Use Zone: Level ground area beneath and adjacent
to play structures or equipment for moving
around equipment, and where a user would land
when falling from or exiting equipment.
Vehicular Way: A route intended for vehicular
traffic, like a street, driveway or parking facility.
Walk: An exterior surface for pedestrian use,
including pedestrian areas like plazas and courts.
Wheelchair Space: Space for a single wheelchair
and its occupant.
Work Area Equipment: Any machine, instrument,
engine, motor, pump, conveyor or other apparatus
used to perform work, permanently installed or
built-in inside employee work areas. Work area
equipment does not include passenger elevators
and other vertical transportation.
Here is an overview of the first section, creating
laws governing the design of public structures.
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28 CFR PART 35.151
NEW CONSTRUCTION
AND ALTERATIONS
This initial portion of the guidelines opens with this
statement.
“Each facility or part of a facility constructed by, on
behalf of, or for the use of a public entity, shall be
designed and constructed in such manner that the
facility, or part of the facility, is readily accessible
to and usable by individuals with disabilities.”

Compliance Dates
Regarding compliance with these guidelines or
laws, all time frames in which a building might
have been exempted have long since expired. All
new projects must now comply.

Scope of Coverage
The 1990 ADA and the 2010 Standards apply to
fixed or built-in elements of buildings, structures,
site improvements, pedestrian routes or vehicular
ways located on a site. Unless stated otherwise,
advisory notes, appendix notes and illustrations
contained in the 1990 ADA and the 2010 Standards
explain or illustrate requirements of the rule. These
ancillary materials, intended for clarification,
do not in and of themselves establish enforceable
requirements.

Exceptions
Some needed exceptions to these laws were
immediately recognized and written into the act.
Exception for Structural Impracticality
New public facilities must be accessible in whole or
in part to those with disabilities, but:
•	
Full compliance with accessibility laws is
not required when unique characteristics of
terrain prevent incorporating accessibility
features. A public entity must demonstrate
how full compliance is impossible, before
provisions are waived.
Simplifying the ADA |
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•	
Although covered entities can limit the
scope of an alteration to individual elements,
renovating multiple elements within a room
or space in the same project is usually a more
cost-effective way to make the entire room or
space accessible.
•	
Even if full compliance cannot be
accomplished in a specific instance, any
portion of a building that can be made fully
accessible must still meet requirements.
•	If the building cannot be made accessible to
wheelchairs, accessibility must still be possible
for persons with other types of disabilities
(who use crutches, have sight, hearing, or
mental impairments, etc.) in accordance with
regulations.
Exception for Historic Properties
Alterations to existing facilities must be made so
the altered portions have been made accessible.
•	
Public entities are obligated to achieve
accessibility under ADA regulations and those
operating historic preservation programs must
give priority to methods providing physical
access to the disabled.
•	
When an entity believes compliance for
accessibility will threaten or destroy historic
significance, they should consult with the State
Historic Preservation Officer. If that officer
agrees, the exception will be permitted. Path
of travel requirements still need to be met,
even when renovating for other purposes than
creating accessibility.
•	
If alterations would endanger historical
significance, fundamentally alter the
program, or result in undue financial or
administrative burdens, regulations allow
alternative methods to achieve accessibility.
These include using audio-visual materials to
depict inaccessible portions of the building or
relocating programs and services to accessible
locations.
•	Alterations to historic buildings should comply
with pertinent provisions, when possible.
•	If it is not feasible to provide physical access
to a historic property, without threatening or
destroying historic significance, other means
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of access can be provided.
Exception for Alterations to
Primary Functions
Alterations affecting usability of, or access to, an
area housing a primary function need to be made
so — to the maximum extent possible — the path
of travel to altered areas, and restrooms, telephones
and drinking fountains serving the altered area, all
remain accessible.
•	A primary function is a major activity for
which the facility was created.
•	
Such functions include; dining areas in
cafeterias, meeting rooms in conference
centers, offices and other work areas housing
primary activities.
•	Where a facility contains multiple primary
uses, each portion must comply.
•	
Mechanical rooms, boiler rooms, supply
storage rooms, employee lounges / locker
rooms, janitorial closets, entrances and
corridors are not areas for primary functions.
•	Restrooms are not primary functions, other
than for structures like highway rest stops.
•	Alterations to windows, hardware, controls,
electrical outlets and signage are not deemed
to affect usability of areas with primary
functions.
•	Mixed use facilities may include numerous
primary function areas to which regulations
apply, not limited to public use areas. For
example, both a bank lobby and the bank’s
employee areas, like teller areas and a walk-in
safe, are primary function areas.
•	In existing transportation facilities, primary
functions are defined under regulations
published by the Secretary of the Department
of Transportation or the Attorney General.
•	Residential dwelling units are exempt from
these regulations.
Defining the Path of Travel
A “path of travel” includes a continuous,
unobstructed pedestrian passage through which
an area may be approached, entered and exited. It
WI CONTRACTORS

also encompasses exterior features like: sidewalks,
streets, parking areas and facility entries. An
accessible path of travel can include: walks and
sidewalks, curb ramps, interior or exterior ramps;
paths through lobbies, corridors, rooms, parking
access aisles, elevators and lifts or a combination of
these elements. It may also encompass restrooms,
telephones and drinking fountains, serving the
altered area.
•	
An alteration decreasing accessibility of
a building or facility that is below the
requirements for new construction at the time
of the alteration, is prohibited.
•	An alteration of a facility will not impose
greater requirements for accessibility than
new construction.
•	Unless required elsewhere, where elements or
spaces are altered, but the circulation path to
the altered element or space is not changed, an
accessible route will not be required.
Exception for Disproportionality
Alterations providing an accessible path of travel are
considered disproportionate to overall alterations
when their cost exceeds 20% of the cost to alter the
primary function area.
•	
If making an accessible path of travel is
disproportionately expensive, changes to that
path can be scaled back to match the budget.
•	When scaling back, priority should be made
in the order of: an accessible entrance, an
accessible route to altered areas, at least one
accessible restroom for each sex or a single
unisex restroom, accessible telephones,
accessible drinking fountains and then
additional accessible elements like parking,
storage and alarms.
•	Path of travel costs include costs to create a
more accessible route, like widening doorways
or installing ramps.
•	The cost of making restrooms accessible, by
installing grab bars, enlarging toilet stalls,
insulating pipes or installing accessible faucet
controls is included.
•	Money spent to make telephones accessible
can be included.
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•	So can relocating a previously inaccessible
drinking fountain.
•	
If alterations can be made in one project,
providing an accessible path of travel cannot
be avoided by breaking a project into small
enough scopes that the cost of accessibility
becomes disproportionate.
•	A budget for project costs will include any
alterations made in a three year period.

Requirements Pertaining to
Specific Building Types
A few specific requirements for certain public
building types were included in the first section.
Social Service Centers
This includes: group homes, halfway houses,
shelters or similar establishments providing either
temporary sleeping accommodations or residential
dwelling units. In these:
•	Sleeping rooms with 25 beds or more will
provide clear floor space for at least 5% of
them.
•	Facilities with 50 beds or more and common
bathing facilities will have at least one rollin shower with a seat. Transfer type showers
are not a substitute. When there are separate
showers for men and women, at least one rollin shower must be provided for each group.
Educational Housing
Housing at a place of education must meet the same
requirements as transient lodging guest rooms, with
the term “sleeping room” used interchangeably with
“guest room.” In these:
•	
Kitchens in units with accessible sleeping
rooms, including suites and clustered sleeping
rooms, or common kitchens on floors with
accessible sleeping rooms, will contain
turning spaces and kitchen work surfaces
needed for accessibility.
•	Multi-bed housing with accessible sleeping
rooms needs an accessible route throughout.
•	Apartments or townhouses, leased year-round
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exclusively to graduate students or faculty, but
not containing public use areas for instruction,
are not subject to transient lodging standards.
They must still comply with requirements for
residential facilities.
Assembly Areas
Besides other requirements for assembly areas, the
following is also required:
•	
In stadiums, arenas and grandstands,
wheelchair spaces and companion seats
will be available in all levels served by an
accessible route and cannot be located on, or
obstructed by, temporary platforms or other
movable structures, except:
–	When an entire seating section is added on
temporary platforms to increase seating for
an event, wheelchair spaces and companion
seats can be placed in that section.
–	When wheelchair spaces and companion
seats are not required to accommodate
handicapped users, removable seats can be
set in spaces they would have occupied.
•	
Accessible seating will wholly or partially
encircle a field of play or performance area.
•	
Stadium-style movie theaters must locate
wheelchair spaces and companion seats on a
riser or cross-aisle, satisfying at least one of
these criteria:
–	Located in the rear 60% of total seats in the
auditorium.
–	Located so their vertical viewing angles
(as measured to the top of the screen) are
from the 40th-100th percentile of vertical
viewing angles for all seats.
–	
In row seating, companion seats shall
provide shoulder alignment with adjacent
wheelchair spaces, with the alignment
point of the wheelchair space measured
36” from the front of the wheelchair space.
The floor surface of the companion seat
will be at the same elevation as the floor of
the wheelchair space.
–	
Companion seats are permitted to be
movable.
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Medical Care Facilities
If medical care facilities do not specialize in the
treatment of conditions that affect mobility, they
must still provide required accessible patient
bedrooms.
•	All areas of such a facility must comply unless
exempted, or where scoping limits the number
of multiple elements required to be accessible.
•	For example, not all patient rooms are required
to be accessible, thus not required to comply
with requirements. However, common use
and public spaces, like recovery rooms,
examination rooms and cafeterias, are not
exempt and must be accessible.
Curb Ramps
New or altered streets, roads and highways must
contain curb ramps at any intersection with curbs
or other barriers denying entry to handicapped
pedestrians.
Housing with Units for Sale to Individuals
Residential dwelling units constructed or altered
by public entities, then offered for sale or rent to
individuals, must comply with requirements for
residential facilities found in the ADA.
These also apply to public housing, when
construction of units takes place once a specific
buyer has been identified. Accessible units must be
provided to pre-identified buyers with disabilities.
Detention and Correctional Facilities
Except for the following exceptions, new jails,
prisons and other correctional facilities must
comply, whether or not such facilities are licensed.
•	Public entities must provide accessibility in a
minimum of 3%, but no fewer than one, of the
total cells in a facility.
•	
Cells with mobility features must also be
provided in each classification level.
•	
Common areas used only by inmates or
detainees and security personnel, not serving
accessible holding or housing cells, need not
comply or be on an accessible route.
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Renovated jails, prisons, and other detention and
correctional facilities must also comply, with the
same exceptions noted above. However, when cells
are being altered, the required number of accessible
cells can be met by providing cells elsewhere,
provided each substitute cell:
•	Is located within the same prison site
•	
Is integrated with other cells as much as
possible
•	Has equal access as other cells to areas for
visitation, dining, recreation, education
programs, medical services, work programs,
religious and other facility programs.
•	If it is infeasible to locate a substitute cell
in the same prison, a substitute cell must be
provided at another prison site in the same
corrections system.

28 CFR PART 36, SUBPART D –
NEW CONSTRUCTION
AND ALTERATIONS
This part of the act established guidelines for
buildings built with private funds, and also opens
with this statement:
“Each facility or part of a facility constructed by, on
behalf of, or for the use of a public entity shall be
designed and constructed in such manner that the
facility or part of the facility is readily accessible to
and usable by individuals with disabilities.”
The standards that followed are starting points
for handicap accessibility codes, whether model
codes, legislated codes or legislated codes
referencing model codes. Accessibility guidelines
and laws have continued evolving since the initial
publication of this act. This has been largely due to
advocacy and legislative input from special interest
groups representing handicapped segments of our
population, as well as advances in technologies
available for their use.
Most exceptions granted in the section for public
buildings were included in this portion, with a few
notable additions to allowable exemptions.
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Additional Exemptions
Exemption for General Alterations
Alterations should be made so a path of travel
to altered areas, and restrooms, telephones and
drinking fountains serving the altered area, remain
accessible to the maximum extent feasible.
•	
Alterations include remodeling, renovation,
rehabilitation,
reconstruction,
historic
restoration, changes to structural elements
and changes in plan configuration of walls.
•	Normal maintenance, reroofing, painting or
wallpapering, asbestos removal or changes
to mechanical and electrical systems not
affecting usability, are not considered
alterations.
•	Alterations to windows, hardware, controls,
electrical outlets and signs don’t affect use.
•	The phrase “to the maximum extent feasible,”
applies when planned alterations make it
virtually impossible to comply fully with
accessibility standards.
Exemption for Disproportionality
Alterations need to be made so paths of travel to
primary functions remain accessible. Changes
made to create an accessible path of travel are
considered disproportionate to overall alterations
when their cost exceeds 20% of the cost of primary
function renovations.
•	
If costs are disproportionate, path changes
can be scaled back to match the budget.
•	If scaling back, changes should be prioritized
in this order: an accessible entrance, an
accessible route to altered areas, at least one
accessible restroom for each sex or a single
unisex restroom, accessible telephones,
accessible drinking fountains and then where
possible, additional accessible elements like
parking, storage and alarms.
•	Path of travel costs include expenses to create
more accessible routes to altered areas, like
widening doorways or installing ramps and
those making restrooms accessible with grab
bars, enlarging toilet stalls, insulating pipes or
installing accessible faucet controls.
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•	Money spent to make telephones accessible
can be included, as can relocating a previously
inaccessible drinking fountain.
•	
If alterations can be made in one project,
providing an accessible path of travel cannot
be avoided by breaking a project into small
enough scopes that the cost of accessibility
becomes disproportionate.

requirements, they must still be accessible.
Exemption for Construction Sites
Structures and equipment used in actual
construction processes need not be accessible.
•	These may include scaffolds, bridging, hoists,
materials storage and construction trailers.

•	A budget for project costs will include any
alterations made in a three year period.

•	Portable toilet units for use by construction
personnel need not comply.

Exemption for Historic Preservation
If compliance would destroy historic value,
variation from guidelines is permitted, especially
if providing physical access to the property would
threaten the historic significance of the building.

Exemption for Raised Areas
Raised areas used for security, life safety or fire
safety, like observation or lookout galleries, prison
guard towers, fire towers or life guards need not be
accessible or on an accessible route.

Exemption for Commercial Facilities in
Private Residences
Building portions used for commercial purposes
must comply. Those for residential use are exempt.

Exemption for Limited Access Spaces
Spaces accessed by ladders, catwalks, crawl spaces
or narrow passages need not comply.

•	
Accessibility regulations still apply to
sidewalks, entries, hallways, bathrooms, etc.
used by the public, entering the commercial
portion.
Exemption Regarding Elevators
Elevators are not required in facilities with less
than three stories, or less than 3000 SF. But elevator
access is still required for:
•	
Floors housing at least one sales or rental
establishment, in a building or cluster of
buildings housing five or more such stores,
also known as a shopping center.
•	Any floor housing at least one professional
office of a health care provider.
•	
Terminals, depots or other stations for
specified public transit. This includes airport
terminals, unless areas housing passenger
services (including boarding and debarking,
loading and unloading, baggage claim, dining
facilities and other common areas open to the
public) are all located on an accessible route
from an accessible entrance.
When
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from

elevator

Exemption for Machinery Spaces
Service spaces for maintenance, repair or
occasional monitoring of equipment need not be
on an accessible route or accessible. Machinery
spaces like elevator pits or penthouses; mechanical,
electrical or communication equipment rooms;
piping or equipment catwalks; water or sewage
treatment pump rooms and stations; electric
substations and transformer vaults; and highway
and tunnel utility facilities need not comply.
Exemption for Single Occupant Structures
Single occupant structures like toll booths, accessed
only by passages that are elevated or below grade,
shall not be required to be accessible or on an
accessible route.
Exemption for Residential Facilities
Common use areas not serving accessible residential
dwelling units need not comply.
Exemption for Employee Work Areas
Employee work areas shall be built so individuals
with disabilities can approach, enter and exit work
areas. But work areas or portions of work areas other
than raised courtroom stations, less than 300 SF
and elevated 7” or more above the floor and where
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being raised is essential to the space function, need
not comply or be on an accessible route.
Though areas used exclusively for work need not
be fully accessible, include non-required turning
spaces and accessible elements when possible.
Under the ADA, employees with disabilities are
entitled to reasonable accommodations in the
workplace. Those can include alterations to facility
spaces. Initially designing employee work areas to
be more accessible can avoid more costly retrofits if
current employees become disabled or the disabled
are hired.
Exemption for Raised Refereeing, Judging,
and Scoring Areas
Raised structures for refereeing, judging or scoring
sports need not be accessible.
Exemption for Water Slides
Water slides shall not be required to be accessible or
on an accessible route.

accessible routes provide vertical clearance
that complies.
Exemption for Operable Parts
Controls generally required to be accessible may
include: light switches, circuit breakers, duplexes
and other receptacles, environmental and appliance
controls, plumbing fixture controls and security
and intercom systems. Operable parts on accessible
elements, accessible routes and in accessible rooms
and spaces shall comply with guidelines, except:
•	
Operable parts for use only by service or
maintenance personnel need not comply.
•	
Electrical or communication receptacles
serving a dedicated use need not comply.
•	When two or more outlets are above a length
of kitchen counter, uninterrupted by a sink or
appliance, one outlet need not comply.
•	Floor electrical receptacles need not comply.
•	HVAC diffusers need not comply.

Exemption for Animal Containment Areas
Animal containment areas not for public use need
not comply or be on an accessible route. Public
circulation routes by animals, like petting zoos and
animal pens in fairs, must comply.

•	Except for light switches, where redundant
controls are provided for a single element, one
control in each space need not comply.

Exemption for Raised Boxing or
Wrestling Rings

•	
Exercise machines and exercise equipment
need not comply.

Raised boxing or wrestling rings shall need not
comply or be on an accessible route.
Exemption for Raised Diving Boards and
Diving Platforms
Raised diving boards and diving platforms need not
comply or be on an accessible route.

•	
Cleats and other boat securement devices
need not comply.

GRAPHIC STANDARDS
The following standards are applicable
illustrations included in this course.

to

Exemption for Protruding Objects
Protruding objects on circulation paths shall comply
with guidelines, except:
•	In areas of sport activities, protruding objects
on circulation paths need not comply.
•	In play areas, protruding objects on circulation
paths need not comply, provided ground level
WI CONTRACTORS
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3.	If the building cannot be made
accessible to wheelchairs, accessibility
______.
a.	Must still be provided for persons
with other types of disabilities.
b.	Is no longer mandatory for that
structure
c.	Must be provided at a later date if a
building occupant becomes disabled.
d.	Can be provided in a separate
structure.
4.	When considering required
accessibility alterations, a _______ is
defined as a major activity for which
the facility was created.
a. Use classification
b. Primary function
c. Point of service
d. Work activity

FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
1.	The primary difference between
Title II regulations and Title
III regulations of the 2010 ADA
Standards, is that Title II establishes
_____ for ________.
a.	Guidelines, commercial facilities
b.	Laws, facilities built with public
funds
c.	Guidelines, facilities built with
public funds
d.	Laws, commercial facilities
2.	The 1990 ADA and the 2010
Standards apply to ______.
a.	Fixed or built-in elements of
buildings
b.	Site improvements
c.	Pedestrian routes or vehicular ways
d.	All of the above
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5.	Alterations to create an accessible
path of travel are disproportionate
to overall alterations when their cost
exceeds ______ of the cost to alter the
primary function area.
a. 100%
b. 20%
c. The original project sum
d. 50%
6.	Residential dwelling units constructed
or altered by public entities, must
comply with requirements for
residential facilities found in the
ADA, when __________.
a.	At least 20% of them are reserved
for pre-approved disabled buyers
b.	They were constructed using
aFederal block grant
c.	They were built using a prevailing
wage structure
d.	They are offered for sale or rent to
individuals
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7.	In portions of residential buildings
being used for commercial purposes,
portions used by _______ must still
comply.
a.	Residents in mobility aids
b.	The public
c.	Visitors of residential tenants
d.	Anyone requiring a service animal
8.	As a general rule, elevators are not
required in facilities with ________,
or ___________.
a.	Less then 3 stories, less then 3000
SF
b.	Continuously sloped floors, no place
for handrails
c.	Access only by motor vehicle, no
available parking
d.	Anti-terrorist protection measures,
round-the-clock security in place
9.	Which of the following operable
parts does NOT need to comply with
accessibility standards?
a.	HVAC diffusers
b.	Light switches
c.	Plumbing fixture controls
d.	Intercom systems

A PLACE TO PARK
The goal of this section will be to examine ADA
standards, maximizing user accessibility in getting
to a facility. It will examine navigating vehicular
parking, successfully exiting and entering parked
vehicles and physically getting to a facility entry.

Parking Space Requirements
A portion of provided parking spaces are required
to meet accessibility standards. But parking used
exclusively for buses, trucks, delivery vehicles,
law enforcement and vehicular impound need not
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comply, so long as publicly accessed lots have an
accessible loading zone.
Percentages of Spaces Required to
be Accessible
Accessible parking spaces must be provided per the
table below, unless exempted elsewhere.
Table 208.2 Parking Spaces
Total Number of Parking
Spaces Provided in
Parking Facility

Minimum Number of
Required Accessible
Parking Spaces

1 to 25

1

26 to 50

2

51 to 75

3

76 to 100

4

101 to 150

5

151 to 200

6

201 to 300

7

301 to 400

8

401 to 500

9

501 to 1,000

2 percent of total

1,001 and over

20, plus 1 for each 100,
or fraction thereof,
over 1,000

•	
Where more than one parking facility is
provided on a site, accessible spaces required
on the site will be calculated separately for
each parking facility.
•	Both “parking facilities and “parking lots” are
subject to compliance.
Varying Percentages for Different Uses
The use of a facility determines how many available
spaces will need to be accessible.
•	At hospital outpatient facilities, 10% of patient
and visitor parking spaces will be designed
to be accessible. “Outpatient facility” is
not defined, but covers facilities located in
hospitals, providing regular and continuing
treatment without an overnight stay.
•	Doctors’ offices, independent clinics or other
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facilities not in hospitals are not outpatient.
•	
Where at least one space is provided for
each dwelling unit, one accessible space
must be provided for each dwelling unit with
accessibility features. When more parking
spaces are provided than one per unit, 2%
of additional spaces, with a minimum of one
additional space, must be accessible.
•	
At rehabilitation and outpatient physical
therapy facilities, 20% of patient and visitor
parking spaces serving facilities treating
conditions affecting mobility will be
accessible. Conditions affecting mobility
include those: requiring assistance of a brace,
cane, crutch, prosthetic device, wheelchair, or
powered mobility aid; arthritic, neurological
or orthopedic conditions severely affecting
walking; respiratory diseases and other
conditions requiring use of portable oxygen;
and cardiac issues imposing limitations.
When parking is provided for more than
residents, provide parking per the table above.

•	Passenger loading zones will provide access
aisles adjacent to the vehicle pull-up space,
adjoining the accessible route, but not
overlapping the vehicular way.
•	Access aisles serving vehicle pull-up spaces
shall be at least 60” wide.
•	Access aisles will extend the length of vehicle
spaces they serve and be marked.
•	Access aisles will be at the same level as the
vehicle space they serve. Changes in level
are not permitted, unless they are less than a
slope of 1:48.
•	
Vehicle pull-up spaces, access aisles and
the vehicular route from entry to passenger
loading zone to vehicular exit shall provide a
vertical clearance of at least 114”.

•	
For every six spaces or fraction thereof
required by the table to be accessible, at least
one will be an accessible van parking space.

Location of Parking Facilities
Grouping of Accessible Spaces
•	
Accessible spaces should be as close as
possible to an accessible entrance.
•	
If such spaces do not serve a particular
facility, they should be as close as possible
to an accessible pedestrian entrance of the
parking facility.
•	All van spaces should be grouped on one level
in a multi-story parking facility.
•	
Accessible spaces can be distributed to
better serve different entry points, reduce
parking fee, or increase user convenience.
This is based on factors like: protection from
the weather, security, lighting and better lot
maintenance.
Passenger Loading Zones
•	Passenger loading zones will offer a vehicular
space at least 96” wide and 20’ long.
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Passenger Loading Zone Access Aisle

Public Transportation Stops
•	“Designated public transportation” refers to
vehicles operated by public transit agencies.
•	
“Specified public transportation” includes
tour and charter buses, taxis, limousines and
hotel shuttles operated by private entities.
•	
Provide one accessible passenger loading
zone for every 100 LF of loading zone space.
•	
In bus loading zones for designated or
specified public transportation vehicles, each
bus bay, bus stop or other area designated for
lift or ramp deployment must be accessible.
•	On-street bus stops will be made accessible to
the maximum extent practicable.
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Residential Facility Parking
•	Accessible spaces will be as close as possible
to the units they serve.
•	Accessible spaces will be dispersed throughout
all types of provided parking facilities.
•	Accessible parking need not be dispersed if
better accessibility can be provided in terms
of distance to accessible entrances, parking
fees or increased user convenience, based
on factors like: protection from the weather,
security, lighting and better lot maintenance.

•	
Two parking spaces may share a common
access aisle.
•	
In parking facilities where the accessible
route crosses vehicular traffic lanes, marked
crossings enhance pedestrian safety for people
using wheelchairs and other mobility aids.
•	The accessible route should not pass behind
parked vehicles.

Medical and Long-Term Care Facility Parking
•	
At least one accessible passenger loading
zone will be provided at an entry to licensed
medical facilities where a period of stay can
exceed 24 hours.
•	Facilities providing valet services will provide
at least one accessible loading zone.
•	
Mechanical access parking garages will
provide at least one accessible loading zone at
vehicle drop-off and pick-up areas.

Physical Characteristics of
Parking Facilities
Parking Lot Dimensions
•	Width measurements of parking spaces and
access aisles will be from centerlines of
markings, unless spaces or access aisles are
not adjacent to another parking space or aisle.
Then, measurements can include the full
width of the line defining the space or aisle.
•	Accessible car parking spaces will be at least
96” wide and van parking spaces at least
132” wide, marked to define the width, with
an adjacent access aisle for off-loading. Van
parking spaces can be 96”wide, when the
access aisle is at least 96” wide.

Vehicle Parking Spaces

•	Access aisles serving car and van spaces will
be at least 60” wide, extend the full length of
parking spaces they serve and be marked to
discourage parking within them.
•	Marking methods and colors are not specified,
but may be addressed by other regulations.
•	
Access aisles shall not overlap vehicular
traffic.
•	Access aisles can be placed on either side of
a parking space, except angled van spaces
which will have access aisles located on the
passenger side of the parked vehicle.

Access Aisles
Access aisles will adjoin an accessible route
connected to an accessible entrance.

WI CONTRACTORS
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FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
10.	Unless exempted elsewhere, how many
accessible parking spaces must be
provided in a parking facility with 5175 total spaces?
a. 5
b. 1
c. 3
d. 7
Parking Space Access Aisle

•	Wheelchair lifts are usually installed on the
passenger side of vans, which are harder
to back into parking spaces than out into
vehicular lanes. So if a van and car share an
access aisle, locate the van space so the access
aisle is on the passenger side of the van.
•	
Changes in level in access aisles are not
permitted, unless the slope is greater than
1:48.
•	
Built-up curb ramps are not permitted to
project into access aisles and parking spaces
because they would create slopes greater than
1:48.
Additional Parking Lot Considerations
•	Van parking spaces, access aisles and vehicle
routes will provide 98” vertical clearance.
•	Parking facility signage will inform drivers of
clearances and the location of van spaces.
•	
Accessible parking signs will include the
International Symbol of Accessibility, signs
identifying van spaces will include the words
“Van accessible,” and bottoms of such signs
shall be at least 60” above the finish floor or
ground surface.

11.	At an entry to licensed medical
facilities, where a period of stay can
exceed 24 hours, at least accessible
loading zone(s) will be provided.
a. One
b. Two
c. No
d.	One for ambulance, one for
passenger vehicles
12.	A vertical clearance of at least 98”
need NOT be provided in which of the
following.
a. Vehicle routes
b. Mobility aid storage
c. Access aisles
d. Van parking spaces
13.	Raised shapes providing a detectable
warning on a walk surface will be in a
shape.
a. Recessed dimple
b. Raised bar
c. Truncated dome
d. Flattened pyramid

•	Parked cars and vans will not obstruct required
clear widths of adjacent accessible routes.
•	Wheel stops prevent vehicle overhangs from
reducing the accessible route clear widths.
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A PATH TO TREAD
The goal of this section will be to look at ADA
standards governing how to physically move from
parking areas to front entries of facilities.

Accessible Routes
Site Arrival Points
At least one accessible route shall be provided from
accessible parking, passenger loading zones, public
streets, public sidewalks or public transportation
stops to an accessible building entrance.
•	Such a route is not required if the only means
of access between a site arrival point and a
building is a vehicular way with no pedestrian
access.
•	
Otherwise, every accessible building entry
must connect to an accessible route.
•	Access routes into a building from site arrival
points may include vehicular ways.
•	The required space for a sport activity may
vary from sport to sport, but an accessible
route is required to connect to the boundary
of each area of sport activity on a site.
Detectable Warnings on a Route
Detectable warnings on walk surfaces will be a
surface of truncated domes as defined below.
•	
Truncated domes in a detectable warning
surface will have a base diameter of 0.9”1.4”, a top diameter of 50%-60% of the base
diameter and a height of 0.2”.
•	
The domes will have a center-to-center
spacing of 1.6”-2.”, and a base-to-base spacing
of at least 0.65”, measured between adjacent
domes on a square grid.
•	
Detectable warning surfaces will contrast
visually with adjacent walking surfaces.
•	
Detectable warning surfaces at platform
boarding edges will be 24” wide and extend
the full length of the public use areas of the
platform.
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Size and Spacing of Truncated Domes

Multi-Story Buildings and Facilities
At least one accessible route will connect every
story and mezzanine in multi-story facilities.
•	An accessible route will not be required in
private facilities with less than three stories
and less than 3000 SF per story, unless the
facility has a shopping center, shopping mall,
office of a health care provider, terminal,
depot or other station for public transportation,
an airport terminal or another facility as
determined by the Attorney General.
•	If a two story building has one level without
public use and less than five occupants, that
level need not be connected to the other.
•	If all accessible cells, common areas used by
those cells and public use areas are linked
by an accessible route, additional stories in
detention facilities need not be connected.
•	If all accessible living units, common use areas
used by them and public use areas are linked
by an accessible route, additional stories in
living facilities need not be connected.
•	If all accessible lodging rooms units, common
use areas used by them and public use
areas are connected by an accessible route,
additional stories in multi-story transient
lodging facilities need not be connected.
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•	An accessible route is not required between
the cab and the floor below the cab in an air
traffic control tower.

required to existing raised or sunken dining
areas, or outdoor dining, if the same services
and decor are provided in an accessible space.

•	
Accessible routes connecting stories above
or below an accessible level are not required
in qualified historical facilities granted
exceptions for alterations.

•	In sports facilities, tiered levels containing at
least 25% of the dining area and accessible
seating must have accessible routes, provided
that each tier provides the same services.

Spaces and Elements
An accessible route will connect accessible facility
entrances to all accessible spaces and elements in
a facility connected by a circulation path, unless
exempted above or below.
•	
Raised courtroom stations, like judges’
benches, clerks’ stations, bailiffs’ stations,
deputy clerks’ stations and court reporters’
stations do not need vertical access, if
required clear floor and maneuvering space
and electrical service are put in place to
accommodate a future lift, should one become
necessary. Public areas like jury boxes must
still comply.
•	In assembly areas with fixed seats, accessible
routes are not required to where accessible
seating will not be provided. Raised areas and
speaker platforms must still be accessible.
•	
Accessible routes shall not be required to
connect mezzanines in facilities having only
one story, or in multi-story facilities otherwise
exempted.
Stairs and Escalators in Existing Buildings
When structural modifications are made to add an
escalator or stairway to a facility, an accessible route
shall be provided between levels, unless otherwise
exempted.
Restaurants and Cafeterias
In eating establishments, an accessible route will
be provided to all dining areas, including raised or
sunken dining areas and outdoor dining areas.
•	In facilities not requiring an accessible route
between stories, one will not be required to
a mezzanine containing less than 25% of the
total combined area for dining.

•	
“Same services” may include bar service,
rooms with smoking and non-smoking
sections, lotto and other table games, carryout and buffet service.
•	
“Same decor” may include seating with
views, areas designed with a certain theme,
party and banquet rooms and rooms where
entertainment is provided.
Performance Area Circulation
If already connected, an accessible route will
connect assembly seating with a performance area.
•	
An accessible route will be provided from
performance areas to ancillary areas or facilities
used by performers, unless otherwise exempted.
•	Press boxes in each assembly area will be on an
accessible route, unless boxes for that assembly
area are in bleachers entered only at one level
and all boxes are less than 500 SF, or boxes are
elevated at least 12’ above grade and all boxes
contain less than 500 SF.
Employee Work Area Circulation
•	Circulation paths within employee work areas,
less than 1000 SF and defined by permanently
partitions, counters, casework or moveable
furnishings, need not comply.
•	Circulation paths within employee work areas
that are an integral component of work area
equipment, like stairs and elevated walks,
need not comply.
•	Circulation paths in work areas fully exposed
to the weather need not comply.
•	
Passenger elevators used to move workers
between stories are not work area equipment.

•	
In alterations, an accessible route is not
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Amusement Ride Accessibility
•	At least one load and unload area must be on
an accessible route.
•	When amusement rides are in the load and
unload position, their accessible wheelchair
spaces, amusement ride seats for transfer and
transfer devices will be on an accessible route.
Other Recreational Facilities Required to
be on Accessible Routes
•	Recreational boating facilities, boat slips and
boarding piers at boat launch ramps shall be
on accessible routes.
•	In bowling establishments, at least 5% but no
fewer than one of each type of bowling lane
must be on an accessible route.
•	In court sports, at least one accessible route
will directly connect both sides of the court.
•	Exercise equipment required to be accessible
will be on an accessible route.
•	Fishing piers and platforms shall be on an
accessible route.
•	Within golf facilities, at least one accessible
route will connect accessible elements within
the golf course. They will also serve golf car
rental, bag drop areas, course weather shelters,
course toilet, practice putting greens, practice
teeing grounds and teeing stations at driving
ranges.
•	Within miniature golf facilities, holes required
to be accessible, including the start of play,
shall be on an accessible route.
•	Play areas shall provide at least one accessible
route connecting accessible ground and
elevated play components, including entry
and exit points of the play components.
•	Where three or less entry points are provided
for soft contained play structures, at least one
entry point must be on an accessible route.
Where four or more entry points are provided,
at least two must be on an accessible route.
Accessible routes will coincide with, or be in the
same area as, general circulation paths. Where
circulation paths are interior, accessible routes shall
WI CONTRACTORS

also be interior. Additionally, accessible vertical
circulation must be in the same area as stairs and
escalators, not isolated in the back.

Entrances
Entries on Accessible Routes
•	When an entry is being renovated and the
building has another accessible entry on an
accessible route, unless required elsewhere,
the entry being altered need not comply.
•	Where exceptions are granted for alterations
to historic buildings, only one public entry
will be required to be accessible. If none can
comply, either an unlocked private entrance
will be accessible, or a locked accessible entry
with a notification system will be used.
•	In addition to above requirements, at least
60% of all public entrances will be accessible.
Parking Structure Entrances
Where direct access is provided for pedestrians
from a parking structure to a facility entrance,
each such entrance will be accessible. If from a
pedestrian tunnel or elevated walkway, at least
one such entrance to a facility from each tunnel or
walkway will be accessible.
Entries to Transportation Facilities
•	
Where different entrances serve different
transportation fixed routes, at least one public
entrance serving each fixed route or group of
fixed routes shall be accessible.
•	
Direct connections to other facilities will
provide an accessible route from points of
connection to boarding platforms and all
system elements required to be accessible,
except for existing direct connections being
retrofitted.
•	Key stations and existing intercity rail stations
required to be altered by other regulations
shall have at least one accessible entrance
provided.
Tenant Spaces
There shall be at least one accessible entrance to
each tenant in a facility, but self-service storage
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facilities not required to be accessible need not
comply.

hall call control as the altered elevator must be
altered in a similar fashion.

Residential Dwelling Unit Entries
In residential dwelling units, at least one primary
entrance, not to a bedroom, must be accessible. In
accessible dwelling units, all doors and doorways
providing user passage will be accessible.

Platform Lifts
•	Platform lifts will be permitted in an accessible
route in new construction in an existing
facility, or as a way to access performance
areas and speakers’ platforms.

Specialized Entries to Other Facilities
•	Where restricted entrances are provided to a
facility, at least one must be accessible.
•	If a service entrance is the only entry to a
building or tenant space, it must be accessible.
•	Where entrances used only by detainees and
security personnel are provided at judicial,
detention or correctional facilities, at least one
entry must be accessible.

Doors, Doorways, and Gates
Entrances
Each facility required to be accessible will have at
least one accessible door, doorway or gate. Each
space required to be accessible will have at least
one accessible door, doorway or gate.
Transient Lodging Facilities
In transient lodging facilities, entrances, doors and
doorways into and within guest rooms will have a
clear passage width of 32”. Shower and sauna doors
are not required to be that wide.

Elevators and Lifts
Elevators
All elevators provided for passenger use shall be
accessible.
•	In facilities permitted to use platform lifts,
limited-use / limited-application (LULA)
elevators can also be used.
•	LULA elevators are permitted in multi-story
residential dwelling units.

•	Platform lifts will be permitted in an accessible
route complying with performance area
requirements for wheelchair space dispersion
and line-of-sight issues.
•	
Platform lifts shall be permitted in an
accessible route to incidental spaces which
are not public use spaces and occupied by a
maximum of five people.
•	
Platform lifts shall be permitted in an
accessible route to: jury boxes and witness
stands; raised courtroom stations like judges’
benches, clerk stations, bailiff stations, deputy
clerk stations and court reporters’ stations;
and to depressed areas like the well of a court.
•	Platform lifts can be used where existing site
constraints like topography make using a ramp
or elevator infeasible. Though necessitated by
site problems, such a lift can be installed in
an interior location, connecting two interior
floor levels.
•	
Platform lifts can connect levels within
transient lodging guest rooms or dwelling units
required to accommodate the handicapped.
•	
Platform lifts can facilitate accessible load
and unload areas serving amusement rides.
•	Platform lifts can create accessible routes to
play components or soft play structures.
•	Although ramps are recommended, platform
lifts can provide accessible routes to team or
player seating areas serving areas of sport
activity.
•	
Platform lifts shall be permitted instead
of gangways in accessible routes serving
recreational boating facilities, fishing piers
and platforms.

•	
When an existing elevator is altered, all
elevators programmed to respond to the same
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Security Barriers
Security barriers, including security bollards and
security check points, may not obstruct a required
accessible route or means of egress. Where security
barrier elements make compliance difficult, like
metal detectors, fluoroscopes, etc., an accessible
route can be adjacent to screening devices. This
allows disabled persons bypassing security barriers
to maintain visual contact with personal items, as
the able-bodied passing through security can do.

Accessible Means of Egress
•	Means of egress will comply with applicable
sections of other building codes.
•	
Where allowed by other codes, accessible
means of egress can share a common path
with another means of egress.
•	Areas of refuge are not required in detention
and correctional facilities.

Clear Width of an Accessible Route

Clear Width at Turn
If an accessible route turns 180 degrees around an
element less than 48” wide, the clear width shall be
at least 42” approaching the turn, 48” at the turn,
and 42” leaving the turn. If there is at least 60”
of clear width at the turn, only a 36” approach is
required.

•	Platform lifts will have standby power when
part of an accessible means of egress.

Accessible Routes
Accessible routes will consist of one or more of
the following: walking surfaces with a slope less
than 1:20, doorways, ramps, curb ramps excluding
flared sides, elevators and platform lifts.
Walking Surfaces
•	The running slope of walking surfaces will be
no steeper than 1:20, and the cross slope no
steeper than 1:48.
•	Changes in walking surface levels must still
be accessible.
•	Walking surfaces will provide a clear width
of at least 36”, except that in employee work
areas, circulation path clearances can be
decreased by work equipment if the decrease
is essential to work being performed.
•	Clear widths can also be reduced to a minimum
of 32” for a length of 24”, if segments of
reduced width are separated by sections that
are at least 48” long and 36” wide.
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Clear Width at Turn

Passing Spaces
Accessible routes with less than 60” clear width
will provide passing spaces less than 200 feet apart.
Those will be at least 60” x 60”or an intersection
providing a T-shaped space where the base and arms
of the T extend at least 48” beyond the intersection.
Ramps on Accessible Routes
•	
In assembly areas, aisle ramps need not
comply when adjacent to inaccessible seating.
•	In new construction, ramp runs will not be
steeper than a 1:12 slope.
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•	Steeper ramps are allowed in existing facilities
when there are space limitations.
Table 405.2 Maximum Ramp Slope and Rise for
Existing Sites, Buildings, and Facilities
Slope 1

Maximum Rise

Steeper than 1:10
but not steeper than 1:8

3 inches (75 mm)

ramps with small radii also compound slopes
that are not accessible.
•	
Level landings are needed at accessible
doors for use of the door. When this occurs,
maneuvering clearances needed for doors can
overlap required landing areas.
•	
Landings where ramps change directions
need at least 60” x 60” of clear width.

Steeper than 1:12
6 inches (150 mm)
but not steeper than 1:10
1. A slope steeper than 1:8 is prohibited

•	Provide ramps with the least possible slope,
and if possible, accompany ramps with
stairs for those for whom distance is more
problematic than steps, like those with heart
disease.
•	
Cross slopes of ramps, perpendicular to
direction of travel, will not be steeper than
1:48.
•	Level changes, other than running slope and
cross slope, are not allowed on ramp runs.
•	The clear width of a ramp between provided
handrails will be at least 36”, except within
employee work areas, where clearances on
circulation paths can be decreased by work
area equipment if the decrease is essential to
work being performed.

Ramp Landings

•	Edge protection is needed on each side of
ramp runs and landings, except for ramps not
required to have handrails, ramps with flared
sides with a maximum slope of 1:10, sides
of landings serving an adjoining ramp run
or stair and ramp landings with a maximum
vertical drop-off of 1/2” within 10 inches
horizontally of a minimum required landing.

•	The maximum rise for any ramp run shall be
30”.
•	Ramp runs with a rise greater than 6” need
handrails. They can be omitted in employee
work areas where ramps that are part of
circulation paths are wide enough to permit
the future installation of handrails, while still
maintaining a clear width of 36”.
•	Ramps will have minimum 60” level landings
at the top and the bottom of each run.
•	The clear width of a ramp landing will be at
least as wide as the widest run adjoining it.
•	Ramps without level landings at changes in
direction can create compound slopes that
are not accessible. Circular or curved ramps
continually changing direction and curvilinear
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Extended Floor or Ground Surface Edge Protection

•	Ground surfaces of a ramp run or landing
should extend at least 12” beyond the inside
face of a handrail, so wheelchair casters and
crutch tips don’t slip off the ramp surface.
•	A curb or barrier should prevent passage of
a 4“diameter sphere within 4” of the finish
floor or ground surface.
•	Landings subject to wet conditions shall be
designed to prevent water accumulation.
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Curb Ramps on Accessible Routes
•	
Counter slopes of adjoining gutters and
surfaces adjacent to ramps may not exceed
1:20.
•	Transitions from curb ramps to walks, gutters
and streets shall be at the same level.
•	Where provided, flares at the sides of curb
ramps shall not be steeper than 1:10.

•	Bottoms of diagonal curb ramps will have a
clear space of at least 48” outside active traffic
lanes. Those at marked crossings will provide
the 48” space within the markings.
•	Diagonal curb ramps with flared sides will
have a minimum 24” long curb segment
located on each side of the curb ramp, and
within the marked crossing.

•	Provide landings at the tops of curb ramps, at
least 36” long and at least as wide as the curb
ramp, excluding flared sides.
Otherwise, use flared sides that are no steeper than
1:12.

Landings at the Top of Curb

Curb or Barrier Edge Protection

Counter Slope of Surfaces Adjacent to Curb Ramps

Diagonal or Corner Type Curb Ramps

Sides of Curb Ramps

•	Curb ramps and flared sides may not project
into vehicular traffic lanes, parking spaces or
access aisles.

•	Raised islands in crossings may be cut through
level with the street, or have curb ramps at each
end. Each curb ramp will have a level area at
least 48” x 36” wide at the top where crossing
occurs. Each level area will be oriented so the
48” length aligns with the running slope of its
curb ramp. The level areas and the accessible
route can overlap.

•	Curb ramps and flares at marked crossings
will be wholly contained within the markings.
•	Diagonal or corner curb ramps, with returned
curbs or other well-defined edges, will
have their edges parallel to the direction of
pedestrian flow.
WI CONTRACTORS
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•	Risers can slope back under treads at an angle
of 30 degrees maximum from vertical.
•	Nosings may extend a maximum of 1½” over
the tread below.

Islands in Crossings

Stairways
Stairways in General on Accessible Routes
•	In correctional facilities, stairs not in public
use areas need not comply.
•	
Stairs between levels, otherwise connected
by accessible routes, need not comply. But if
the stairs are altered, compliant handrails will
need to be provided.
•	Aisle stairs in assembly areas need not comply.
•	Stairs that connect play components need not
comply.
•	Despite accessibility requirements, building
codes may still mandate handrails on stairs.
•	Open risers are not permitted.
•	All steps on a stair flight will have uniform
riser heights and tread depths. Risers are to
be 4”-7” high and treads must be at least 11”
deep.
•	There will be no level changes permitted in
tread surfaces steeper than a 1:48 slope.
Nosings
Characteristics of stair nosings affect how usable
they are for the handicapped.
•	Visual contrast on tread nosings makes treads
more visible to people with low vision.
•	Nosings projecting beyond risers will have
their underside edge curved or beveled.

Stair Nosings

•	Stair treads and landings will be designed to
prevent water accumulation.
Required Handrails for Accessibility
•	Handrails are required on ramps with a rise
greater than 6” and on certain stairways.
•	Handrails are not required on walkways with
slopes less than 1:20, but if provided, must be
designed for use by the handicapped.
•	
Handrails shall be provided on both sides
of stairs and ramps, except on sides of aisle
ramps in assembly areas, when one handrail
is provided on either side, or within the aisle.
•	
Handrails will be continuous for the full
length of each stair flight or ramp run. Inside
handrails on switchback or dogleg stairs and
ramps will be continuous between flights or
runs. In assembly areas, ramp handrails need
not be continuous in aisles serving seating.

•	The radius at the leading edge of a tread is
limited to a maximum of 1/2”.
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Handrail

Handrail Height
Horizontal Projections Below Gripping Surface

•	
Handrail surfaces, and surfaces adjacent
to them, shall be free of sharp or abrasive
elements and have rounded edges.
•	Handrails shall not rotate within fittings.

Handrail Non-Circular Cross Section

•	Handrails for adults are to be 34”-38” above
walking surfaces, stairs and ramp surfaces.
•	
When children are principal users of a
facility, like elementary schools, a second
set of handrails 28” high can assist them
and prevent accidents. If used, maintain a
minimum vertical clearance of 9” between
handrails to help prevent entrapment.

Handrail Extensions
Handrails must extend beyond, in the same direction
of stair and ramp runs, as shown.
•	Extensions are not required for continuous
handrails at inside turns.
•	Extensions are not required in aisles when
handrails are interrupted to provide access to
seating and permit crossovers.
•	Full extensions of handrails are not required
where extensions would create hazards.

•	
Clearance between handrails and adjacent
surfaces shall be at least 1½”.
•	
Tops and sides of handrails will be
unobstructed and continuous, unless along
walking surfaces with slopes not exceeding
1:20 and part of crash rails or bumper guards.
•	Bottoms of handrails may not be obstructed
for more than 20% of their length.
•	When provided, horizontal projections shall
occur at least 1½” below the handrail bottom.
•	Handrails may have a circular cross section
with a diameter 1¼” – 2”.
•	They may have a non-circular cross section
of 4” – 6¼” and a maximum cross-section
dimension of 2¼”.
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Top and Bottom Handrail Extension at Ramps

•	
Handrails will extend at least 12” beyond
landings at tops and bottoms of ramp runs and
return to a wall, guard or landing surface, or
be continuous to an adjacent ramp handrail.
•	At the top of a stair, handrails will extend at
least 12” above the landing above the first
riser. Extensions shall return to a wall, guard
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or landing surface, or be continuous to an
adjacent stair handrail.
•	At the bottom of a stair flight, handrails will
extend for a horizontal distance of at least one
tread depth, beyond the last riser. Extensions
shall return to a wall, guard or landing surface,
or be continuous to an adjacent stair handrail.

Ramps up into elevated entry points also tend to
take up more space than expected, especially in
new construction. That is unfortunate, since they
are often an afterthought in the design process,
even though they are a known requirement from
the beginning.
The required length of ramp runs becomes
especially problematic in renovation projects. It is
not uncommon for many such paths of travel to
occupy all available space between existing parking
areas and the buildings they serve.

Top Handrail Extension at Stairs

Nothing Easy About It

Bottom Handrail Extension at

Case Study
There’s nothing that will make you feel quite as
ashamed as watching an older woman struggle to
lift her adult son from a van and settle him in a
wheelchair outside the vehicle door, All because
someone saw no particular reason to honor the
access aisle clearly marked between handicapped
parking stalls. There was no obvious indication
as to the identity of the offender. I was just glad it
wasn’t me.
The truth is, even codes that are used to determine
the required widths of access aisles sometimes fail
to take into account that a wheelchair user must
first turn and face the ramp they will use in order
to ascend into a handicapped van. That equates to
about four feet of width, besides the length of the
ramp up into the van.
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It’s All Uphill From Here

FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
14.	Which of the following is not included
in the definition of “same services” in
a restaurant?
a. Bar service
b. Permissibility of smoking
c. Carry-out service
d. Dancing floor
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15.	Circulation paths within employee
work areas, that are part of work
equipment, which do not need to be
made accessible, include________
and________?
a. Forklift aisles, first-aid stations
b. Supervisor stations, mezzanines
c. Stairs, elevated walks
d. Equipment storage bays, carousel
staging
16.	A required accessible primary
entrance to a residential dwelling
unit, may not enter a ________.
a. Bedroom
b. Great room
c. Shared vestibule
d. Dining room
17.	Adjacent accessible routes can
be made available for use by the
disabled, when ________ makes
compliance difficult in an otherwise
accessible route.
a. Security personnel
b. Turnstiles
c. Floor mounted signage
d. Security barrier elements
18.	When an accessible route turns 180
degrees around an element with at
least 60” of clear width at the turn,
the approach to the turn must be at
least _____ wide.
a. 36”
b. 42”
c. 48”
d. 60”
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19.	On accessible routes less than _____
wide, passing spaces will be provided
less than ____ apart.
a. 60”, 200’
b. Two wheelchairs, 60 feet
c. 36”, 60’
d. Two wheelchairs, 200 feet
20.	Curb ramps and flared sides may not
project into ___________.
a. Vehicular traffic lanes
b. Parking spaces
c. Access aisles
d. Any of the above
21.	Handrails for adults must be _____
above the surface, another for
children can be ____ high.
a. 33”-36”, 26”-28”
b. 34”-38”, 26”-28”
c. 34”-38”, 28”
d. 42”, 18”
22.	Which of the following is NOT an
instance where handrail extensions
can be omitted?
a. Continuous handrails at inside turns.
b. Interruptions to provide access to
seating and permit crossovers
c. Landings with a light level higher
than 45 lumens
d. Where extensions would create
hazards
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ENTRIES THAT ARE BAR NONE
The goal of this section will be to look at those ADA
standards facilitating user entry into facilities.

General Provisions
At least one accessible means of egress is required
for every accessible space, and at least two accessible
means of egress are required where more than one
means of egress is required.
Exit stairways and evacuation elevators qualify
as accessible means of egress when provided with
horizontal exits or areas of refuge. While typical
elevators are not used for emergency evacuation,
evacuation elevators are designed with standby
power and may be used to evacuate the handicapped.
Areas of refuge are fire-rated spaces on levels
above or below exit discharge levels, where people
unable to use stairs can call for assistance and wait
for evacuation.

Doors, Doorways, and Gates
Required Accessible Passage
•	
Doors, doorways and gates under the sole
control of security personnel need not comply.

is measured between door face and the stop,
with the door open 90 degrees.
•	Openings more than 24” deep will provide a
clear opening of at least 36”.
•	No projections are allowed into required clear
openings lower than 34” above the finished
floor. Projections into opening widths 34”80” above the finished floor may not exceed
4”.
•	In alterations, a projection up to 5/8” into
required width is allowed on the latch side
stop.
•	Door closers and stops are allowed at least 78”
inches above the finished floor.
Maneuvering Clearances
•	Maneuvering clearances shall extend the full
width of the doorway, and include the required
latch side or hinge side clearance.
•	
Doors to hospital patient rooms need not
provide clearance beyond the door’s latch
side.
•	Swinging doors and gates will have clearances
per the table and illustrations following.

•	Manual doors, doorways and gates intended
for public user passage must be accessible.

Clear Width at Doorways

•	
Revolving doors, revolving gates and
turnstiles may not be part of an accessible
route.
•	One leaf of doorways with two leafs must
comply with accessibility requirements.
•	Door openings will provide a clear width of at
least 32”. Opening width for swinging doors
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Maneuvering Clearances at Manual Swinging
Doors and Gates

Table 404.2.4.1
Maneuvering Clearances at Manual
Swinging Doors and Gates
Type of Use

Minimum Maneuvering
Clearance

Approach
Direction

Door or
Gate Side

Perpendicular to
Doorway

Parallel to
Doorway
(beyond
latch side
unless
noted)

From front

Pull

60 inches
(1525 mm)

18 inches
(455 mm)

From front

Push

48 inches
(1220 mm)

0 inches
(0mm)1

From
hinge side

Pull

60 inches
(1525 mm)

36 inches
(915 mm)

From
hinge side

Pull

54 inches
(1370 mm)

42 inches
(1065 mm)

From
hinge side

Push

42 inches
(1065 mm)2

22 inches
(560 mm)3

From
latch side

Pull

48 inches
(1220 mm)4

24 inches
(610 mm)

From
latch side

Push

42 inches
(1065 mm)4

24 inches
(610 mm)

1.	Add 12 inches (305 mm) if closer and latch
are provided.
2.	Add 6 inches (150 mm) if closer and latch
are provided.
3. Beyond hinge side.
4.	Add 6 inches (150 mm) is closer is
provided.

Maneuvering Clearances at Manual Swinging
Doors and Gates

•	Doorways less than 36” wide without doors or
gates, sliding doors or folding doors are to have
maneuvering clearances per the table below.
Table 404.2.4.2 Maneuvering Clearances at
Doorways without Doors or Gates, Manual Sliding
Doors, and Manual Folding Doors
Minimum Maneuvering Clearance
Approach
Direction

Parallel to
Perpendicular to
Doorway
Doorway
(beyond stop/latch
side unless noted)

From front

48 inches
(1220 mm)

0 inches (0mm)

From side1

42 inches
(1065 mm)

0 inches (0mm)

From pocket/
hinge side

42 inches
(1065 mm)

22 inches
(560 mm)2

From stop/latch
side

42 inches
(1065 mm)

24 inches
(610 mm)

1. Doorway with no door only.
2. Beyond pocket/hinge side.
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•	
With recessed doors and gates, clearance
for forward approach will be provided when
obstructions within 18” of the latch side
project more than 8” beyond the door face.

Doors in Series and Gates in Series

Accessible Door and Gate Hardware
This includes handles, pulls, latches, locks and
other operable parts on doors and gates.
Maneuvering Clearances at Recessed Doors Gates

•	Operable hardware shall be 34”- 48” above
the finished floor or ground.

Floor or Ground Surface at Doors
•	Changes in level are not permitted unless the
slope thereof is less than 1:48.

•	When sliding doors are fully open, hardware
will be exposed and usable from both sides.

•	
Thresholds complying with accessible
requirements are not considered a change in
level.
•	Thresholds at doorways shall be a maximum
of 1/2” high.
•	
Existing or altered thresholds are allowed
if they are no more than 3/4” high, with a
beveled edge on each side, having a slope no
steeper than 1:2.
Doors in Series and Gates in Series
As shown here, a distance of at least 48” should be
maintained between two hinged or pivoted doors or
gates in series, besides the width of doors or gates
swinging into the space.

•	Existing locks may remain at existing glazed
doors without stiles and overhead rolling
doors or grilles designed with locks activated
only at the top or bottom rail.
•	Access gates in walls and fences protecting
pools, spas and hot tubs can have self- latching
devices at a maximum of 54” high if selflatching devices are not self-locking, but are
operated by means of a key, electronic opener
or integral combination lock.
•	Choose door hardware that can be operated
with a closed fist or loose grip.
•	Doors and gates with glazing panels beside
them will have at least one glazed panel
located not more than 43” above the floor.
Door Closers for Accessibility
•	Door and gate closers need to be adjusted so,
from an open position of 90 degrees, moving
the door to a position of 12 degrees from the
latch will take at least 5 seconds.
•	
Door and gate spring hinges need to be
adjusted so, from an open position of 70
degrees, moving the door to a closed position
will take at least 1.5 seconds.
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•	Fire doors shall have their minimum opening
force set by governing authorities.
•	Continuous force needing applied to push or
pull a door or gate (besides fire doors) will be
5 pounds for interior doors, gates and sliding
or folding doors.
•	
This requirement does not apply to force
needed to retract latch bolts or disengage
other devices holding doors or gates in a
closed position.
Surfaces Below Doors and Gates
Surfaces less than 10” below swinging doors and
gates shall have a smooth surface on the push side
extending the full width of the door or gate.
•	Surface joints will create differences between
adjacent planes less than 1/16” in height.
•	Cavities created by added kick plates will be
capped.
•	Sliding doors need not comply.
•	
Tempered glass doors without stiles and a
bottom rail tapered at 60 degrees minimum
from horizontal need not meet the 10” smooth
surface height requirement.
•	When doors and gates are more than 10” above
adjacent surfaces, they need not comply.
Accessible Automatic and Power-Assisted
Doors and Gates
•	Fully powered automatic doors will comply
with ANSI/BHMA A156.10
•	Low-energy and power-assisted doors shall
comply with ANSI/BHMA A156.19
•	Automatic doors must still provide a clear
opening of 32” minimum in power-on and
power-off mode. The minimum clear width
for automatic doors will be based on the clear
opening provided by all leafs in the open
position.
•	
Maneuvering clearances at power-assisted
doors and gates must still be maintained,
unless automatic doors and gates remain open
in the power-off condition.

doors must still meet accessibility rules.
•	Automatic doors and gates in series will still
maintain required distances for the same.
•	Clear floor space by manual controls is to be
located beyond the arc of the door swing.
•	Unless available manual swinging doors and
gates also provide accessible egress, automatic
ones without standby power will provide a
clear breakout width of at least 32”.
•	
Revolving doors, revolving gates and
turnstiles shall not be part of an accessible
route.

Case Study
There is a reason why turnstiles are not allowed
in paths of travel. On one of the busiest shopping
days of the year, approximately a week before
Christmas, holiday cheer was noticeably absent in
the front entry into one of our nation’s largest home
improvement stores. A man who appeared to be in
his late sixties helplessly sat in a wheelchair, facing
a turnstile leading into the store proper. A wider
swing gate beside the turnstile could be opened
for easier access, except that the latch controlling
its operation was on the inside of the gate and the
disabled man could not reach over the gate to open
it. A customer service representative to one side of
the entry would have been able to assist, but was
busy serving a long line of customers returning
products. So I hurried over and opened the swing
gate for their customer to enter.
I understand the purpose of the one-way turnstile. It’s
an effective security measure to ensure customers
do not wheel carts containing merchandise out an
exit that cashiers are not monitoring. But—pardon
my naiveté— it seemed to me that it would make
more business sense to station a security officer in
that location, rather than make an ever-expanding
portion of the population feel as though their
business is neither desired or appreciated. Consider:
the population segment being barred from entry and
access is the largest group with disposable income
to spend on gifts for their grown children.

•	Thresholds and changes in level at automatic
WI CONTRACTORS
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25.	There may be a change in level at the
floor or ground surface of doors, if
__________.
a.	The surfaces provide a great deal of
friction
b.	The surface does not allow water
accumulation
c.	Any slope to the surface is toward
the entry
d.	The slope thereof is less than 1:48
Sorry About That

With that freshly on my mind, I was even more
surprised to find that once inside, nearly a third of
the aisles between racks of shelving were too narrow
to accommodate a wheelchair with a shopper in it,
wanting to turn to face the merchandise.
These are peculiar business decisions that impact
too many, too often.

FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
23.	Opening width for swinging doors
is measured between door face and
the stop, with the door open ____
degrees.
a. 90
b. 70
c. 120
d. 45
24.	Maneuvering clearances shall extend
the full width of the doorway, and
include _____.
a.	36” past the door swing
b.	Space required by a traveling
companion
c.	Required latch side or hinge side
clearance
d.	Head clearance for closers
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26.	A distance of at least ____” should
be maintained between two hinged or
pivoted doors or gates in series.
a. 60
b. 48
c. 36
d. 32

NAVIGATING THROUGH
THE BUILDING
The goal of this section will be to look at those
ADA standards maximizing accessible pathways
through facilities.

A Clear Path
Turning Spaces
When moving through a space, it’s important to be
able to turn around if desired.
•	
As used here, “changes in level” refers to
surfaces with slopes exceeding 1:48. Changes
in level are prohibited in clear floor and
ground spaces, turning spaces and similar
spaces, where people using wheelchairs and
other mobility devices must park mobility
aids.
•	Circular turning areas will have minimum
diameters of 60”, with knee and toe clearance.
•	
A turning space can be a T-shaped space
WI CONTRACTORS

within a 60” square, with arms and a base at
least 36” wide. Each arm of the T will be clear
of obstructions at least 12” in each direction
and the base will be clear of obstructions for
at least 24”. The space can include knee and
toe clearance only at the end of either the base
or one arm.
Limits of Protruding Objects

Post Mounted Protruding
T-Shaped Turning Space

Limits for Protruding Objects
•	
Objects, even open awning and casement
windows, 27” – 80” above finished floor
can protrude only 4” into a circulation path.
Handrails are allowed to protrude 4½”.
•	
Objects on posts or pylons can overhang
circulation paths up to 12”, when located 27”80” above floors. Where an object is mounted
between posts or pylons more than 12” apart,
the lowest edge of the object must still be 27”80” above finished floor or ground.
•	The sloping portions of handrails for stairs
and ramps need not comply with this.
•	Vertical clearance will be at least 80” high, or
guardrails or other barriers must be provided,
with the leading edge of such barrier at least
27” above the path.

Vertical Clearance

Reach Ranges from Mobility Aids
•	
The following table provides guidance on
forward and side reach ranges when using
elements designed for use primarily by
children. Accessible elements and operable
parts for adults can be located outside these
ranges, but must still be within reach.

•	Door closers and stops can be located 78”
above the finished floor or ground.
•	Protruding objects cannot reduce the required
clear widths for accessible routes.

WI CONTRACTORS
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Children’s Reach Ranges
Forward or
Side Reach

Ages
3 and 4

Ages 5
through 8

Ages 9
through 12

High
(maximum)

36 in (915
mm)

40 in (1015
mm)

44 in
(1120mm)

Low
(minimum)

20 in (510
mm)

18 in (1065
mm)

16 in
(405mm)

to an element and the high side reach is over
an obstruction, the obstruction shall be a
maximum of 34” high and 24” deep. The high
side reach can be a maximum of 48” for a
reach depth of 10”, but when it exceeds 10”,
the high side reach will be at most 46” for a
maximum reach depth of 24”.
•	Tops of washing machines and dryers can be
a maximum of 36” above the floor.

•	When a forward reach is unobstructed, objects
can be 15”-48” above the path.

Unobstructed Side Reach

Obstructed High Forward Reach

•	
Where a high forward reach is over an
obstruction, clear floor space will extend
beneath the obstruction as far as the required
reach depth. The high forward reach can be
up to 48” when the maximum reach depth is
20”. When the reach depth exceeds 20”, the
high forward reach shall be a maximum of
44” and the reach depth no more than 25”.
•	When a clear path allows a parallel approach
to an element and an unobstructed side reach,
the high side reach shall be a maximum of
48”and the low side reach shall be at least 15”
above the finished floor or ground.
•	An obstruction less than 10” deep is permitted
between a path and the obstruction.
•	Operable parts of fuel dispensers may be up
54” above the paving when dispensers are
installed on existing curbs.
•	Where a clear path allows a parallel approach
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Obstructed High Side

Operable Parts
A clear path should be provided to operable parts,
within reach ranges specified above.
•	Such parts will be operable with one hand and
not require tight grasping, pinching or wrist
twisting. Except for gas nozzles, force needed
for operation will not exceed 5 pounds.

Vertical Conveyances
Elevators in General
Accessible elevators will be passenger elevators,
with automatic operation.
•	These must be in working order to serve the
disabled, requiring routine maintenance and
inspections. Isolated or temporary service
interruptions for maintenance or repairs may
WI CONTRACTORS

occur, but failure to make prompt repairs will
be a violation of accessibility laws.
Call Button Requirements
•	Call buttons will be raised or flush, although
existing elevators can retain recessed ones.
•	
Call buttons and keypads shall be located
in acceptable reach ranges, measured to
the centerline of the highest operable part,
although existing ones may remain 54” high.
•	
Call buttons shall be at least 3/4” in the
smallest dimension, unless already existing.
•	A clear floor space, to at least 80” above the
floor, needs to be provided at call controls.
•	Recessed ashtrays should not be placed near
elevator call buttons; otherwise persons who
are blind can inadvertently contact them or
their contents, reaching for the call buttons.
•	Except in destination-oriented elevators with
limited floor stops, the button designating
the up direction shall be located above down
button.
•	Other than in existing elevators, call buttons
will have visible signals showing when each
call is registered and answered. In destinationoriented elevators, visible and audible signals
should be provided indicating which elevator
car to enter.

have signals visible from hoistway entry.
•	Except in existing elevators, audible signals
shall sound once for the up direction and
twice for the down direction, or have verbal
annunciators indicating direction of travel.
Audible signals will have a maximum
frequency of 1500 Hz. Verbal annunciator
frequencies will be in the range of 300-3000
Hz. Both types of audible signals will be at
a volume of 10-80 Db above ambient noise,
measured at the hall call button.
•	
Destination-oriented elevators need not
comply with these volumes and frequencies
if audible tones and announcements are the
same as those given at call buttons or keypads.
•	Each destination-oriented elevator will have
audible and visible means for identification.
•	Floor designations will be provided on both
elevator entry jambs, in tactile characters at
least 2” high, and in braille. A tactile star will
be provided on both jambs at the main level.
•	
Destination-oriented elevators will provide
tactile car identification on both jambs of
a hoistway, immediately below the floor
designation. Car designations shall be
provided in both tactile characters at least 2”
high, and in braille.

•	Where keypads are provided, they shall be in
a standard telephone keypad arrangement.
•	A visible and audible signal will be provided
at each hoistway entry, indicating which car
is answering a call and the car’s direction of
travel.
•	
Except in existing elevators, where in-car
signals are provided, they shall be next to the
hall call buttons. Visible and audible signals
are not required in destination-oriented
elevators when provided signals indicate the
elevator car designation information.
•	
Except in existing elevators, visible signal
fixtures will be centered 72” above the floor.
Signal elements must be at least 2½” high and
visible from the floor adjacent to the hall call
button. Destination-oriented elevators may
WI CONTRACTORS

Visible Hall Signals
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Elevator Car Requirements
•	Existing elevator cars with a clear floor area
of at least 16 SF, an inside clear depth of at
least 54” and a clear inside width of at least
36” will be permitted.

Floor Designations on Jambs of Elevator Hoistway
Entrances

Car Designations on Jambs of Destination-Oriented
Elevator Hoistway Entrances

Accessible Elevator Door Requirements
•	Elevator doors shall be of a horizontal sliding
type. Car gates are prohibited.
•	Elevator hoistway and car doors will open and
close automatically, except existing manually
operated hoistway swing doors may remain if
they are at least 32” wide and need less than 5
pounds of force to use. Car doors cannot close
till the hoistway door does.
•	With automatic operation, doors must have
a reopening device to automatically stop
and reopen a car and hoistway doors if they
become obstructed by an object or person. It
will activate when sensing an obstruction in
the opening, 5”-29” above the floor.

Table 407.4.1 Elevator Car Dimensions
Minimum Dimensions
Inside
Car,
Back
Wall to
Inside
Face of
Door

Door
Location

Door
Clear
Width

Inside
Car,
Side to
Side

Inside
Car,
Back
Wall to
Front
Return

Centered

42
inches
(1065
mm)

80
inches
(2030
mm)

51
inches
(1295
mm)

54
inches
(1370
mm)

Side
(offcentered)

36
inches
(915
mm)1

68
inches
(1725
mm)

51
inches
(1295
mm)

54
inches
(1370
mm)

Any

36
inches
(915
mm)1

54
inches
(1370
mm)

80
inches
(2030
mm)

80
inches
(2030
mm)

Any

36
inches
(915
mm)1

60
inches
(1525
mm)2

60
inches
(1525
mm)2

60
inches
(1525
mm)2

1.	A tolerance of minus 5/8 inch (16 mm) is
permitted.
2.	
Other car configurations that provide a
turning spave complying with 304 with the
door closed shall be permitted.

•	Activation will not require physical contact,
though contact may occur before reversal.
•	Door reopening devices will remain effective
for at least 20 seconds.
•	
Elevator doors will remain fully open in
response to a car call for at least 3 seconds.
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•	Elevator car dimensions and opening locations
will conform to the diagrams below.

floor landings within a tolerance of 1/2”, under
rated loading to zero loading conditions.
•	Light at car controls, platform, threshold and
car landing will be at least 5 foot candles.
Elevator Car Controls
Other than existing controls in existing elevators,
elevator car controls will be easily operable with
one hand and accessible.
•	
Controls shall be located within specified
reach ranges unless they serve more than 16
openings and have a parallel approach. Then
floor buttons can be up to 54” above the floor.
In existing elevators with a parallel approach,
buttons can also be up to 54” high.
•	Call buttons shall be raised or flush, though
existing elevators can retain recessed ones.
•	Buttons shall be at least 3/4” in their smallest
dimension, arranged with numbers in
ascending order; if in two columns, they shall
read from left to right.
•	Car control keypads shall be in a standard
telephone keypad arrangement.
•	
Emergency controls, including emergency
alarms, will be grouped at the bottom of the
panel. Emergency control buttons shall have
centerlines at least 35” above the floor.
•	Control buttons shall be identified by tactile
characters, with raised character and braille
designations immediately left of the control
button they designate. If there is no space to
do so on an existing control panel, markings
should be as close the control as possible.
•	Control buttons for emergency stops, alarms,
door open, door close, main entry floor
and phones, shall be identified with tactile
symbols as in the table below.

Elevator Car Dimensions

•	Elevator car floors will be stable, firm, and
slip resistant.
•	Maximum clearance between a car platform
and any hoistway landing edge will be 1¼”.
•	Each car will have a self-leveling feature to
automatically bring and maintain the car at
WI CONTRACTORS
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will be installed in elevators, with tactile
symbols and characters adjacent to them to
help identify them.
Limited-Use/Limited-Application Elevators
(LULAs)
•	Elevator operation shall be automatic and all
components will still meet requirements.
•	Elevator hoistway doors shall also comply,
sliding or swinging. If swinging, they must
open and close automatically, and remain
open for at least 20 seconds when activated.
•	Floor designation buttons will have visible
indicators, showing a call has been registered.
Visible indicators will extinguish when the
call has been answered.
•	
Keypads shall be identified by characters
centered on the corresponding keypad button.
The number five key shall have a single raised
dot, 0.118”-0.120” in diameter.

•	Elevator cars will provide a clear width of at
least 42”and a clear depth of at least 54” with
a car door having at least a 32” clear width,
positioned at the car’s narrow ends.
•	Cars providing a clear width of 51”shall be
permitted to provide a clear depth of 51” if car
doors provide a clear opening of at least 36”.

•	
Audible and visible car position indicators
will be provided in elevator cars.
•	Visible indicator characters will be at least
1/2” high, above the car control panel or door.
•	As the car passes a floor, and when a car
stops at a floor served by the elevator, the
corresponding character shall illuminate.
•	
This will not be required of destinationoriented elevators, so long as visible indicators
extinguish when the call has been answered.
In these elevators, a display shall be provided
in the car with visible indicators to show car
destinations.
•	Audible indicators will be an automatic verbal
annunciator, announcing the floor at which
the car is about to stop. Elevators with a rated
speed of 200 feet per minute or less can use
a non-verbal audible signal with a maximum
frequency of 1500 Hz, which sounds as the
car passes, or is about to stop, at a floor served
by the elevator.
•	Annunciators will be 10-80 dB above ambient
noise, with a frequency of 300 -3000 Hz.
•	Emergency two-way communication systems
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Limited-Use / Limited-Application (LULA)
Elevator Car Dimensions

•	
Existing elevator cars can provide a clear
width of at least 36”, a clear depth of at least
54” and a net clear platform area of at least 15
square feet.
•	Maximum clearance between a car platform
WI CONTRACTORS

and any hoistway landing edge will be 1¼”.
•	Each car will have a self-leveling feature to
automatically bring and maintain the car at
floor landings within a tolerance of 1/2”, under
rated loading to zero loading conditions.
•	Light at car controls, platform, threshold and
car landing will be at least 5 foot candles.

12” from any adjacent wall.
•	A telephone and emergency signal will be
provided in cars per previous sections. If the
telephone or device is in a closed compartment,
the compartment door hardware will be
accessible and the telephone cord will be at
least 29” long.

•	Control panels will be centered on a side wall.
•	Car controls and emergency signaling devices
will also comply with requirements above.
Private Residence Elevators
Private residence elevators provided within a
residential dwelling unit are required to provide
mobility features and comply with ASME A17.1
standards.
•	They shall be classified as passenger elevators,
with automatic operation.
•	Call buttons will be at least 3/4” each way and
comply with other standards above.
•	Hoistway and car doors and gates will comply
with standards above, except they need not
provide clearances for approaches to the push
side of swinging doors. Car and hoistway
doors and gates will be automatic and remain
open for at least 20 seconds. In elevator cars
with two openings, hoistway doors and gates
can be manual-open, self-close types.
•	Elevator car doors or gates shall be at the
narrow end of required clear floor spaces.
•	Elevator cars shall provide a clear floor space
of at least 36” x 48”.
•	Maximum clearance between a car platform
and hoistway landing edges will be 1½”.
•	Each car will have a self-leveling feature to
automatically bring and maintain the car at
floor landings within a tolerance of 1/2”, under
rated loading to zero loading conditions.
•	Light at car controls, platform, threshold and
car landing will be at least 5 foot candles.
•	Elevator car control buttons will be raised or
flush, at least 3/4” each way.
•	Control panels will be on a side wall, at least
WI CONTRACTORS

Location of Private Residence Elevator Control Panel

Platform Lifts
Platform lifts will also comply with ASME A18.1
•	Platform lifts are not attendant-operated and
provide unassisted entry and exit.
•	Inclined stairway chairlifts and platform lifts
are for short-distance vertical transportation.
An accessible route requires an 80” vertical
clearance; in retrofits, that clearance may not
be available for people using wheelchairs and
for people standing.
•	
Regulations require accessible features be
maintained and working, requiring routine
maintenance and inspections. Isolated or
temporary interruptions in service may be
unavoidable, but failure to promptly repair
lifts is a violation.
•	
Requirements for flooring types and clear
floor space still apply
•	Maximum clearance between the platform sill
and the landing edge will be 1¼”.
•	Controls for platform lifts shall comply with
previous requirements for operable parts.
•	Platform lifts shall have low-energy poweroperated doors or gates. Doors shall remain
open for at least 20 seconds after activation.
•	End doors and gates will be at least 32” wide,
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and side doors and gates at least 42” wide.
•	Platform lifts serving only two landings, with
doors or gates on opposite sides, can have
self-closing manual doors or gates.
•	
ASME A17.1-2000 is used by local
jurisdictions to regulate the design,
construction,
installation,
operation,
inspection, maintenance and repair of
elevators and escalators.
•	
Most requirements apply to operational
machinery. Some require push-button
activated emergency communications in
passenger elevators to connect with emergency
staff, not an automated answering system.
Activation buttons must be identified with the
word “HELP,” with a visual indication that a
link to authorized personnel has been made.
•	Building location, elevator car number, and
a need for assistance must be provided to
personnel answering the call. The need to use a
handset to call is prohibited and only personnel
answering the call can terminate it. Operating
instructions for the communications system
must be within the elevator car.
•	At least two flat steps must be provided at
entries and exits from escalators; they must
be demarcated by yellow lines, at the most 2”
wide, along back and sides of steps.
•	Meeting accessibility requirements does not
permit the use of inclined stairway chairlifts
without platforms, because such lifts require
user transfer to a seat.
•	Lift enclosure walls not for entry or exit must
have grab bars the full length of the wall.
•	Lift types addressed in ASME A18.1 must
meet requirements for capacity, load,
speed, travel, operating devices and control
equipment.
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Platform Lift Doors and Gates

Case Study
The house was an old one, but it had been a childhood
home and my client had inherited it. The fact that
the hallways were narrow and the main floor was
elevated over three feet above the surrounding
grade and the floor of the detached garage behind
it did nothing to daunt her determination to occupy
that particular house until death or total disability
made it impossible. But her double knee surgery
was certainly a wrench thrown into the works.
Luckily, despite it being a farmhouse, she held
no cows sacred. The living room became her
temporary bedroom. A hot plate on the table
became a temporary cooking station. Her husband
fetched whatever she needed to minimize her need
to transfer to a wheelchair. The door to their main
level bathroom was temporarily removed and grab
bars were installed on face mounted 2x10’s. It was
the fact that she was also effectively trapped in
their home until she recuperated from the surgery
that led her to me, looking for a pretty complete
overhaul of her home.
The changes were extensive. A new addition
created an enclosed connection between the garage
and the home, and included a ramp to easily access
the old home’s main level. Non-bearing walls on the
sides of once narrow hallways became expendable,
as well as the spaces on the other side of them. A
renovation of the kitchen resulted in dropped work
surfaces, a dropped cooktop and a lowered sink.
Most importantly, she was able to easily navigate
from the garage and through every space on the
main level in her home.
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FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
27.	Space between the finish surface and
9” above that surface is considered
__________.
a. Unusable for clearance
b. Storage space, if covered
c. Swing space
d. Toe clearance

Obstacles are Expendable

28.	Objects 27”-80” above finish floor,
can protrude only ___” into a
circulation path.
a. 4
b. 6-9
c. 2
d. 4½
29.	When isolated or temporary service
interruptions for maintenance
or repairs to elevators occur,
____________ will be a violation of
accessibility laws.
a. Using them anyway
b. Failure to make prompt repairs
c. Failing to post compliant ‘out of
order’ signs
d. Installing temporary chair lifts

Because Hallways are Made to be Traversed

That client has almost completely recovered from
her surgery. But now she no longer needs to wonder
whether she can continue to live in the home that
has become precious to her over time.
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30.	In new elevators, audible signals shall
sound _____ for the up direction and
____ for the down direction.
a. A chime, a buzz
b. Twice, three times
c. Once, twice
d. A long buzz, a short buzz
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31.	With automatic operation, a
reopening device will automatically
stop and reopen a car and hoistway
doors, if it senses an obstruction in the
opening, ____above the floor.
a. 4”-6”
b. At any height
c. 78”
d. 5” -29”
32.	Elevator control buttons shall be
identified by tactile characters,
with raised character and braille
designations immediately to the ____
of the control button they designate.
a. Left
b. Right
c. Top
d. Bottom
33.	LULA is an anacronym standing for
________________.
a. Limited Use Limited Application
b. Limitless User Lift Accessory
c. Liability Under Loss Accusation
d. Last Unnecessary Limited
Accessibility
34.	LULA is an anacronym standing for
________________.
a. Limited Use Limited Application
b. Limitless User Lift Accessory
c. Liability Under Loss Accusation
d. Last Unnecessary Limited
Accessibility
35.	What must be provided at entries
and exits from escalators and be
demarcated by yellow lines?
a. Two flat steps
b. Handrail extensions
c. Landing ramps
d. No pedestrian zones
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SPECIFICS FOR
SPECIFIC SPACES
The goal of this section will be to look at those
ADA standards establishing specific requirements
for typical spaces commonly found in our facilities.

Assembly Areas
Assembly Seating Requirements
•	
Wheelchair spaces will be provided in
assembly areas with fixed seating, in
accordance with the amounts shown in the
table below.
Table 221.2.1.1
Assembly Areas

Number of Wheelchair Spaces in

Number of Seats

Minimum Number of
Required Wheelchair
Spaces

4 to 25

1

26 to 50

2

51 to 150

4

151 to 300

5

301 to 500

6

501 to 5,000

6, plus 1 for each 150, or
fraction thereof, between
501 through 5,000

5,001 and over

36, plus 1 for each 200, or
fraction there of, over 5,000

•	The floor or ground of wheelchair spaces will
have no changes in level steeper than 1:48.
•	A single wheelchair space will be at least 36”
wide. Where two adjacent wheelchair spaces
are provided, each space will be at least 33”
wide.
•	When a wheelchair space can be entered from
front or rear, the space shall be at least 48”
deep. When it can only be entered from the
side, the space shall be at least 60” deep.
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must be in footprints of seating areas, not
segregated. We may not place only wheelchair
spaces and companion seats outside seating
defined by risers in the assembly area.

Width of Wheelchair Spaces in Assembly Areas

•	
Wheelchair spaces can adjoin accessible
routes but not overlap them, so access to a
wheelchair space cannot be through another
wheelchair space.
•	Neither shall wheelchair spaces overlap the
width of paths required by codes for egress.
•	In each luxury box, club box and suite in
arenas, stadiums and grandstands, wheelchair
spaces will be provided, in not less than 20%
of all boxes provided.

•	In providing lines of sight, wheelchair spaces
will provide disabled spectators with seating
choices and viewing equivalent to, or better
than, seating choices and viewing available to
others. When a required number of wheelchair
spaces has been met, further dispersion is not
required. This does not apply to wheelchair
spaces in player seating.
•	
Where spectators are expected to remain
seated during events, spectators in wheelchair
spaces shall be afforded lines of sight as
follows:
○	Where spectators have lines of sight over
spectators in the first row in front of them,
spectators in wheelchairs shall be afforded
lines of sight over their heads.
○	Where spectators have lines of sight over
shoulders and between heads of spectators
in front of them, spectators in wheelchairs
shall be afforded the same lines of sight.

Depth of Wheelchair Spaces in Assembly Areas

•	Requirements for accessible seating in “other
boxes” includes box seating in facilities like
performing arts auditoria, where tiered boxes
are built-in. Required wheelchair spaces are
calculated from total seats provided in the
other boxes. The resulting wheelchair spaces
must be dispersed among at least 20% of the
“other boxes.”
•	At least one wheelchair space will be in player
seating areas for sports activity. However,
such spaces are not required in team seating
for bowling lanes.

○	Where standing spectators have lines of
sight over the heads of those in front of
them, spectators in wheelchairs will be
afforded the same lines of sight.
○	Where standing spectators have lines of
sight over shoulders and between heads
of others in front of them, spectators in
wheelchairs shall be afforded the same
lines of sight.

Lines of Sight Over the Heads of Seated Spectators

•	Wheelchair spaces shall be an integral part
of the seating plan. This means such spaces
WI CONTRACTORS
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means placing them in an assembly facility
from side-to-side, or, in an arena or stadium,
around the field of play or performance area.
•	
Wheelchair spaces shall be dispersed
vertically from a screen, performance area
or playing field. Wheelchair spaces shall be
located in each balcony or mezzanine on an
accessible route. Vertical dispersion will not
be required in assembly areas with 300 or
fewer seats if wheelchair spaces offer viewing
similar to the rest of the seats.

Lines of Sight Between the Heads of
Seated Spectators

•	
In bleacher seating, wheelchair spaces are
only required in rows at points of entry.

Lines of Sight Over the Heads of Standing Spectators

•	
When wheelchair spaces are dispersed
vertically, they are placed at different locations
within seating, so distance from the screen,
stage or playing field is varied.
•	Points of entry to bleacher seating can include;
cross aisles, concourses, vomitories and
entrance ramps and stairs. Vertical, center or
side aisles adjoining bleacher seating that are
stepped or tiered are not entry points.
•	At least one companion seat will be provided
with each wheelchair space.

Lines of Sight Between the Heads of
Standing Spectators

•	Individuals in wheelchairs must be provided
an experience substantially equivalent to
other audience members. While individuals
who use wheelchairs need not be given the
best seats in the house, neither may they be
relegated to the worst.
•	
Wheelchair spaces
horizontally.

shall

be

dispersed

This is not required in assembly areas with 300 or
fewer seats, if they and required companion seats
are located in the 2nd or 3rd quarter of total row
length. Intermediate aisles shall be counted to
determine total row length. If row length in the 2nd
and 3rd quarters is insufficient to accommodate
required spaces and companion seats, additional
ones may be located in the 1st and 4th quarters of
the row. In row seating, two wheelchair spaces can
be located side-by-side.
•	
Horizontal dispersion of wheelchair spaces
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•	Other than in player areas, at least 5% of
aisle seats will have folding or retractable
armrests, intended for use by those with
trouble walking. They will be located closest
to accessible routes, unless more aisle seats
must be designated to meet the required 5%.
•	
Where fixed seats are not provided, lawn
seating areas and exterior overflow seating
areas will connect to an accessible route.
Dressing, Fitting, and Locker
Rooms Requirements
•	
At least 5% of dressing, fitting or locker
rooms provided, but at least one of each type
in a cluster, will be accessible.
•	Where this is infeasible, unisex rooms or one
room for each sex per level will comply.
•	A “cluster” is rooms adjacent to or in sight
of each other, with differing room designs
offering varying levels of privacy and
convenience. People with disabilities should
be provided rooms equally private and
WI CONTRACTORS

convenient to those for the able-bodied.
•	Where coat hooks or shelves are provided, at
least one of each type will be accessible.
Medical Care and Long-Term Care
Facility Requirements
•	Licensed facilities where patient stays exceed
24 hours will have accessible sleeping rooms.
•	
Toilet rooms that are part of critical or
intensive care patient rooms need not comply.
•	Because medical facilities reconfigure spaces
to reflect changes in specialties, there is no
required dispersion of accessible patient
rooms. This does not mean entities are not
required to provide services to the disabled.
Some just locate accessible rooms near core
areas, less likely to change over time.
•	All types of features and amenities should be
dispersed among accessible sleeping rooms,
to ensure equal access to, and a variety of
choices for, all patients and residents.
•	Where sleeping rooms are altered or added,
requirements apply only to those sleeping
rooms, until the number of accessible rooms
complies with the minimum number required
for new construction. In alterations and
additions, the required number is based on
the total rooms altered or added, not the total
number of rooms in the facility.
•	As a facility is altered over time, every effort
should be made to disperse accessible sleeping
rooms among different patient care areas,
•	
Accessibility
applies
to
hospitals,
rehabilitation, psychiatric and detoxification
facilities.
•	
In facilities not specializing in treating
conditions affecting mobility, at least 10% but
no fewer than one patient sleeping room will
provide mobility features.

or orthopedic conditions severely limiting
one’s ability to walk; respiratory diseases and
other conditions requiring use of portable
oxygen; and cardiac conditions imposing
significant functional limitations.
•	In licensed long-term care facilities, at least
50%, but no fewer than one of each type of
resident sleeping room will provide mobility
features.

Accessible Transient Lodging
Guest Rooms
•	
Certain facilities, including time shares,
dormitories and town homes, may be covered
by both these requirements and the Fair
Housing Amendments Act.
•	The Fair Housing Amendments Act requires
certain residential structures with four or
more dwelling units to include accessible and
adaptable design features.
•	
Where guest rooms are altered or added,
accessibility requirements apply only to those
rooms until accessible guest rooms meet
minimums required for new construction.
•	
In alterations and additions, minimum
accessible guest rooms is based on the total
number altered or added, not the total number
of guest rooms in a facility. When accessible
guest rooms are added in subsequent
alterations, required dispersion is more
possible if all accessible guest rooms are not
provided in the same area of the facility.
•	Entrances and doorways—other than shower
and sauna doors—providing passage into
and within inaccessible guest rooms must
still provide clear widths of at least 32”. In
transient lodging facilities, accessible rooms
should be provided per the table below.

•	In facilities specializing in treating conditions
affecting mobility, 100% of patient sleeping
rooms will provide mobility features.
•	Conditions affecting mobility include those
requiring the assistance of a brace, cane,
crutch, prosthetic device, wheelchair or
powered mobility aid; arthritic, neurological
WI CONTRACTORS
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Table 224.2

Guest Rooms with Mobility Features

Total
Number
of Guest
Rooms
Provided

Minimum
Number of
Required
Rooms
Without
Roll-in
Showers

Minimum
Number of
Required
Rooms
With Roll-in
Showers

Total
Number of
Required
Rooms

1 to 25

1

0

1

26 to 50

2

0

2

51 to 75

3

1

4

76 to 100

4

1

5

101 to 150

5

2

7

151 to 200

6

2

8

201 to 300

7

3

10

301 to 400

8

4

12

401 to 500

9

4

13

501 to 1,000

2 percent of
total

1 percent of
total

3 percent of
total

1,001 and
over

20, plus 1 for 10, plus 1 for
30, plus 2
each 100,
each 100,
for each 100,
or fraction
or fraction
or fraction
thereof, over thereof, over thereof, over
1,000
1,000
1,000

•	In guest rooms with 25 beds or more, at least
5% of the beds will offer clear floor space.
•	
In transient lodging facilities, guest rooms
with communication features usable by the
disabled will be provided per the table below.
Table 224.4
Features

Guest Rooms with Communication

Total Number of Guest
Rooms Provided

Minimum Number
of Required Guest
Rooms With
Communication
Features

2 to 25

2

26 to 50

4

51 to 75

7

76 to 100

9
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101 to 150

12

151 to 200

14

201 to 300

17

301 to 400

20

401 to 500

22

501 to 1,000

5 percent of total

1,001 and over

50, plus 3 for each 100
over 1,000

•	
Guest rooms providing mobility features
will be dispersed among different classes
of rooms, providing choices of types of
guest rooms, number of beds and other
amenities comparable to choices provided to
other guests. Where the minimum number
of required accessible guest rooms is not
sufficient to allow for complete dispersion,
guest rooms will be dispersed by the following
priority: guest room type, number of beds and
amenities.
•	At least one accessible guest room will also
provide required communication features.
•	
Factors considered as equivalent options
may include: room size, bed size, cost, view,
bathroom fixtures like hot tubs, smoking and
nonsmoking and the number of rooms.

Storage Facilities
When storage is provided in accessible spaces, one
of each storage type must be accessible.
•	Types of storage can include closets, cabinets,
shelves, clothes rods, hooks and drawers.
•	At least one of each type of storage must be
within specified reach ranges.
•	Where lockers are provided, at least 5% but no
fewer than one of each type must be accessible.
Locker types include full-size and half-size
lockers, as well as those specifically designed
for storage of various sports equipment.
•	
Self-service shelves can be located on an
accessible route, but are not required to comply
with reach ranges. Self-service shelves can
include library, store or post office shelves.
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•	
Self-service storage facilities shall provide
individual storage spaces that are accessible,
in numbers complying with the table below.
Table 225.3

Self-Service Storage Facilities

Total Spaces
in Facility

Minimum Number
of Spaces Required
to be Accessible

1 to 200

5 percent,
but no fewer than 1

201 and over

10, plus 2 percent of total
number of units over 200

•	Individual self-service storage spaces will be
dispersed through various classes of spaces
provided. Where more classes of spaces are
provided than the number required to be
accessible, the number of spaces need not
exceed that required by the table. Accessible
storage spaces need not be dispersed among
buildings in a multi-building facility.

Miscellaneous Components
Dining Surfaces and Work Surfaces
No accessibility requirements exist for work
surfaces used only by employees. However, other
regulations entitle employees to “reasonable
accommodations.” This means employers may
need to procure stations like desks, laboratory and
work benches, fume hoods, reception counters,
teller windows, study carrels, commercial kitchen
counters and conference tables, to accommodate
disabled employees on an “as needed” basis. Work
surfaces that are flexible. and permit installation at
variable heights and clearances, work well.
•	Where work surfaces are provided for nonemployees, at least 5% will be accessible.
•	Where dining surfaces are provided, at least
5% of dining spaces will be accessible.
•	Accessible dining and work surfaces required
to be accessible will be dispersed throughout
the facility.
•	
Check-out aisles, sales counters, service
counters, food service lines, queues and
waiting lines will be accessible. Where the
WI CONTRACTORS

selling space has less than 5000 SF, only one
accessible check-out aisle will be required.
•	When check-out aisles are altered, at least
one aisle serving each function will comply,
until the number of compliant check-out aisles
meets those required in the table below.
Table 227.2

Check-Out Aisles

Number of Check-Out
Aisles of Each Function

Minimum Number of
Check-Out Aisles of
Each Function Required
to Comply with 904.3

1 to 4

1

5 to 8

2

9 to 15

3

16 and over

3, plus 20 percent of
additional aisles

•	At least one of each type sales and service
counter will comply, and when counters are
dispersed throughout the facility, accessible
counters will also be dispersed.
•	
Counters providing different services can
include: order, pick-up, express and returns.
One continuous counter may be used, but all
services offered must still be accessible.
•	Food service lines must comply. Where selfservice shelves are provided, at least 50% but
no fewer than one of each type must comply.
•	Queues and waiting lines serving counters or
check-out aisles must comply.
Accessible Depositories, Vending Machines,
Change Machines, Mail Boxes and
Fuel Dispensers
•	Drive-up only depositories need not comply,
including night receptacles in banks, post
offices, video stores and libraries.
•	When mail boxes are provided in an interior
location, at least 5% but no fewer than one
of each type will be accessible. Where mail
boxes are provided for each dwelling unit,
accessible mail boxes must be provided for
each accessible residential unit.
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Windows
Where operable windows are provided in accessible
spaces, at least one opening will be accessible.
Windows in guest rooms providing communication
features need not comply.
Two-Way Communication Systems
Where a two-way communication system is used
to gain admittance to a facility or restricted areas,
it will be usable by the handicapped. This applies
to facilities like office buildings, courthouses and
other facilities where entry can be dependent on
two-way communication.

Accessible Judicial Facilities
•	Where separate holding cells, including courtfloor holding cells, are provided for adult
male, juvenile male, adult female or juvenile
female, one of each type will be accessible. If
holding cells are not segregated by age or sex,
only one cell must comply.
•	
Holding cells can serve more than one
courtroom.
•	Courtroom visiting areas will be accessible.
•	At least 5% but no fewer than one visitation
cubicle will be accessible on both visitor and
detainee sides. If counters are provided, at
least one will be accessible on each side.
•	If the detainee side of a visitation station does
not serve cells required to be accessible, that
side of the cubicle or counter need not comply.
•	
Where solid partitions or security glazing
separates visitors from detainees, at least one
of each type of cubicle or counter partition
will be accessible.
Accessible Detention and
Correctional Facilities
•	Detention facilities can include jails, detention
centers and holding cells in police stations.
Correctional facilities include prisons,
reformatories and correctional centers.
•	
General holding and housing cells shall
include accessible cells, except that renovated
cells need not comply unless required by the
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Attorney General.
•	Accessible housing or holding cells should be
dispersed among different levels of security,
housing categories and holding classifications
(e.g., male/female and adult/juvenile) to
facilitate access. Many such facilities are
designed so certain areas (e.g., “shift” areas)
can be adapted as needed for different types of
housing. Placing accessible cells in shift areas
allows flexibility in meeting requirements for
dispersion.
•	Although cells need not be made accessible
because of an alteration, each service,
program or activity conducted by a public
entity must be accessible to and usable by the
disabled. This must be done, unless doing so
fundamentally alters the nature of a service,
program or activity, or would result in undue
financial and administrative burdens.
•	At least 2% but no fewer than one cell in a
facility will provide mobility features.
•	In cell blocks holding more than 25 beds, at
least 5% will provide clear floor space.
•	At least 2% but no fewer than one general
holding or housing cell, equipped with audible
emergency alarms and permanent telephones,
will also provide accessible communication
features.
•	
Where special holding or housing cells
are provided, at least one cell serving each
purpose will provide mobility features. Cells
subject to this include those for: orientation,
protective custody, administrative or
disciplinary segregation, detoxification and
medical isolation. Renovated cells need not
comply, unless required by the Attorney
General.
•	Visiting areas must be accessible, as per the
following:
○	At least 5% but no fewer than one visitation
cubicle will be accessible on both visitor
and detainee sides. If counters are provided,
at least one will be accessible on each side.
○	If the detainee side of a visitation station
does not serve cells required to be
accessible, that side of the cubicle or
WI CONTRACTORS

counter need not comply.
○	Where solid partitions or security glazing
separates visitors from detainees, at least
one of each type of cubicle or counter
partition will be accessible.

Accessible Residential Facilities
•	Besides requirements imposed by the ADA,
residential facilities are also subject to other
Federal laws, like the Fair Housing Act and
amended Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973. The Fair Housing Act requires
residential structures with four or more
dwelling units, privately owned or federally
assisted, to meet accessible and adaptable
design guidelines established by HUD
(U.S. Department of Housing and urban
Development). Those regulations also set
minimum numbers for accessible units in
multi-family projects, which must be on
accessible routes and contain communication
features. They also contain regulations
regarding dispersal of units.
•	Newly built facilities must contain minimum
numbers of accessible dwelling units.
•	When facilities contain 15 or less dwelling
units, the minimum number of accessible
units will be based on the total number of
units constructed under a single contract, or
developed as a whole, whether or not located
on a common site.
•	In multi-family facilities, at least 5% but no
fewer than one dwelling unit will be accessible
and on an accessible route.
•	In multi-family facilities, at least 2% but no
fewer than one dwelling unit will provide
communication features for use by the
disabled.
•	Residential units built with public funds and
offered for sale to individual buyers must also
provide accessibility as required by the ADA
or the Rehabilitation Act.
•	When an addition increases the number of
dwelling units, ADA requirements apply only
to units added, until the number of units on
accessible routes meets minimum numbers.
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•	
When providing an accessible route to
an altered unit is technically infeasible, a
comparable dwelling unit can be built by
the same entity to comply with accessibility.
“Comparable” must consider the number of
bedrooms; amenities in the dwelling unit;
types of common spaces within the facility
and proximity to community resources and
services like public transportation and civic,
recreational and mercantile facilities.
•	When a building is vacated prior to renovations,
except for pest control or asbestos removal,
and contains more than 15 dwelling units, at
least 5% of renovated units will be accessible
and on an accessible route. At least 2% will
contain communications devices.
•	In individual dwelling units, when a bathroom
or a kitchen is substantially altered along with
at least one other room, altered dwelling units
will be made accessible until the total number
of accessible units complies with required
overall numbers of dwelling units.
•	
“Substantial alteration” to a kitchen or
bathroom can include changes to the plan
configuration or replacement of cabinetry.
Substantial alterations do not include normal
maintenance or appliance and fixture
replacement, unless those changes result in
rearrangements in the plan configuration or
replacement of cabinetry.
•	
Where facilities contain 15 or less units,
accessibility requirements apply to the total
number of dwelling units altered under a
single contract or developed as a whole,
whether or not located on a common site.
•	
Dwelling units providing mobility features
and those with communication features must
be dispersed among various types of dwelling
units in the facility, to provide choices of
units comparable to those available to others.
Where multi-story dwellings are one type of
unit provided, one-story dwelling units can be
substituted for multi-story units if equivalent
spaces and amenities are provided in the onestory dwelling unit.
•	Accessible routes will be provided in dwelling
units with mobility features, but not to
unfinished attics or basements. At least one
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route will connect all spaces and elements
in the residential dwelling unit, but not pass
through bathrooms, closets, or similar spaces.
•	All rooms served by an accessible route will
contain a turning space for wheelchairs,
except in exterior spaces less than 30” in
depth or width.
•	Where a kitchen is provided, it will comply
with mobility requirements.
•	At least one bathroom in an accessible unit
will be suitable for the disabled. At least one
of each type of fixture will comply. Toilet and
bathing fixtures for this must be located in
the same bathing area, so their use does not
require travel between parts of the dwelling
unit.
•	Omitting vanity counter space in accessible
dwelling units does not allow equal access
or enjoyment of the unit, if comparable units
have vanity counter tops close to the lavatory.
•	
Where a building fire alarm system is
provided, it will activate a unit’s system.
•	Where alarm appliances are provided inside a
dwelling unit as part of the building fire alarm
system, they shall comply with requirements
for use by the disabled.

to deactivate the signal.
•	A way to visually identify visitors without
opening doors will be provided and allow for
at least a 180 degree range of view. Peepholes
with prisms clarify an image and offer a wideangle view of a hallway or exterior for those
standing or using wheelchairs. Such peepholes
can be placed at standard height and permit
views several feet from the door.
•	
Systems permitting voice communication
between a visitor and a unit occupant need
to be usable by the disabled, including
interfacing with a TTY.
Guest Rooms
In accessible guest rooms, living and dining areas
will be accessible, as will exterior spaces, including
patios, terraces and balconies that serve the living
areas.
•	Turning space will be provided within the
guest room.
•	A clear floor space for a parallel approach
will be provided on each side of a bed, unless
a single clear space for a parallel approach
is provided between two beds. Then a clear
floor space will not be required on both sides.

•	All visible alarms inside a dwelling unit will
activate when the building fire alarm in their
portion of the building activates, as well as
being activated upon smoke detection.

•	At least one bathroom provided with a guest
room will be accessible. At least one water
closet, lavatory and bathtub or shower will
comply. In addition, roll-in showers will be
accessible. Compliant fixtures can be located
in more than one toilet or bathing area if
travel between fixtures does not require travel
between other parts of the guest room.

•	The same visible alarm appliances can be used
to provide notification of residential dwelling
unit smoke detection and building fire alarm
activation. Such alarm appliances may not be
used for any other purpose inside the dwelling
unit.

•	If vanity counter space is provided in nonaccessible toilet rooms, comparable vanity
space, in size and proximity to the lavatory,
will be provided in accessible toilet rooms.
•	
Kitchens and kitchenettes in guest rooms
must be accessible.

•	Communication features shall be provided at
a unit’s primary entry. A hard-wired doorbell
will be provided, with a button or switch
outside the entry. Use of the doorbell will
initiate an audible tone and visible signal
inside the unit. Where visible doorbell signals
are in sleeping areas, they will have controls

•	
In guest rooms requiring accessible
communication features, use equipment
compatible with adaptive equipment for
the hearing impaired. Provide telephone
interface jacks usable with both digital and
analog signals. If an audio headphone jack is

•	Dwelling unit smoke detection systems shall
also comply with NFPA 72 (1999 or 2002).
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provided on a speaker phone, a cutoff switch
can be included so inserting the jack cuts off
the speaker. If a handset is used, external
speakers can be turned off when the handset
is taken off the cradle. For headset or external
amplification system compatibility, a standard
subminiature jack installed in the telephone
provides the most flexibility.
•	Provided emergency warning systems must
comply with accessibility guidelines.
•	Visible notification devices will alert room
occupants of incoming telephone calls, a
door knock or bell, but will not be connected
to and use visible alarm signal appliances.
Telephones shall have volume controls and be
served by an electrical outlet located within
48” of the telephone, to facilitate using a TTY.

Pass Through Kitchens

Accessible Kitchens and Kitchenettes
•	Where a pass-through kitchen is provided,
clearances will comply with this illustration,
except for spaces with no cooktop or
conventional range.
•	Clearances are measured from the furthest
projecting face of all opposing base cabinets,
counter tops, appliances or walls, excluding
hardware.
•	In pass through kitchens with two entries,
clearance between opposing work areas or
walls will be at least 40”.
•	
In U-shaped kitchens enclosed on three
contiguous sides, clearance between opposing
work areas or walls within the kitchen will be
at least 60”.
•	In accessible dwelling units, at least one 30”
wide section of counter will provide a work
surface no more than 34” high, with knee
space below. An adjustable counter that
can vary between 29”-36” high will also be
permitted.

U-Shaped Kitchens

•	A clear floor space positioned for a forward
approach will be provided, centered on that
kitchen work surface and providing knee and
toe clearance.
•	A parallel approach will be permitted to a
kitchen sink in a space where a cooktop or
range is not provided, and to wet bars.
•	
Cabinetry is permitted under that work
surface if it can be removed without replacing
the work surface, flooring extends under the
cabinet and walls behind it are finished.
•	There will be no sharp or abrasive surfaces
under work surface counters.
•	An accessible sink will also be provided. In
dwelling unit kitchens, sinks that are adjustable
to heights of 29”-36” will be permitted, where
rough-in plumbing allows supply and drain
pipe connections for sinks mounted 29” high.
•	Faucet controls will be accessible and metering
faucets will stay open for 10 seconds.
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•	
Exposed water supply and drain pipes
under sinks must be insulated or otherwise
configured to protect against contact, and
contain no sharp or abrasive surfaces.
•	Kitchen appliances designed to accommodate
those with disabilities will be included.
•	A clear floor or ground space will be at each
kitchen appliance, with overlap permitted.

at least one bench will be accessible. If
removable, it can block required spaces.
•	Doors may not swing into a required clear
floor space.

Accessible Dressing, Fitting, and
Locker Rooms

•	Appliance controls will accommodate those
with disabilities, except that bottom-hinged
appliance doors, when in the open position,
need not comply.

•	Partitions and doors should be designed so
people using accessible dressing and fitting
rooms have privacy equal to that provided to
other users.

•	
There will be clear floor or ground space
adjacent to the dishwasher. When in the open
position, its door will not obstruct clear floor
space for the dishwasher or the sink.

•	Accessible dressing rooms should have bench
seats installed 17”-19” high.

•	
Where a forward approach to a range or
cooktop is provided, clear floor space will
provide knee and toe clearance. Where knee
and toe space is provided, the underside of the
range or cooktop will be insulated or otherwise
configured to prevent burns, abrasions or
electrical shock. Control locations will not
require users to reach across burners.
•	
Ovens will be designed for use by the
handicapped, with controls on front panels,
side- hinged door ovens having a work surface
positioned adjacent to the latch side of the
door, and bottom-hinged door ovens having a
work surface adjacent to one side of the door.
•	Combination refrigerators and freezers will
have 50% of freezer space at the most 54”
above the floor. Floor space will allow a
parallel approach to the appliance with the
center of that space offset 24” maximum from
the centerline of the appliance.

•	Turning space will be provided within the
dressing room, and doors will not swing into
the room, unless clear floor space is provided
beyond the arc of the door swing.
•	Coat hooks will be located in a reach range
and shelves will be a maximum of 40”-48”
above the finished floor.

Patient Rooms in Medical Care and
Long-Term Care Facilities
•	Turning space will be provided within each
accessible room.
•	A clear floor space shall be on each side of the
bed, positioned for parallel approach.
•	
Toilet and bathing rooms provided as part
of an accessible sleeping room will also be
accessible. At least one water closet, lavatory
and bathtub or shower will comply.

Accessible Saunas and
Steam Rooms
•	When saunas or steam rooms are clustered at
a single location, no more than 5% of them,
but at least one of each type in each cluster,
will need to be accessible.
•	A turning space will be provided in saunas
and steam rooms. Where seating is provided,
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Accessible Holding and
Housing Cells

Accessible Transportation
Facilities – Buses

•	
Turning space must be provided within
accessible cells.

•	
Bus boarding and alighting areas shall be
accessible.

•	Where benches are used, one will be at least
42” long and 20” deep, with back support.

•	At bus stops with a shelter, the bus stop pad
can be located inside or outside the shelter.

•	Clear floor space for a parallel approach will
be provided on at least one side of the bed.

•	Bus stop boarding and alighting areas must
provide a firm, stable surface.

•	
Toilet or bathing facilities provided in an
accessible cell will comply. At least one water
closet, lavatory and bathtub or shower will be
accessible.

•	Bus stop boarding and alighting areas will
provide a clear length of at least 96” measured
perpendicular to the roadway edge, and a clear
width of at least 60” parallel to the road.

•	
In accessible holding and housing cells, a
separate toilet room is not required.

•	
Bus boarding areas must be connected to
streets, sidewalks or pedestrian paths.

•	
Some cells are required
communication features.

•	Parallel to the road, the slope of a bus boarding
area will be the same as the roadway, as much
as possible. Perpendicular to the road, the
slope may not exceed 1:48.

to

provide

•	
Where audible emergency alarm systems
serve occupants of cells, visible alarms will be
provided other than in areas where detainees
are not allowed independent means of egress.
•	Telephones, where provided, will have volume
controls.

Accessible Courtrooms

•	
Bus shelters will have a clear floor space
within the shelter.
•	
Bus route identification signs will
accommodate the disabled, in letter size,
contrast, etc. This does not apply to bus
schedules, timetables and maps posted at a
bus stop.

•	Each jury box and witness stand shall have,
within its defined area, clear floor space.
•	Raised or depressed areas accessed by ramps
or platform lifts will provide turning space.
•	In alterations, wheelchair spaces need not be
located inside raised jury boxes or witness
stands, but can be located outside them when
ramp or platform lift access poses a hazard.
•	
Judges’ benches, clerks’ stations, bailiffs’
stations, deputy clerks’ stations, court
reporters’ stations and litigants’ and counsel
stations will meet accessibility standards.

WI CONTRACTORS

Dimensions of Bus Boarding and Alighting Areas
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person can hear signs. This means signs
can be placed out of reach of braille readers,
even on parapet walls and walls beyond
barriers. Additionally, such signs can provide
wayfinding information not efficiently
conveyed on braille signs.

Bus Shelters

Accessible Transportation
Facilities – Rail Platforms
•	Rail platforms shall not exceed a slope of
1:48 in any direction, unless serving vehicles
operating on existing track. Then the slope
parallel to the track can equal to the existing.
•	
Platform boarding edges, not protected by
screens or guards, must have detectable
warnings along the full length of the public
use area of the platform.
•	
Station platforms shall be positioned to
coordinate with vehicles in accordance with
the Accessibility Guidelines for Transportation
Vehicles. These guidelines establish height
and position of platforms, coordinated with
floor height of the vehicles being served, to
minimize vertical and horizontal gaps. The
guidelines are divided by bus, van, light rail,
rapid rail, commuter rail, intercity rail, and
are available at www.access-board.gov.
•	Preferred alignment is a high platform, level
with a vehicle floor. However, low level
platforms shall be at least 8” above the rail,
unless vehicles will be boarded at sidewalk or
street-level. Then low-level platforms can be
less than 8” high.
•	Rail station signs will be designed for the
disabled, in letter size, contrast, braille, etc.
However, compliance is not required when
audible signs transmit to hand-held receivers,
or are user- or proximity-actuated. With these,
transmitters are placed near print signs and
transmit information to an infrared receiver
held by a person. By scanning an area, the
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•	Where signs identify a station at its entry, at
least one sign will comply and be placed in
uniform locations when practicable. Where
signs identify a station with no defined entry,
at least one sign will be placed in a central
location.
•	
Lists of stations, routes and destinations
served by the station, located on boarding
areas, platforms or mezzanines, will be
designed for the disabled, in terms of letter
size, contrast, braille, etc. Route maps are not
required to comply.
•	At least one tactile sign identifying a station
will be on each platform or boarding area.
These signs should, where practical, be placed
in uniform locations within the system. If
space is limited, letters can be reduced to 3”
high. Station identity should be clearly visible
and within sight lines of standing and sitting
passengers inside both sides of the vehicle,
when the vehicle is stopped or stopping and
another vehicle is not obstructing it.
•	
Where public address systems convey
audible information to the public, the same or
equivalent information shall be provided in a
visual format.
•	Faces of clocks provided for public use will
be uncluttered with clearly visible elements.
Hands, numbers and digits will contrast with
backgrounds, light-on-dark or dark-on-light.
•	Where provided, escalators will comply with
accessibility requirements and have a clear
width of at least 32.” Existing escalators in
key stations shall not be required to comply.
•	Where a circulation path to boarding platforms
crosses tracks, it will comply with rules for
accessible routes. Openings for wheel flanges
shall be permitted to be up to 2½” wide.
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(Exception) Track Crossings

Case Study
One of the latest projects I completed involves
a renovation of all living units in a multi-story
apartment house—all 300 units, to be precise—
not one of which is handicapped accessible, nor are
they liable to be when this extensive renovation is
complete. This is not for lack of interest, but more
for lack of opportunity.

direction or the other from the building entries to
get to the elevators. Those existing elevators are
not compliant with the ADA. And even if residents
could cross traffic, get to the level of the elevators,
and gain access to hallways serving the units,
nothing inside those units is accessible. Making
them so would require completely gutting and
renovating the units.
The specific unit spaces are all non-compliant,
and none more so than the bathrooms. It is rare to
find, in the entire building, a hallway leading to the
bathrooms that is wider than 36”; the majority is
closer to 34” wide. Doorways into bathrooms are
typically either 28” or 26” wide. Most are small
rooms at the end of short vanities, containing
tubs and water closets in a space roughly 57” x
58”. Short of making most units into one room
studio apartments, these will not be retrofitted for
handicapped use.
The truth is, if you are disabled, this apartment
building is simply not for you.
The good news is that ingenuity and a desire to
really even out the access to enjoyment of life is
making things possible that years ago would have
been hard to imagine. A couple examples of this are
shown below, to illustrate the possibilities of what
can be done in specific spaces.

Seriously Inaccessible Bathroom
Just a Swingin

The principle problem lies in an absolute inability
to get residents to any living units on the second
floor or higher. There is no parking available
contiguous to the building, so every resident must
cross traffic lanes to approach the building. Access
to the building requires climbing two steps in one
WI CONTRACTORS
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39.	Which of the following is NOT
considered as an equivalent option in
transient lodging guest rooms?
a. Room size
b. Room view
c. Option to smoke
d. Type of television remote

Gardening Once Again

FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
36.	________ wheelchair spaces are
required in an assembly area having
301-500 seats
a. 2
b. 6
c. 8
d. 5
37.	Placing wheelchair spaces in an
assembly facility from side-to-side is
called _____________.
a.	Achieving a maximum footprint
b.	Equalization of viewpoints
c.	Required maximization
d.	Horizontal dispersion
38.	Licensed facilities, where patient stays
exceed 24 hours, must __________.
a. Make all parking spaces accessible.
b. Provide accessible sleeping rooms
c. Provide overnight accommodations
for companions
d. Have centralized nursing stations
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40.	Where work surfaces are provided
for non-employees, at least ___%
will be accessible.
a. 7.5
b. 10
c. 5
d. 2
41.	Renovation of general holding
and housing cells need not include
accessible cells, unless that is required
by the _____________.
a. Jail administrator
b. Prisoner advocacy council
c. Attorney General
d. A professional negotiator
42.	Residential units, _________ and
offered for sale to individual buyers,
must also provide accessibility
as required by the ADA or the
Rehabilitation Act.
a. Built with public funds
b. Built using workers paid by
government entities
c. Built under a prevailing wage
structure
d. Built on public property.
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43.	In accessible residential facilities,
a way to visually identify visitors
without opening doors will be
provided and allow for at least
_________.
a. A time frame of 5 seconds
b. Two simultaneous users
c. A short video to be recorded
d. A 180 degree range of view
44.	Where visible doorbell signals are
in sleeping areas, they will have
____________.
a. A remote response to allow access
without rising
b. Controls to deactivate the signal
c. A strobe that slowly increases in
intensity
d. An easily removeable cover
45.	Accessible dressing rooms should have
bench seats installed _______ high.
a. 17”-19”
b. K nee
c. 14”-16”
d. 2” below wheelchair seat

USABLE EQUIPMENT
AND HARDWARE
The goal of this section will be to look at those ADA
standards establishing guidelines allowing easier
use of the equipment and hardware commonly
found in our facilities.

Areas with Plumbing
Accessible Drinking Fountains
•	In detention or correctional facilities, drinking
fountains serving inaccessible holding or
housing cells need not comply.
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•	
At least two drinking fountains will be
provided. One will comply with requirements
for wheelchairs, with clear floor space
approaching it, knee and toe clearance, spout
outlets no more than 36” above the floor, with
a spout 15” from the vertical support and 5”
from the front edge, providing a water flow at
least 4” high. This allows a cup to be filled.
•	The other fountain will serve those standing,
with a spout outlet 38”- 43” above the floor.

Drinking Fountain Spout Location

•	A parallel approach is permitted at units for
children’s use, where the spout is 30” at the
most above the floor, and a maximum of 3½”
from the front edge of the unit.
•	
When a single drinking fountain offers
features serving all groups, it can do so.
Accessible Kitchens, Kitchenettes and Sinks
•	Where sinks are provided, at least 5% but
no fewer than one of each type provided in
accessible spaces must comply. However,
mop or service sinks need not comply.
Accessible Toilet Facilities and
Bathing Facilities
•	When in facilities with stories not connected
by an accessible route, toilet and bathing
facilities will be provided on a story connected
by an accessible route and entrance.
•	Turning space shall be provided within toilet
and bathing rooms.
•	
Required clear floor spaces, clearance at
fixtures and turning spaces may overlap.
•	Doors will not swing into clear floor space or
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clearances required for fixtures, but they can
swing into required turning spaces.

•	The dip of an overflow will not be considered
in determining knee and toe clearances.

•	Where a room is for individual use and clear
floor space is provided in the room beyond
the arc of the door swing, doors can swing
into clear floor space or fixture clearances.

•	
Only one bowl of a multi-bowl sink must
provide knee and toe clearance.

•	When a door swing is reversed, it must still
meet all requirements. The new swing cannot
reduce accessible route widths or violate other
building codes.
•	In alterations where compliance is technically
infeasible, existing toilet or bathing rooms
need not be altered if a complying unisex
toilet is provided in the same area.

•	Sinks can be installed with the rim or counter
surface a maximum of 34” above the floor.
Children’s Bathrooms
The following table provides guidance in specifying
water closets for children according to age groups
served, and reflects differences in size, stature and
reach ranges of primary user groups.

•	Where exceptions for alterations to qualified
historic buildings are permitted, at least one
toilet room for each sex will comply, or one
unisex toilet room will comply.
•	Where multiple single use portable toilet or
bathing units are clustered together, at least
5% of those units at each cluster must comply.
•	
Unisex toilet rooms are allowed in
alterations when technical infeasibility can
be demonstrated. Such rooms benefit people
with opposite sex personal care assistants, so
it is advisable to install them, in addition to
other accessible toilet rooms, in new facilities.
•	A “cluster” is a group of toilet rooms, usually
within sight of, or adjacent to, one another.
•	Unisex toilet rooms will contain one lavatory,
two water closets without urinals, or one water
closet and a urinal. Unisex toilet and bathing
room doors will have privacy latches.
•	If water closets, urinals and sinks are provided,
at least one of each must be accessible.
Accessible Lavatories
•	
Required accessible lavatories cannot be
located in a toilet compartment.
•	Knee clearance of at least 24” above the floor
is allowed at sinks used primarily by children
6 -12 years, where a rim or counter surface is
at most 31”above the floor.
•	A parallel approach is allowed to lavatories
used by children 5 years and younger.
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Accessible Adult Water Closets
and Compartments
•	
Regular water closets will be positioned
with a partition behind and to one side.
The centerline of the toilet will be 16”-18”
maximum from the side partition, except the
toilet will be at least 17”-19” from the side
partition in an ambulatory accessible toilet
compartment. Water closets will be arranged
for a left-hand or right-hand approach.
•	
In dwelling units, a lavatory is permitted
on the rear wall at least 18” from the toilet
centerline when clearance at the toilet is at
least 66”, measured out from the rear wall.
•	Clearance around a water closet shall be at
least 60” measured perpendicular from the
side wall, and at least 56” measured out from
the rear wall.
•	Required clearance around a toilet can overlap
the toilet, associated grab bars, dispensers,
sanitary napkin disposal units, coat hooks,
shelves, accessible routes, clear floor space,
clearances required at other fixtures and the
WI CONTRACTORS

turning space. No other obstructions will
be located within the required water closet
clearance.
•	When a toilet room door is placed directly
in front of the toilet, the toilet cannot overlap
required maneuvering clearance for the door
inside the room.
•	Toilet seat height will be 17” – 19” above the
floor, measured to the top of the seat.

•	
Flush controls can be hand operated or
automatic, located on the open side of the
toilet, except in ambulatory accessible
compartments. If plumbing valves are directly
behind toilets, valves and related plumbing
can cause injury or imbalance when a person
leans back. To prevent this, plumbing can
be located behind walls or to one side of the
toilet.

•	A water closet in a toilet room for a single
occupant, accessed only through a private
office and not for public use, need not comply.

Urinals
When provided, urinals shall comply with
accessibility requirements.

•	In dwelling units, toilet seat height shall be
15” – 19” above the floor.

•	Stall-type urinals provide more accessibility
for people of short stature.
•	Urinals will be a stall or wall-hung unit with
the rim a maximum 17” above the floor. They
will be at least 13½” deep, measured from the
face of urinal rim to the fixture back.
•	A clear floor or ground space positioned for
forward approach will be provided.
•	
Flush controls will be hand operated or
automatic and comply with requirements.

Water Closet

Height and Depth of Urinals
Overlap of Water Closet Clearance in Residential
Dwelling Units

Accessible Bathtubs
•	Clearance in front of bathtubs will extend the
length of the tub and be at least 30” wide. A
lavatory will be permitted at the control end
of the clearance.
•	When a permanent seat is provided at the
head of the tub, clearance will extend at least
12” beyond the wall at the head of the bathtub.

Size of Clearance at Water Closets
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•	
A permanent or removable seat will be
provided at the head of accessible tubs.
•	
Grab bars will be provided in accessible
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tubs with permanent seats, except for those
in single occupant bathrooms accessed only
through a private office and not for public use.
Reinforcement must still be provided to use
when installing future grab bars.

Grab Bars for Bathtubs with Removable In-Tub Seats

Clearance for Bathtubs

•	A shower spray unit with a hose at least 59”
long, usable as both a fixed- position shower
head and a hand-held shower, will be provided.
The shower spray will have an on/off control
with a non-positive shut-off and provide water
under 120° F in temperature. If an adjustableheight shower head is on a vertical bar, it will
not obstruct the use of grab bars.

•	In dwelling units, grab bars are not required in
bathtubs if reinforcement has been provided
in walls for use when installing future grab
bars.
•	Two grab bars will be installed on the back
wall of the tub, as below. Each grab bar will
be installed maximum 15” from the head wall
and maximum 12” from the control wall.

Bathtub Control Location

•	Enclosures for tubs will not obstruct controls,
faucets, shower and spray units or obstruct
transfer from wheelchairs onto bathtub seats
or into bathtubs. Enclosures on bathtubs will
not have tracks installed on the rim of the
open tub face.
Grab Bars for Bathtubs with Permanent Seats

Accessible Shower Compartments

•	
Two grab bars at least 24” long will be
installed on the control end wall, at the tub
edge, located at the same height as bars on
the back tub wall.
•	A grab bar at least 12” long will be installed
on the head wall, at the tub’s front edge.
•	
Controls, other than drain stoppers, will
be located on an end wall. Controls will
be between the bathtub rim and grab bar,
between the open side of the bathtub and the
centerline of the tub width and be accessible.
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Transfer Type Shower Compartment
Size and Clearance
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•	
Showers that are 60” wide with no curb
provide additional maneuvering space.
•	Transfer type showers will have clear inside
dimensions of at least 36” x 36”, measured
at center points of opposing sides, and at
least a 36” wide minimum entry to the
shower. Clearance of at least 36” wide x 48”
long, measured from a control wall, will be
provided.

Alternate Roll-In Type Shower Compartment
Size and Clearance

•	Standard roll-in showers will be at least 30”
wide x 60” deep clear inside, measured at
center points of opposing sides, with at least a
60” entry.
•	A minimum clearance of at least 30” wide x
60” long will be provided adjacent to the open
face of the shower. A lavatory can be on one
30” wide minimum side of that clearance, if
it is not on the side adjacent to controls or the
shower seat.

Grab Bars for Transfer Type Showers

•	
Alternate roll-in showers will have inside
clear dimensions of at least 36” wide x 60”
deep, measured at center points of opposing
sides, with at least a 36” wide entry.
•	
Shower grab bars will be provided in
accessible units. When multiple grab bars are
used, horizontal grab bars will be installed at
the same height above the floor.
•	Grab bars will not be required in a shower
in single occupant bathrooms accessed only
through a private office and not for public use.
Reinforcement must be provided in walls to
use when installing future grab bars.

Grab Bars for Standard Roll-In Type Showers

Grab Bars for Alternate Roll-In Type Showers

Standard Roll-In Type Shower Compartment Size and
Clearance
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Transfer Type Shower Compartment Control Location

•	
In dwelling units, grab bars will not be
required in showers if reinforcing is provided
in walls to use when installing future grab
bars.

Standard Roll-In Type Shower Compartment Control
Location

•	
In standard roll-in showers without seats,
the shower head and operable parts may be
located on any remaining shower wall without
adversely affecting accessibility.

•	In transfer showers, grab bars will be provided
across the control and back walls, to a point
18” from the control wall.
•	When a seat is provided in roll-in showers,
grab bars will be provided on back and side
walls opposite the seat, but not above it. When
a seat is not provided in roll-in showers,
grab bars can be provided on three walls, a
maximum of 6” from adjacent walls.
•	In alternate roll-in showers, grab bars will be
provided on back and side walls, farthest from
the entry but not above a seat. They will be
installed 6” from adjacent walls.
•	A folding or non-folding seat will be provided
in transfer showers. A folding seat can be
used in roll-in showers in accessible transient
rooms. In residential units, seats will not be
required in transfer showers if reinforcing has
been installed in walls for future use.
•	
In transfer showers, controls, faucets and
shower spray units will be installed on a side
wall opposite the seat, 38”-48” above the
floor, on the control wall, a maximum of 15”
from the center of the seat toward the shower
opening.
•	In standard roll-in showers, controls, faucets
and shower spray units will be located above
the grab bar, but no higher than 48” above
the floor. When a seat is provided, controls,
faucets and shower spray unit will be installed
on the back wall, adjacent to the seat wall, a
maximum of 27” from the seat wall.
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Alternate Roll-In Type Shower Compartment Control
Location

•	In alternate roll-in showers, controls, faucets
and shower spray units will be located above
the grab bar, no higher than 48” above the floor.
When a seat is provided, controls, faucets and
shower spray unit will be located on the side
wall adjacent to the seat, a maximum of 27”
from the side wall behind the seat, or on the
back wall opposite the seat, a maximum of
15” left or right of the seat center. When there
is no seat, controls, faucets and shower spray
unit may be installed on the side wall farthest
from the shower entry.
•	Shower spray units will have a hose at least
59” long, usable both as a fixed- position and
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a hand-held shower, delivering water under a
temperature of 120° F. The unit will have an
on/off control with a non-positive shut-off. If
an adjustable-height shower head on a vertical
bar is used, the bar will be installed to not
obstruct grab bars.
•	A fixed shower head, at most 48” above the
floor, is allowed instead of a hand-held unit in
facilities that are not medical care facilities,
long-term care facilities, transient guest
rooms or residential dwelling units.
•	
Thresholds in roll-in showers will be a
maximum of 1/2” high. In transfer showers,
thresholds a maximum of 1/2” high will be
beveled, rounded or vertical.

Bathtub Seats

•	A threshold up to 2” high will be permitted
in transfer showers in existing facilities, if
installing a 1/2” high threshold would affect
the structural integrity of the floor slab.
•	
Enclosures for showers will not obstruct
controls, faucets and shower spray units,
or obstruct transfer from wheelchairs onto
shower seats.

Extent of Seat

Accessible Tub and Shower Seats
•	Folding and non-folding seats in bathtubs and
shower compartments may be provided.
•	Bathtub seats will be 17”-19” above the floor.
A removable seat will be 15”-16”deep and
capable of secure placement. Permanent seats
at the head end of a tub will be at least 15”
deep and will extend from the back wall to, or
beyond, the outer edge of the tub.
•	When a seat is provided in a roll-in shower,
it will be a folding type, on the side wall
adjacent to controls, extending from the back
wall to a point within 3” of the shower entry.
When a seat is provided in an alternate rollin shower, it will be a folding type, on the
front wall opposite the back wall, extending
from the adjacent side wall to a point within
3” of the entry. In transfer-type showers, the
seat will extend from the back wall to a point
within 3” of the entry. The top of the seat will
be 17”-19”above the floor.
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Rectangular Shower Seat

•	The rear edge of a rectangular seat will be
2½”, and the front edge 15”-16”, away from
seat walls. The side edge will be a maximum
of 1½” from an adjacent wall.
•	The rear edge of an L-shaped seat will be 2½”,
and the front edge 15”-16”, from seat walls.
The end of the “L” will be 22”-23” from the
main seat wall.
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L-Shaped Shower Seat

•	The seat will be able to withstand a vertical or
horizontal force of 250 pounds, applied at any
point on the seat, fastener, mounting device or
supporting structure.
Wheelchair Accessible Toilet Compartments
•	A toilet compartment is a partitioned space
in a toilet room, normally containing only
one water closet. It may also contain a sink
for hand-washing. Full-height partitions and
doors can comprise toilet compartments when
minimum required space is provided inside.
•	
At least one toilet compartment will be
accessible, at least 60” wide and 56”-59”
deep. When there are six or more toilet
compartments, or six or more combined
urinals and toilets, one more compartment
must be at least 37” wide x 60” deep.

•	
If an approach is to the latch side of a
compartment door, clearance between the door
and obstructions will be at least 42.” Doors
will be located in a front or side wall partition,
farthest from the toilet. When in the front,
door openings will be a maximum of 4” from
the side wall farthest from the toilet. When in
a side wall, an opening will be a maximum
of 4” from the front. The self- closing door
should not swing into a compartment.
•	A front partition and one side partition must
provide a toe clearance of at least 9” above the
floor and at least 6” beyond the compartment
face of the partition.
•	Compartments for child use will provide a toe
clearance at least 12” above the floor, but such
compartments more than 65” deep need not
comply.
•	
Toe clearance at a front partition is not
required in a compartment more than 62”
deep with a wall-hung toilet, or 65”deep with
a floor-mounted toilet. Toe clearance at a side
partition is not required in a compartment
more than 66” wide.

•	Accessible compartments for children must
be at least 60” wide and 59” deep.

Side Wall Grab Bar at Water Closets

Size of Wheelchair Accessible Toilet Compartment

•	
Maneuvering space cannot be obstructed
by changing tables or other fixtures, except
where overlaps are allowed.

Wheelchair Accessible Toilet Compartment Doors

•	
Convenience fixtures like changing tables
must be accessible to people with disabilities.
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•	If toilet paper dispensers are installed above
a side grab bar, dispenser outlets will be a
maximum 48” above the floor, and the top of
the grab bar at 33”-36” above the floor.
•	If soap and towel dispensers are provided, they
must be within specified reach ranges and of
use to a person at an accessible lavatory.
Wheelchair Accessible Toilet Compartment Toe
Clearance

Accessible Bathroom Accessories
•	Mirrors located above sinks or counters will
be installed with the bottom edge a maximum
of 40” above the floor. Mirrors not above sinks
or counters will be installed with the bottom
edge a maximum of 35” above the floor.

Grab Bars
•	Grab bars will be provided on a side wall
closest to the toilet, and on the rear wall.
•	Grab bars are not required in a toilet room for
a single user accessed only through a private
office, but walls must be reinforced to support
future installation of grab bars.
•	In dwelling units, grab bars are not required,
but reinforcing must be installed to support
future installation of grab bars.

•	When a single full-length mirror is used, the
top should be at least 74” above the floor.
•	When coat hooks or shelves are provided in
toilet rooms without compartments, at least
one of each type must comply. If provided
in compartments, at least one of each type
must be accessible. When they are provided
in bathing facilities, one of each type must
comply.
•	Coat hooks will be within reach ranges and
shelves located 40”- 48” above the floor.
•	Toilet paper dispensers will be 7”-9” in front
of a toilet, measured to the centerline of
the dispenser. The dispenser outlet will be
15”-48” above the floor, not located behind
grab bars, and not controlling delivery or
preventing continuous paper flow.

Rear Wall Grab Bar at Water

•	In detention facilities, grab bars should not be
installed in cells designed to prevent suicide.
•	A side wall grab bar will be at least 42” long,
located a maximum of 12” from the rear wall
and extending at least 54” from the rear wall.
•	A rear wall grab bar will be at least 36” long
and extend from the centerline of the water
closet, at least 12” on one side and at least 24”
on the other side.
•	Where rear wall space does not permit a grab
bar at least 36” long, it can be at least 24” long,
centered behind the water closet.

Dispenser Outlet Location
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•	
If an enforcing authority requires flush
controls in a position conflicting with rear
grab bar locations, the grab bar can be split or
shifted to the open side of the toilet area.
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•	A side-wall grab bar can be provided on both
sides of an ambulatory compartment.
•	Grab bars with circular cross sections will
have an outside diameter of 1¼”-2”.

providing a gripping surface at specified
locations, not obstructing required clear floor
space and not allowing bars to rotate.

•	Grab bars with non-circular cross sections will
have a maximum cross-section dimension of
2” and a perimeter dimension of 4”-4.8”.

Spacing of Grab Bars

Ambulatory Accessible Toilet Compartment

•	Space between a wall and grab bar will be
1½”. Space between grab bar and projecting
objects below and at the ends will be at least
1½”. Space between grab bar and projecting
objects above will be at least 12”. Space
between grab bar and shower controls, shower
fittings and other grab bars above will be at
least 1½”.
•	Grab bars will be installed horizontally, 33”36” above the floor, measured to the bar
top. At toilets for child use, grab bars will
be installed horizontally, 18”- 27” above the
floor.

•	
Grab bars must withstand a vertical or
horizontal force of 250 pounds, applied at any
point on the bar, fastener, mounting device or
structure.
Accessible Washing Machines and
Clothes Dryers
•	Where three or fewer washers or dryers are
provided, at least one of each must comply.
•	Where more than four washers and dryers are
provided, at least two of each will comply.
•	
A clear floor or ground space for parallel
approach will be provided. Required clear
floor space will be centered on the appliance.
•	Operable parts like doors, lint screens and
soap compartments will be in reach ranges.
•	Top loading machines will have the laundry
compartment door located a maximum of 36”
above the floor. Front loading machines will
have the bottom of the laundry compartment
opening located 15”-36” above the floor.

Grab Bar Non-Circular Cross Section

•	Grab bars and surfaces near them will be
free of sharp or abrasive elements and have
rounded edges.
•	Grab bars can be installed in any manner
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Height of Laundry Compartment Opening
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FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
46.	Which of the following is not a
characteristic of an accessible
drinking fountain?
a.	Clear floor space approaching it
b.	A water flow at least 4” high
c.	Water temperature controls
d.	A spout 5” from the front edge
47.	Knee clearance of at least 24” above
the floor is allowed at sinks used
primarily by children, ______, where
a rim or counter surface is at most,
31”above the floor.
a. 6 -12 years
b. Under 42” in height
c. Grades K-7
d. Weighing less than 90 pounds
48.	When there are six or more toilet
compartment, or six or more
combined urinals and toilets, one
more compartment must be at
least___________.
a.	The same width and depth as the
first accessible compartment
b.	37” wide x 60” deep
c.	48” wide and 72” deep
d.	Wide enough for a wheelchair and
personal assistant

COMMUNICATION FEATURES
The goal of this section will be to look at those ADA
standards enhancing the ability of the disabled to
better communicate in and around facilities.

Communication Features
in General
Conflicting Guidelines
•	NFPA regulations, some of which incorporate
Underwriters Laboratory guidelines, specify
characteristics of audible alarms, like
placement and sound levels. The ADA limits
the volume of an audible alarm to 110 dBA,
rather than the 120 dBA permitted by NFPA
72-1999. NFPA specifies characteristics for
visible alarms, like flash frequency, color,
intensity, placement and synchronization.
The ADA requires visual alarm appliances
be permanently installed. UL guidelines also
specify intensity dispersion requirements for
visible alarms and NFPA requires visible
alarms to have a light source that is clear
or white, with polar dispersion. The most
stringent rules must be followed.

Notifications
Alarm Systems
•	
Fire alarm systems will have permanently
installed audible and visible alarms.
•	In existing facilities, visible alarms are not
required unless an existing fire alarm system
is upgraded or replaced, or a new fire alarm
system is installed.
•	Unlike audible alarms, visible alarms must be
located in the space, so their signal is seen.
•	
The maximum allowable sound level of
audible notification appliances will be no
more than 110 dB, at the minimum hearing
distance from the audible appliance.
•	
Facility alarm systems (other than fire
alarm systems), like those used for tornado
warnings and other emergencies, are not
required to comply. But every effort should
be made to ensure such alarm signals can
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be differentiated from fire alarms, and that
people who need emergency notification are
adequately safeguarded.
•	Alarms in public use areas and common use
areas will comply.
•	
Where employee work areas have audible
alarm coverage, wiring systems must be
designed so compliant visible alarms can be
integrated into the alarm system.
•	Guest rooms required to be accessible shall
provide alarms that also comply.
•	Where provided in residential units required
to be accessible, alarms will also comply.
•	Fire alarm systems in medical care facilities
shall be permitted to be provided in accordance
with industry practice.

Signage
General Considerations
•	These requirements apply to signs providing
designations, labels or names for interior
rooms or spaces, where the sign is not likely to
change over time. Tactile text is also required
for pictograms labeling or identifying
a permanent room or space. Standard
recognized pictograms providing information,
like “no smoking,” occupant logos and the
International Symbol of Accessibility are not
required to have text descriptors.
•	
Signs providing directions or information
about interior spaces include rules of conduct
and occupant load. Signs providing directions
include those that identify egress routes.
•	Signs for means of egress will comply.
•	
Building directories, menus, seat and row
designations in assembly areas, occupant
names, building addresses and company
names and logos need not comply.
•	Parking facility signs need not comply with
all requirements.
•	Temporary signage, in place for 7 days or less,
need not comply.
•	In detention and correctional facilities, signs
not in public areas need not comply.
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•	Exterior signs not located at the door to the
space they serve need not comply.
•	Doors at exit passageways, exit discharges
and exit stairways shall be identified by tactile
signs. An exit passageway is a horizontal exit
component separated from interior spaces by
fire-resistance-rated construction, leading
to an exit discharge or public way. An exit
discharge is the egress portion between the
termination of an exit and a public way.
•	Signs required by the International Building
Code, providing instructions in areas of
refuge or directions to accessible means of
egress, will comply with these requirements.
•	Accessible parking spaces will be identified by
compliant signs. When four or fewer spaces,
including accessible spaces, are provided,
identification of accessible spaces is not
required. When parking spaces are assigned
to specific dwelling units, identification of
accessible parking is not required.
•	
When not all entrances are accessible,
those which are will be identified by the
International Symbol of Accessibility.
Directional signs, indicating the location of
the nearest accessible entry, will be provided
at entrances that do not comply.
•	When not all existing elevators are accessible,
elevators which are will be clearly identified
with the International Symbol of Accessibility.
•	When not all existing toilet rooms or bathing
rooms are accessible, directional signs
indicating the location of the nearest accessible
toilet room will be provided. Signs on those
which do comply will include the International
Symbol of Accessibility. Where clustered
single user toilet facilities are allowed,
accessible spaces will be distinguished by the
International Symbol of Accessibility, unless
all toilets are accessible.
•	
Each assembly area required to provide
assistive listening systems will provide signs
informing patrons of the available system.
Signs will include the International Symbol
of Access for Hearing Loss. Such signs are
not required at each assembly area if signs
at each ticket window inform patrons of the
availability of assistive listening systems.
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•	
When more than one check-out aisle is
provided, accessible check-out aisles will
be identified by the International Symbol
of Accessibility. When check-out aisles are
identified by numbers or letters, they will be
located in the same location as the accessibility
sign. If all check-out aisles comply, signs will
not be required.
•	When accessible unload areas for amusement
rides also serve as accessible load areas, signs
indicating their location will be provided at
entries to queues and waiting lines.

Characters will be selected from fonts where the
width of the uppercase letter “O” is 55% – 110% of
the height of the uppercase letter “I.”
•	Character height, measured vertically from
the character baseline, will be 5/8” – 2”, based
on the height of the uppercase letter “I.” When
raised and visual characters provide the same
information, raised character height may be
as small as 1/2” high.

•	
Amusement rides designed primarily for
children, those controlled or operated by the
rider and amusement rides without seats need
not provide wheelchair spaces, transfer seats,
transfer systems or meet sign requirements.
The load and unload areas of these rides
must, however, be on an accessible route and
provide turning space.
Compliant Lettering
•	Where both visual and tactile characters are
required, either one sign with both character
types, or two separate signs with one of each,
will be provided.
•	
Raised characters will comply with
requirements below and be duplicated in
braille.
•	Signs designed to be read by touch should not
have sharp or abrasive edges.
•	Raised characters will be at least 1/32” above
their background.
•	Characters will be uppercase and sans serif.
They should not be italic, oblique, script,
highly decorative or other unusual fonts.

•	Visual characters must be at least 40” above
the finished floor, except those in elevators.
•	Stroke thickness of the uppercase letter “I”
will be 10% -30% of the character height.
•	Character spacing will be measured between
closest points of adjacent characters within
a message, excluding word spaces. Where
characters have rectangular cross sections,
spacing between individual raised characters
shall be 1/8” – 4 times raised character
stroke widths. Where characters have other
cross sections, spacing between individual
characters will be 1/16” – 4 times raised
character stroke widths, at the base of the
cross sections, and 1/8” – 4 times raised
character stroke widths, at the top of cross
sections. Characters will be separated from
raised borders and decorative elements by at
least 3/8”.
•	Spacing between baselines of separate lines
will be 135% – 170% of character height.

Height of Raised Characters
WI CONTRACTORS

•	
Characters shall contrast with their
background with either light characters on a
dark background or dark characters on a light
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background. This greatly increases legibility
for those with persons with low vision.
•	Additional factors affecting legibility include
shadows cast by lighting, surface glare, the
uniformity of text and its background colors
and textures.
Compliant Braille
•	Braille dots will have a domed or rounded
shape and dimensions will comply with the
table and illustration below. Uppercase letters
will only be used before the first word of
sentences, proper nouns and names, individual
alphabet letters, initials and acronyms.

Position of Braille

•	Braille will be positioned below corresponding
text. If text is multi-lined, braille will be placed
below the entire text. It will be separated at
least 3/8” from any other tactile characters and
from raised borders and decorative elements.
•	
Braille provided on elevator car controls
will be separated at least 3/16” and will be
located either directly below, or adjacent to,
corresponding raised characters or symbols.
Compliant Tactile Signs
•	Tactile characters on signs will be located at
48”-60” above the floor or ground, measured
from the baselines of the lowest characters
and the highest characters.
•	
Tactile characters for elevator car controls
need not comply.
•	When a tactile sign is provided at a door, it
will be on the latch side. When a tactile sign
is at double doors with one active leaf, it will
be on the inactive leaf. When a tactile sign is
provided at double doors with two active leafs,
it will be on the right of the right hand door.
Where there is no wall space beside doors, it
will be located on an adjacent wall.

Braille Measurement
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An International Symbol of TTY shall comply with
the figure to the left.

Location of Tactile Signs at Doors

•	
Signs containing tactile characters will be
located so a clear floor space of 18” x 18”,
centered on the words, is provided beyond
the arc of any door swing between the closed
position and a 45° open position.
•	Tactile signs can be on push sides of doors
with closers and without hold-open devices.

International Symbol of TTY

•	Telephones with a volume control shall be
identified by a pictogram of a telephone
handset with radiating sound waves on a
square field, like that shown to the right.

Pictograms
Pictograms shall comply with requirements below.
•	Pictograms will be at least 6”high, and contain
no characters or braille in their field.
•	Pictograms will have a non-glare finish and
either a light pictogram on a dark field or a dark
pictogram on a light field. Text descriptors
will be directly below the pictogram.

Volume Control Telephone

•	Assistive listening systems shall be identified
by the International Symbol of Access for
Hearing Loss shown to the left.

International Symbol of Access for Hearing Loss
Pictogram

•	Additional factors affecting legibility include
shadows cast by lighting sources, surface
glare, and the uniformity of the text and
background colors and textures.
•	
An International Symbol of Accessibility
shall comply with the figure to the right.

International Symbol of Accessibility
WI CONTRACTORS

Accessible Telephones
•	When coin-operated public pay telephones,
coinless public pay telephones, public closedcircuit telephones, public courtesy phones or
other types of public telephones are provided,
at least one of each provided type will be
accessible.
•	
A clear space will be provided at phones,
unobstructed by bases, enclosures or seats.
•	
Where public telephones are provided,
wheelchair accessible telephones will be
provided per the table below. Drive-up only
public telephones need not comply.
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•	
In transportation facilities, where a public
phone serves a particular facility entry, at
least one public TTY will also serve that
entry. In airports, where four or more public
phones are located outside security areas, a
concourse within security, or baggage claim
areas, at least one TTY will be provided in
each location.
•	
TTYs for handicapped use will also be
provided, permanently affixed or adjacent to
the telephone enclosure. Where an acoustic
coupler is used, telephone cords will be
sufficiently long to allow connection of the
TTY and the telephone.
•	
Separate requirements are based on how
many public pay telephones are provided in
a floor, a building or on a site. Some phone
systems accommodate both digital and analog
transmissions for compatibility with digital
and analog TTYs.
•	
Public pay telephones accommodating
portable TTYs will be equipped with a shelf
and outlet, in or adjacent to the telephone
enclosure. The handset will be capable of
being placed flush on the shelf. The shelf will
accommodate a TTY and still have at least 6”
vertical clearance above where the TTY will
be placed.
•	Where four or more public phones are grouped
in a bank, at least one public TTY will also
be provided, unless another TTY is located
within 200 feet and on the same level.
•	On floors where at least one public phone is
provided, a public TTY will be provided.
•	Where four or more public phones are provided
on a private building floor or exterior site, one
public TTY will also be provided on that floor
or on that site.
•	Where at least one public telephone is provided
at a public rest stop, emergency roadside stop
or service plaza, at least one public TTY will
be provided.
•	Where at least one public pay telephone is
provided serving a hospital emergency room,
recovery room or waiting room, at least one
TTY will be provided at each location.

•	In detention and correctional facilities, where
at least one telephone is provided for use only
by detainees, inmates and security, a TTY
will be provided in a secured area.
•	Where there are three or more public phones,
at least one will be provided with a shelf and
outlet, unless it is in a detention facility where
shelves and outlets are prohibited.
•	TTY keypads will be at least 34” above the
floor, unless seats are provided.
•	
A phone with a TTY beneath cannot be
wheelchair accessible, because the required
34” of height for the keypad causes the highest
operable part of the phone, usually the coin
slot, to exceed maximum permitted side and
forward reach ranges.
•	Where a parallel approach is provided to a
phone, the distance from the edge of phone
enclosure to the face of the telephone will be
a maximum of 10”.

Parallel Approach to Telephone

•	Where a forward approach is provided to a
phone, the distance from the edge of a counter
in the phone enclosure to the face of the
telephone will be a maximum of 20”.
•	
Telephones will have push-button controls
when such service is available.
•	Telephone directories will be provided, where
available.
•	Cords from a telephone to a handset will be at
least 29” long.
•	Public telephones must have volume controls
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and be equipped with a receiver volume
control providing an adjustable gain up to 20
dB minimum, with at least one transitional
step of 12 dB of gain. Provide an automatic
reset.

•	An assistive listening system will be provided
in each assembly area relying on audible
communication. But other than in courtrooms,
assistive listening systems will not be required
where audio amplification is not provided.
•	
Receivers will be provided for assistive
listening systems in each assembly area, per
the table below. At least 25% of receivers
provided, but no fewer than two, will be
hearing- aid compatible. Receivers will
include a 1/8” standard mono jack.

Forward Approach to Telephone

Transportation Facilities

•	
Receivers required to be hearing-aid
compatible shall interface with telecoils
in hearing aids through the provision of
neckloops.

•	New and altered stations in rapid rail, light
rail, commuter rail, intercity rail, high speed
rail and other fixed guideway systems will be
accessible.

•	
Where a building contains more than one
assembly area under one management, the
number of required receivers is based on the
total number of seats in all areas.

•	Key stations and existing intercity rail stations
and bus shelters will be accessible.

•	Where all seats are served by an induction
loop assistive listening system, a minimum
number of receivers needing to be hearing-aid
compatible will not be required.

•	In all transportation facilities, public address
systems and clocks will comply.

Assistive Listening Systems
•	
Assistive listening systems use different
modes of transmission and include hard-wired
systems and three wireless types: induction
loop, infrared and FM radio transmission.
•	
Each has different advantages and
disadvantages determining which system
is best for a given application. For example,
FM systems may be better than infrared in
open-air assemblies, since infrared signals
are less effective in sunlight. An infrared
system is typically a better choice than FM
when confidential transmission is important,
because it will be contained within a space.
•	
Technical standards for assistive listening
systems include minimum performance levels
for volume, interference and distortion.
•	Selecting or specifying an effective assistive
listening system for a large or complex venue
requires assistance from a professional sound
engineer.
WI CONTRACTORS

Accessible Automatic Teller and
Fare Machines
•	Where these are provided, at least one of each
type at each location will be accessible.
•	Clear space will be provided, except at driveup automatic teller and fare machines.
•	If bins are provided for envelopes or waste
paper, at least one of each type shall comply.
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•	
If a bank provides interior and exterior
ATMs, each is considered a separate location.
Accessible ATMs, including those with
speech and those within reach of wheelchair
users, must provide all functions provided to
other customers at that location.
•	Collection devices accommodating perforated
tokens allow better differentiation between
tokens and common coins.
•	Accessible gates and fare vending machines
should be close to other accessible elements.
•	Machines will be speech enabled. Operating
instructions
and
orientation,
visible
transaction prompts, user input verification,
error messages and all displayed information
will be usable by individuals with limited
vision. Speech will be delivered through a
mechanism available to all users, including
but not limited to a standard connector or a
telephone handset. Speech shall be recorded
or digitized human, or synthesized.
•	People who are visually impaired, as well as
people with limited reach who use wheelchairs
or have short stature and cannot effectively
block the ATM screen with their bodies, may
prefer speech output. These users will benefit
from an option to render the visible screen
blank, thereby affording greater personal
security and privacy.
•	
Audible tones will be permitted instead
of speech for visible output not displayed
for security purposes, including asterisks
representing personal identification numbers.
•	
Where speech synthesis is not supported,
dynamic alphabetic output need not be
audible.
•	
If an ATM also dispenses coupons, sells
theater tickets or provides copies of monthly
statements, all functions must be available to
customers using speech output.
•	Speech shall be capable of being repeated or
interrupted, and have volume control.
•	Where receipts are provided, speech output
devices will provide audible balance
inquiry information, error messages and all
information also on the printed receipt.
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•	At least one tactilely discernible input control
will be provided for each function. Key
surfaces not on active areas of display screens
will be raised above surrounding surfaces.
•	Numeric keys will be arranged in a 12-key
ascending or descending keypad layout,
with the number five key tactilely distinct
from the other keys. Both orders for keys
are acceptable, provided the computer-style
keypad is organized similarly to the number
pad located at the right on most computer
keyboards, and does not resemble the line of
numbers located above the computer keys.

Numeric Key Layout

•	
Function keys will contrast visually from
background surfaces. Characters and symbols
on keys will contrast visually from key
surfaces, either light-on-dark or dark-on-light.
•	
Function key surfaces will have tactile
symbols as follows: Enter or Proceed key =
raised circle; Clear or Correct key = raised
left arrow; Cancel key = raised letter “x;” Add
Value key = raised plus sign; Decrease Value
key = raised minus sign.
•	Display screens will be visible 40” above the
clear floor space in front of the machine.
•	Characters displayed on screens will be in
a sans serif font, at least 3/16” high, based
on the uppercase letter “I.” Characters will
contrast with their background with either
light characters on a dark background or dark
characters on a light background.
•	
Braille instructions for initiating a speech
mode will be provided.
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Accessible Two-Way
Communication Systems
•	Devices not requiring handsets are easier to
use by people with a limited reach.
•	Systems will provide both audible and visual
signals, including one to visually indicate that
assistance is on the way. Signs should indicate
the meaning of visual signals.
•	
Handset cords, when provided, shall be at
least 29” long.
•	Communications systems between a dwelling
unit and a site, building or floor entrance will
be designed for accessible use.
•	Common use or public use system interfaces
will include the capability of supporting voice
and TTY communication, with the dwelling
unit interface.
•	A residential unit system interface will include
a telephone jack capable of supporting voice
and TTY communication, with a common use
or public use system interface.

FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
49.	The sound level of audible notification
appliances will be no more than ____.
a.	10dB above ambient noise
b.	110 dB
c.	3500 Hz
d.	95 dB
50.	Tactile characters on signs will be
located at 48”-60” above the floor
or ground, measured from the
_______________________.
a.	Level of the subflooring
b.	Centerline of the top line of letters
c.	Baselines of the lowest characters
and the highest characters
d.	Center point of the overall sign
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51.	The _____________ determines
which assistive listening system is best
for a given application.
a.	Purchase price of each system
b.	Ease of installing wiring
c.	Technological capability of building
owners
d.	Advantages and disadvantages of
each system

FINISHING WELL
The goal of this section will be to look at those ADA
standards maximizing the safety of those traversing
common surfaces.

Surfacing Materials
Compliant Floor or Ground Surfaces
•	Floor and ground surfaces will be stable, firm
and slip resistant.
•	
A stable surface remains unchanged by
contaminants or applied force, and when they
are removed, the surface returns to its original
condition.
•	A firm surface resists deformation by either
indentations or particles on its surface.
•	
A slip-resistant surface provides sufficient
friction to permit safe ambulation.
•	
Floor and ground surfaces for animal
containment and sports activities need not
comply.
•	Carpet will be securely attached, with a firm
cushion, pad, backing or no cushion or pad.
•	Carpet will have a level loop, textured loop,
level cut pile or level cut/uncut pile texture.
Pile height will be a maximum of 1/2”.
Exposed carpet edges will be fastened to floor
surfaces, with trim on the entire length of the
exposed edge.
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Furniture

Carpet Pile Height

•	Carpets and permanently affixed mats can
significantly increase the amount of force
needed to propel a wheelchair over a surface.
The firmer the carpeting and backing, the
lower the roll resistance. Soft carpet padding
increases roll resistance.
Openings
Openings in floor or ground surfaces should
not allow passage of a sphere more than 1/2” in
diameter. Elongated openings will be placed so their
long dimension is perpendicular to the dominant
direction of travel.

Compliant Dining Surfaces and
Work Surfaces
•	Dining surfaces and work surfaces for use by
children need not comply.
•	
Dining surfaces may include bars, tables,
lunch counters and booths.

Vertical Change in Level

Beveled Change in Level

Work surfaces can include writing surfaces, study
carrels, student laboratory stations, baby changing
and other personal grooming stations, coupon
counters and possibly employee work stations.
•	Clear floor space for a forward approach, and
knee and toe spaces, are needed.
•	Tops of dining and work surfaces for adults
will be 28” – 34” above the finished floor.

Elongated Openings in Floor or Ground Surfaces

•	Tops of dining and work surfaces for children
will be 26”-30” above the finished floor, with
clear ground space for a forward approach
and a knee clearance of at least 24”.

Accessible Changes in Level
•	Animal containment areas and areas of sports
activity need not comply.

Compliant Benches
•	Clear space will be provided at the end of a
bench, parallel to the short axis of the seat.

•	Vertical changes in level up to 1/4” high are
permitted.

•	Benches will have seats at least 42” long and
20” – 24” deep.

•	Changes in level 1/4” – 1/2” will include a
bevel with a slope not steeper than 1:2. In no
case will a combined change in level exceed
1/2”. Those higher are considered to be ramps
and turning space will be required, with no
change in level steeper than 1:48 permitted.

•	
Benches will provide back support or be
affixed to a wall. Back support will be at least
42” long and extend from a maximum 2”
above the seat to a point at least 18” above the
seat, with back support a maximum of 2½”
horizontally from the rear edge of the seat.
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•	Counter surface height at a check-out aisle
will be at most 38” above the floor. Counter
edge protection will be maximum of 2” above
the counter surface on the aisle side.

Bench Back Support

•	Grab bars on a wall by the seat can help with
transferring to the bench, but may not be
attached to the seat back or obstruct transfer
to the bench.
•	Tops of bench seats will be 17” – 19” above
the finish floor or ground.
•	Benches will support a vertical or horizontal
force of 250 pounds, applied at any point on the
seat, fastener, mounting device or supporting
structure.
•	Where installed in wet locations, seats will be
slip resistant and not accumulate water.
Compliant Check-Out Aisles and
Sales and Service Counters
•	All portions of accessible counters will be
located adjacent to a walking surface.
•	If a cash register is provided at a sales or service
counter, the accessible portion should be near
the register, so wheelchair users are visible to
sales personnel and the reach for a disabled
person is minimized. Where provided, check
writing surfaces will be accessible.

Alteration of Sales and Service Counters

•	
Accessible portions of sales and service
counters will be the same depth as other
portions.
•	In alterations, if meeting requirements will
result in reducing the number of existing
counters, the counter may have a compliant
portion at least 24” long, provided a required
clear floor or ground space is centered on the
accessible length of the counter.
•	A counter surface at least 36” long and 36”
above the finished floor will be provided. A
clear space will be positioned for a parallel
approach, adjacent to the counter.
•	Where a provided counter is less than 36”
long, the entire counter will be 36” high.
•	When a portion of counter space is at least 30”
long and 36” high, knee and toe space will
be provided under the counter. A clear floor
space will be there for a forward approach.

Check-Out Aisle Counters

Compliant Food Service Lines
•	Requirements apply to self-service shelves and
dispensing devices for tableware, dishware,
condiments, food and beverages.
•	Tops of tray slides will be 28”-34” above the
finished floor.
Security Glazing
•	Where service counters have security glazing,
voice communication will be provided.
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•	Provided telephone handset devices will be
handicapped accessible.

Recreational Opportunities

•	
Assistive listening devices can facilitate
voice communication when security glazing
distorts audible information. If devices are
installed, use signs to indicate availability.

General
Unless otherwise specified, provisions apply to
recreation facilities and elements, wherever these
elements are provided. For example, office buildings
having an exercise room must comply.

•	Other voice communication devices include
grilles, slats, talk-through baffles, intercoms
or telephone handsets.

FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
52.	The firmer the carpeting and
backing, the _______________.
a.	Lower the roll resistance
b.	Less future maintenance required.
c.	Less likely it is to be perceived as
real carpet
d.	More expensive to purchase
53.	To remain accessible, vertical changes
in levels not including a bevel, can be
no higher than ___”.
a. 3/16”
b. 1/8”
c. 1/2”
d. 1/4”
54.	Where service counters have security
glazing, __________ will be
provided.
a.	Benches 18” high
b.	Voice communication
c.	Safety glass
d.	Wire mesh glass

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
The goal of this section will be to look at those ADA
standards better enabling the use of recreational
facilities by the disabled.
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Accessible Amusement Rides
•	These do not apply to mobile or portable rides,
regularly assembled and disassembled, like in
traveling carnivals, state and county fairs and
festivals.
•	They do apply to newly designed and built
amusement rides and attractions, new on their
first use when patrons take the ride. With
amusement rides purchased from others,
“new” refers to the first permanent installation
of the ride, whether used off the shelf or
modified before installation. If amusement
rides are moved after several seasons to
another area of the park, or to another park,
the ride is not “new.”
•	
Some rides and attraction, like “virtual
reality” rides, have unique features not
addressed by these requirements, so they can
only be applied to the extent most possible.
But an accessible route must still be provided
to them. When an attraction has unique
features to which no provisions apply, at least
one those features must be on an accessible
route.
•	When structural or operational characteristics
of a ride are altered enough that its performance
differs from that of the original design, the
ride must be made accessible.
•	Routine maintenance, painting and changing
of themes do not constitute an alteration.
•	Where load and unload areas serving existing
rides are newly designed and constructed,
those load and unload areas will be accessible.
•	All rides will be served by accessible routes,
and load and unload areas serving accessible
amusement rides will be accessible. If
compliance is not structurally or operationally
feasible, ramp slope may be a maximum of
WI CONTRACTORS

1:8. However, the least possible slope should
always be used on accessible routes serving
amusement rides.
•	A turning space will be provided in load and
unload areas.
•	
When there are wheelchair spaces in
amusement rides, floor or ground surfaces
of wheelchair spaces will be stable and firm,
with a slope no steeper than 1:48.

•	Openings to wheelchair spaces on amusement
rides will be at least 32” wide.
•	One side of the wheelchair space will adjoin
an accessible route when loading.
•	
When the interior width of an amusement
ride is greater than 53”, seating can be for
more than one rider, and if the wheelchair
is not required to be centered in the ride, a
companion seat will be provided.

•	Amusement rides other than those controlled
or operated by the rider, designed primarily
for use by children or those without seats;
must provide at least one wheelchair space,
one seat designed for transfer and/or at least
one transfer device.
•	Floors of amusement rides with wheelchair
spaces will be coordinated with floors of load
and unload areas, so when rides are in the load
or unload position, any vertical difference
between floors will be within +/– 5/8” and
horizontal gaps a maximum of 3” under
normal load conditions. If not possible, then
use ramps, bridge plates, or similar devices.
•	Where provided, securement devices for rides
can overlap required clearances.
•	Wheelchair spaces will provide a clear width
of at least 30” and a clear length of at least
48”, measured at 9” above the floor.
•	When wheelchair spaces are entered only from
the side, amusement rides will have sufficient
maneuvering clearance for individuals with
mobility aids to enter and exit.
•	The amount of clear space needed in a ride,
and the size and position of an opening, are
interrelated. A 32”clear opening does not
provide sufficient width when entered through
a turn into an amusement ride. Additional
space for maneuvering and a wider opening is
needed when a side opening is centered on the
ride.
•	Objects may protrude a maximum distance
of 6” along the front of a wheelchair space,
when located 9”-27 “above the floor or
ground. Objects may protrude a maximum
25” along the front of the wheelchair space,
when located more than 27” high.
WI CONTRACTORS

Protrusions in Wheelchair

Spaces in Amusement Rides

•	When an amusement ride provides shoulderto-shoulder seating, companion seats will be
shoulder-to-shoulder with adjacent wheelchair
spaces.
•	Amusement ride seats designed for transfer
will meet requirements for clear floor or
ground space and required heights of 17” –
19” for transfer elements above the floor when
positioned for loading and unloading.
•	
Amusement ride seats for transfer to a
mobility assist device may be 14” – 24” high.
•	Wheelchair storage space that does not overlap
required means of egress or accessible routes
will be provided at unload areas for each
required amusement ride seat.
•	Transfer devices for use with amusement rides
should allow individuals to make independent
transfers from mobility devices. These can
include: transfer systems, lifts, mechanized
seats and custom designed systems. Where
a series of transfers is required to reach the
amusement ride seat, each vertical transfer
should not exceed 8”.
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boating facilities, including gangways and
floating piers. Adherence to guidelines is not
required in the situations below.

Accessible Recreational
Boating Facilities
•	
Accessible boat slips should be dispersed
throughout various types provided, based on
size of the boat slips; whether single or double
berths, shallow water or deep water, transient
or longer term lease, covered or uncovered
and whether slips are equipped with features
like telephone, water, electricity or cable
connections.
•	“Boat slip” refers to any pier area, other than
launch ramps, where recreational boats are
moored for purposes of berthing, embarking
or disembarking.
•	
Accessible boat slips will be provided in
numbers complying with the table below.
Where specific boat slips are not identified or
marked for individual use, each 40’ of boat
slip edge along a pier’s perimeter is be counted
as one boat slip meeting requirements.
Table 235.2

Boat Slips

Total Number of
Boat Slips Provided
in Facility

Minimum Number of
Required Accessible
Boat Slips

1 to 25

1

26 to 50

2

51 to 100

3

101 to 150

4

151 to 300

5

301 to 400

6

401 to 500

7

501 to 600

8

601 to 700

9

701 to 800

10

801 to 900

11

901 to 1,000

12

1,001 and over

12, plus 1 for every 100,
or fraction thereof,
over 1,000

•	Where boarding piers are provided, at least
5% but no fewer than one will be accessible.
•	
Accessible routes will serve recreational
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–	Where an existing gangway or series of
gangways is altered, the increase in the
length of the gangway need not comply.
–	Gangways need not comply with maximum
rise requirements.
–	Where total length of a gangway serving as
part of a required accessible route is at least
80’, gangways may have running slopes
steeper than 1:12, but not steeper than 1:8.
–	Where facilities contain fewer than 25 boat
slips and the total length of the gangway
serving as part of a required accessible
route is at least 30’, gangways may have
running slopes steeper than 1:12, but not
steeper than 1:8.
–	
When gangways connect to transition
plates, landings will not be required.
–	
Where gangways and transition plates
connect and are required to have handrails,
handrail extensions will not be required.
–	
Cross slopes for gangways, transition
plates and floating piers that are part of
accessible routes will be measured in the
static position.
–	
Changes in level will be permitted on
surfaces of gangways and boat launch
ramps.
•	Clearances will be required at boat slips and
boarding piers at boat launch ramps.
•	Although the minimum required width for
clear pier space is 60”, it is recommended they
be wider than 60” to improve safety for the
disabled, particularly on floating piers.
•	Boat slips will provide clear pier space at least
60” wide, and at least as long as the boat slips.
Each 10’ maximum linear pier edge serving
boat slips will contain at least one clear
opening at least 60” wide.
•	
Clear pier space can be 36” wide for a
maximum length of 24”, provided each 36”
wide segments is separated by segments that
WI CONTRACTORS

are at least 60” wide and 60” long.
•	Edge protection is permitted at continuous
clear openings, provided it is a maximum 4”
high and maximum 2” wide.
•	In existing facilities, clear pier space can be
located perpendicular to the boat slip and
extend the width of the boat slip, where the
facility has at least one compliant boat slip and
further compliance would result in reducing
the number of boat slips available or reducing
the widths of existing slips.

is no other pier, the accessible one should be
as long as what would have been provided, if
no access requirements applied.
•	
Required boarding pier dimensions are
very much the same as those for piers with
boat slips, as evidenced by the following
illustrations.

Boarding Pier Clearance

Boat Slip Clearance

Clear Pier Space Reduction at Boarding Piers

Clear Pier Space Reduction at Boat Slips
Edge Protection at Boarding Piers

Edge Protection at Boat Slips

•	Requirements do not establish a minimum
length for accessible boarding piers. An
accessible pier should have a length at least
equal to other boarding piers provided. If there
WI CONTRACTORS

Accessible Fishing Piers
and Platforms
•	
Accessible routes for fishing piers and
platforms have the same exceptions listed
earlier.
•	Where a total gangway is an accessible route
and at least 30’ long, it need not comply.
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•	Unless required otherwise by building codes,
at least 25% of provided guardrails or handrails
will be a maximum of 34” above the ground
or deck surface and dispersed throughout the
fishing pier or platform.
•	Portions of railings lowered to provide fishing
stations for the disabled must be located
in a variety of locations on the fishing pier
to provide varying water depths, shade,
vegetation and proximity to the shoreline.
•	Where guardrails or handrails are provided
on a pier, edge protection will be provided
to prevent mobility devices from slipping
off. Extending the deck 12”, where a 34”
high railing is provided, permits individuals
in mobility devices to pull into a clear space
and move beyond the face of railing. In such a
design, curbs or barriers are not required.
•	When used, curbs or barriers will extend at
least 2” above the pier.
•	When a ground or deck surface is extended at
least 12” beyond the inside face of a railing,
toe clearance will be provided, at least 30”
wide and at least 9” above the ground or deck
surface beyond the railing.

Accessible Exercise Machines
and Equipment
•	At least one of each type of exercise machine
and equipment will be accessible. Note
that most strength training equipment and
machines are considered different types, even
when different types can be used for the same
exercise.
•	Machines need clear floor space for transfer
or use by those in a wheelchair. Space at
exercise equipment can overlap, and be shared
between two pieces of equipment.
•	
Location of needed clear floor space will
vary, depending on the use of the equipment.

Accessible Golf Facilities
•	
When one teeing ground is provided for
a hole, a golf car must be able to enter and
exit the tee. When two teeing grounds are
provided for a hole, the forward one will be
designed so a golf car can enter and exit.
When three or more teeing grounds are there,
at least two tees, including the one forward,
will be designed so a golf car can enter and
exit. Unless the terrain prohibits compliance.
•	Putting greens will be built so a golf car can
enter and exit.
•	Where provided, weather shelters will be built
so a golf car can enter and exit.

Extended Ground or Deck Surface at Fishing Piers and
Platforms

•	
At each location where there are railings,
guards or handrails, a clear floor or ground
space will be provided. Even when there are
no railings, guards or handrails, at least one
clear floor or ground space will be provided
on fishing piers and platform.
•	At least one turning space will be provided on
fishing piers and platforms.

•	At least 5%, but no fewer than one practice
putting greens, practice teeing grounds and
teeing stations at driving ranges will be built
so a golf car can enter and exit.
•	
Accessible routes serving teeing grounds,
practice tees, putting greens, teeing stations
at driving ranges, course weather shelters,
golf car rental areas, bag drop areas and
course toilet rooms will be at least 48” wide,
permitting the passage of an adapted golf car.
•	Handrails are not required, but if provided,
accessible routes will remain at least 60”
wide.
•	Where curbs or other barriers prevent golf
cars from entering a fairway, openings at
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least 60” wide will be provided at intervals
not exceeding 75 yards.
•	A clear floor or ground space, at least 60” x
96”, will be provided in weather shelters.

Accessible Miniature Golf Facilities
•	At least 50% of the holes on miniature golf
courses must be accessible, preferably placed
to provide as much of an equivalent experience
as possible.
•	Miniature golf courses will have accessible
holes be consecutive and will provide an
accessible route from the last accessible hole
to the course exit, without passing through
other course holes. The sequence can be
broken if the last accessible hole is the last
course hole before the exit.
•	
Playing surfaces are not required to be
accessible.
•	
Where accessible routes intersect hole
playing surfaces, a maximum 1” curb will be
permitted for a width of at least 32”.
•	A slope no steeper than 1:4, for a maximum 4”
rise, will be permitted.
•	Ramp slopes will not exceed 1:20 and ramp
landing lengths will be at least 48” x 60”.
•	Clear floor or ground space at least 48” x
60”, with a slope no steeper than 1:48, will be
provided at the start of play.
•	All areas within holes where golf balls rest
will be within 36” of a clear floor or ground
space, at least 36” wide and 48” long, with a
slope no steeper than 1:20. Such clear floor or
ground spaces will be served by an accessible
route.

Play Areas
•	Play areas for children 2 and older will be
accessible, and when separate play areas are
provided for specific age groups each play
area will be accessible.
•	Family child care facilities, where a proprietor
resides, need not comply.
•	Existing play areas where components were
relocated to create safe use zones, and ground
surfaces were not altered or extended for more
than one zone, need not comply.
•	If play components are altered, but ground
surface is not, those surfaces need not comply.
•	Where play areas are provided for the same
age group on a site, but are geographically
separated, they are considered separate play
areas and each area must comply.
•	Where play areas are designed and built in
phases, each successive addition and its route
must be accessible, so when finished, the
entire play area complies with requirements.
•	Play components will also be accessible.
•	Ground level play components will be provided
on accessible routes, per the table that follows.
Ground level play components will satisfy
the number required, if minimum required
types of play components are also provided.
Where two or more ground level components
are provided, they must be dispersed and
integrated with other components.
•	Examples of ground level play components
include: spring rockers, swings, diggers and
stand-alone slides. The general experience
provided by the play component is used
to distinguish between types. Examples
of different types of experiences include:
rocking, swinging, climbing, spinning and
sliding.
•	Accessible ground level play components must
be integrated into play areas so as to foster
interaction and socialization among children.
Grouping all components usable by disabled
children in one location is not integration.

Golf Club Reach Area
WI CONTRACTORS

•	If a stand-alone slide is provided, an accessible
route must connect the stair base to the slide’s
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exit point. A ramp or transfer system to the
top of the slide is not required.
•	Where a sand box is provided, an accessible
route must connect to the sand box border.
Accessibility to a sand box is enhanced by
providing a transfer system into the sand,
or providing a raised sand table with knee
clearance.
•	Ramps are preferred over transfer systems,
since not all children can use transfer systems.
•	
Ramp runs connecting ground level play
components will have slopes no steeper than
1:16, and the rise for any ramp run will be a
maximum of 12”.
•	
Where ramps connect elevated play
components, the maximum rise of any ramp
run is limited to 12”. Where possible, provide
ramps sloped less than the 1:12 maximum.
Berms or sculpted dirt can provide elevation
and be part of accessible routes to play
structures. Platform lifts are permitted, but
may not be appropriate if independently
operable.
•	When accessible routes serve ground level
play components, they must be at least 60”
wide, with a vertical clearance at least 80”
high.
•	At least one of each type of ground level play
component provided should be accessible
and on an accessible route. They should be
provided at the ratio shown in the table below.
If at least 50% of elevated play components are
connected by a ramp, and at least 3 elevated
play components connected by the ramp are
different types of play components, the play
area shall not be required to comply with the
table below.

Table 240.2.1.2

Number and Types of Ground Level Play Components
Required to be on Accessible Routes

Number of
Elevated Play
Components
Provided

Minimum
Number
of Ground
Level Play
Components
Required
to be on an
Accessible
Route

Minimum
Number of
Different
Types of
Ground
Level Play
Components
Required
to be on an
Accessible
Route

1

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

2 to 4

1

1

5 to 7

2

2

8 to 10

3

3

11 to 13

4

3

14 to 16

5

3

17 to 19

6

3

20 to 22

7

4

23 to 25

8

4

26 and over

8, plus 1 for
each additional
3, or fraction
thereof, over 25

5

•	Where a large play area includes two or more
composite play structures for the same age, the
total number of elevated play components on
all composite play structures must be added
to determine additional numbers and types of
ground level play components to be provided
on an accessible route.
•	Where elevated play components are provided,
at least 50% must be on an accessible route at
least 60” wide, reduceable to 44” where play
areas are 1000 SF or less, and 36” for lengths
of 60” long or less, connected by segments
that are still 60” wide.
•	The clear width of accessible routes connecting
elevated components will be at least 36”.
•	A double or triple slide in a composite play
structure is one elevated play component.
Ramps, transfer systems, steps, decks and
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roofs are not considered play components.
•	
Some play components attached to a
composite play structure may be approached
or exited at ground level or above grade, from
a platform or deck. Where transfer systems at
least 24” wide are provided, an elevated play
component may connect to another elevated
component as part of an accessible route.
•	
Play components attached to a composite
structure, approached from a platform or deck,
are considered elevated play components.
They are not ground level play components
and do not count toward requirements for
ground level components.
•	ASTM publications establish a uniform means
to measure and compare characteristics of
surface materials, to determine materials are
safe surfaces under and around equipment.
•	
These standards apply when an accessible
surface is required inside a play area, but a
fall attenuating surface is also required, and
they establish a nationally recognized safety
standard for public playground surfaces.
•	“Use zones” are ground areas beneath and
adjacent to a play structure, designed to
circulate around equipment, and on whose
surface it is predicted a user will land when
falling.
•	If the use zone of a playground is not entirely
surfaced with an accessible material, at least
one accessible route within a use zone must be
provided from the perimeter to all accessible
play structures or components within the
playground.
•	
When the surface of the accessible route,
clear floor or ground spaces or turning spaces
serving water play components is submerged,
it need not comply.

will protect water from contamination and
avoid damage to personal wheelchairs.
•	
Ground surfaces in play areas must be
inspected and maintained to ensure continued
compliance with ASTM standards. The type
of surface material selected and play area use
will determine the frequency of inspection
and maintenance activities.
•	
Transfer platforms will be provided where
transfer is intended from mobility aids.
Moving between transfer platforms and a
series of transfer steps requires extensive
exertion. Minimize the distance between the
points where a child transfers from a mobility
device and where elevated play components
are located.
•	Transfer platforms will have level surfaces, at
least 14” deep and 24” wide, and be 11”-18”
from the ground or floor surface. They will
have transfer space beside them with the 48”
long dimension centered on, and parallel to,
the 24” long side of the platform.
•	At least one means of support for transferring
will be provided.
•	Transfer steps will be provided to move from
transfer platforms to levels with elevated play
components. These steps will be level, at least
14” deep, at least 24” wide, and a maximum
of 8” high.

Transfer Platforms

•	Transfer systems will be permitted to connect
elevated play components in water.
•	
Personal wheelchairs and mobility devices
may not be appropriate for submerging
in water, when using play components in
water. Some may have batteries, motors, and
electrical systems subject to damage and
possibly contaminating the water. Providing an
aquatic wheelchair of non-corrosive materials
WI CONTRACTORS

Transfer Steps

•	
Transfer supports are required on transfer
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platforms and steps to assist children when
transferring. Some examples of supports
include a rope loop, a loop type handle, a
slot in the edge of a flat horizontal or vertical
member, poles or bars or D rings on corner
posts.
•	At least one turning space will be provided
on the same level as play components. Where
swings are provided, the turning space will be
immediately adjacent to the swing.
•	Clear floor or ground spaces, turning spaces
and accessible routes are permitted to overlap
in play areas. Specific locations are not
designated for clear floor or ground spaces or
turning spaces, except near swings, because
each play component may require spaces in
a unique location. Where play components
include a seat or entry point, an unobstructed
transfer from a wheelchair or other mobility
device is recommended. This enhances
the ability of children with disabilities to
independently use play components.
•	
The following table provides guidance on
reach ranges for children in wheelchairs and
applies to either forward or side reaches.

walls, transfer systems or pool stairs.
•	When a swimming pool has less than 300 LF
of swimming pool wall, only one accessible
means of entry will be required, if it is a
swimming pool lift or a sloped entry.
•	Wave action pools, leisure rivers, sand bottom
pools and other pools where user access is
limited to one area, need not provide more
than one accessible means of entry, provided
the accessible means of entry is a swimming
pool lift or a sloped entry.
•	Catch pools need not provide an accessible
entry if the edge is on an accessible route.
•	
Where more than one means of access
is provided into swimming pools, it is
recommended means of entry be different,
and in different locations, to better serve
needs of people with disabilities to get in and
out.
•	Pool walls at diving areas, and areas along
pool walls where landscaping or adjacent
structures prevent entry, are counted when
determining needed accessible entries.
•	At least one sloped entry will be provided for
wading pools.
•	At least one accessible means of entry will
be provided for spas, either a swimming pool
lift, transfer walls or a transfer system. When
spas are provided in a cluster, no more than
5% but no fewer than one spa in each cluster
must be accessible.

•	
Where play tables are provided, knee
clearance at least 24” high, 17” deep and 30”
wide will be provided. Tops of rims, curbs or
other obstructions will be at most 31” high.
Play tables primarily for children 5 years and
younger need not comply, when clear floor
or ground space is arranged for a parallel
approach.

Accessible Swimming Pools,
Wading Pools, and Spas
•	At least two accessible means of entry will be
provided for swimming pools. These will be
swimming pool lifts, sloped entries, transfer
114
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•	At least one pool lift will be located where
water level does not exceed 48”, unless the
entire pool is deeper than 48”.
•	There are a variety of seats available on pool
lifts ranging from sling seats to preformed or
molded seats. Pool lift seats with backs are the
most usable. Additional options like armrests,
head rests, seat belts and leg support will
enhance accessibility.
•	
When lifts are in a raised position, the
centerline of the seat will be located over the
deck, at least 16” from the edge of the pool.
The deck surface between the centerline of
the seat and the pool edge will have a slope no
steeper than 1:48.
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Pool Lift Seat Location

Clear Deck Space at Pool Lifts

•	On the side of the seat opposite the water,
a clear deck space at least 36” wide and
extending forward 48” from a line located
12” behind the rear seat edge will be provided
parallel with the seat. The deck space will
have a slope no steeper than 1:48.
•	The lift seat will be at least 16”wide, and the
lift will allow a stop at 16”-19” from the deck
to the top of the seat when it is raised (in the
load position).
•	
Footrests will be provided and move with
the seat. If provided, an armrest positioned
opposite the water can be removable or fold
clear of the seat when the seat is in the raised
(load) position. Footrests are not required on
pool lifts provided in spas.

Pool Lift Seat Height

•	The lift will be capable of unassisted operation
from both deck and water levels.
•	Lift seats will submerge to a water depth of at
least 18” below the stationary water level.
•	Single person pool lifts will have a weight
capacity of at least 300 pounds and sustain a
static load of at least one and a half times the
rated load.
•	When using sloped entries, consider providing
an aquatic wheelchair made of non-corrosive
materials and designed for access into the
water to protect water from contamination
and avoid damage to mobility aids.
•	Where sloped entries are provided, surfaces
will not be required to be slip resistant.
•	Sloped entries will extend down to 24”-30”
below the stationary water level. Where
landings are required, at least one landing
will be located 24”-30” below water level.
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Pool Lift Submerged Depth

Sloped Entry Submerged Depth

•	In wading pools, a sloped entry will extend to
the deepest part of the wading pool.
•	At least two handrails will be provided at
a sloped entry, with a clear width between
them of 33”-38”. Handrail extensions are not
required at the bottom landing of a sloped
entry.
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•	Where a sloped entry is provided for wave
action pools, leisure rivers, sand bottom pools
and other pools where user access is limited
to one area, handrails need not comply with
clear width requirements.
•	
Sloped entries in wading pools need not
provide handrails.

Depth and Length of Transfer Walls

•	Transfer walls will be 12”-16” wide, at least
60” long, and centered on clear deck space.
•	Surfaces of transfer walls will not be sharp
and will have rounded edges.

Handrails for Sloped Entry

•	Transfer walls will have a clear deck space of
at least 60” x 60”, with a slope no steeper than
1:48, provided at the base of the transfer wall.
Where one grab bar is provided, the clear
deck space will be centered on the grab bar.
Where two grab bars are provided, the clear
deck space will be centered on the clearance
between the grab bars.

•	At least one grab bar will be provided on the
transfer wall, perpendicular to the pool wall
and extending the full depth of the transfer
wall. The top of the bar will be 4”-6” above
the wall. Where one grab bar is provided,
clearance will be at least 24” on both sides.
With two grab bars, clearance between bars
shall be at least 24”.

•	The height of a transfer wall will be 16”-19”,
measured from the deck.

Grab Bars for Transfer Walls

•	A transfer platform with at least 19” clear
depth and 24” clear width will be provided at
the head of each transfer system.
Clear Deck Space at Transfer Walls

Transfer Wall Height
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•	A transfer space at least 60” x 60”, with a slope
no steeper than 1:48, will be provided at the
base of a transfer platform surface, centered
along a 24” side of the transfer platform. The
side of the platform serving the transfer space
will be unobstructed.
•	Transfer steps will be a maximum of 8” high,
but minimized as much as possible to decrease
how far an individual must lift up or move
down to reach the next step and gain access.
The surface of the bottom tread will extend to
at least 18” below the stationary water level.
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Size of Transfer Platform

•	There will be at least one grab bar on each
transfer step and transfer platform, or a
continuous bar serving each transfer step and
the platform will be provided and not obstruct
transfer. When provided on each step, tops
of bars will be 4”-6” above each step and
platform. When a continuous grab bar is
provided, the top of the gripping surface will
be 4”-6” above the step nosing and transfer
platform.

•	The transfer system surface will not be sharp
and will have rounded edges.

Grab Bars

Clear Deck Space at Transfer Platform

•	
Each transfer step will have a clear tread
depth of 14”-17” and a clear tread width of at
least 24”.

•		 Pool stairs will comply, except that pool
step riser heights will not be required to be
4”- 7” high, provided that riser heights are
uniform.
•	The width between pool stair handrails will
be 20”-24”, and handrail extensions will not
be required.

Accessible Shooting Facilities with
Firing Positions
•	At least 5% but no fewer than one of each type
of firing position will be accessible.

Transfer Steps

•	A circular turning space with at least a 6’
diameter, with slopes no steeper than 1:48,
will be provided at shooting facilities at
accessible firing positions.

Size of Transfer Steps
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FINAL EXAM QUESTIONS:
55.	With amusement rides purchased
from others, the designation ‘new’
refers to the _____.
a.	Ship date of the ride
b.	The date the occupancy certificate is
granted
c.	First permanent installation of the
ride
d.	Date the order is placed for
manufacture of the ride
56. W
 hich is not a characteristic of
wheelchair spaces provided on
amusement rides?
a.	A clear width of at least 30”
b.	Hanging straps for securing
wheelchair occupants
c.	A clear length of at least 48”
d.	An opening to the space at least 32”
wide

59. I f 14-16 elevated play components
are provided, there must also be a
minimum of _____ ground level
components on an accessible route.
a. 3
b. 5
c. 7
d. 8
60. W
 hich of the following is NOT
considered an accessible means of
entry for swimming pools?
a. Swimming pool lifts
b. Sloped entries
c. Transfer walls
d. Water slides

57. E
 dge protection is permitted
at continuous clear openings
on boat piers, provided it is
___________________.
a.	A maximum 4” high and maximum
2” wide.
b.	Designed to prevent the passage of a
baby’s head
c.	A minimum of 42” high and
continuous
d.	Less than 1/4” high
58. W
 here a sand box is provided, an
accessible route must connect to
____________.
a. The principle play area entry
b. The bottom of the sandbox
c. The base of the nearest slide
d. The sand box border
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Wisconsin Contractors Institute
N16 W23217 Stone Ridge Drive
Suite 290
Waukesha, WI 53188

Hello,
I have included the 12 hours of continuing education courses that you requested. The cost of the 12
hours is $99.00.
Here are the 2 steps required to complete the courses:

1. Read the enclosed courses and fill out the answer sheets found in the booklets.
2. Submit your exams. You can mail the answer sheets and payment to Wisconsin

Contractors Institute, N16W23217 Stone Ridge Dr., Suite 290, Waukesha, WI 53188.
(Or you can fax or email the answer sheets to us: 888-246-9280; wciceu@gmail.com)

If you have any other questions please feel free to give us a call at 262-409-4282.
Thank you!
WCI
262-409-4282
www.wcitraining.com

